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Abstract
In a world that is increasingly dependent on technology, digital data is generated
in an unprecedented way. This makes companies that require large storage space,
such as Netflix or Dropbox, use cloud storage solutions where data is remotely
maintained, managed, and backed up, in an easy and cheap way. Particularly,
cloud object stores are widely adopted and increasingly used for storing these
huge amounts of data. This is mainly thanks to their built-in characteristics,
such as simplicity, scalability and high-availability. Moreover, the evolution of
cloud computing, in what refers, for example, to data analysis, make cloud object
stores an important actor in today’s cloud ecosystem.
However, cloud object stores face three main challenges: 1) Flexible management
of multi-tenant workloads. Commonly, cloud object stores are multi-tenant systems, meaning that all tenants share the same system resources, which could lead
to interference problems. Furthermore, it is now complex to manage heterogeneous storage policies in a massive scale. 2) Data self-management. Cloud object
stores themselves do not offer much flexibility regarding data self-management
by tenants. Typically, they are rigid, non-programmable systems, which prevent
tenants to handle the specific requirements of their objects. 3) Elastic computation close to the data. Placing computations close to the data in the storage
system can be useful to reduce data transfers. But, the challenge here is how to
achieve elasticity in those computations without provoking resource contention
and interferences in the storage layer.
In this thesis, we present three novel research contributions that solve the aforementioned challenges. Firstly, we introduce the first Software-defined Storage
(SDS) architecture for cloud object stores that separates the control plane from
the data plane, allowing to manage multi-tenant workloads in a flexible and
dynamic way. For example, by applying different service levels of bandwidth
to different tenants. Secondly, we designed a novel policy abstraction called
microcontroller that transforms common objects into smart objects, enabling
tenants to programmatically manage their behavior. For example, a content-level
access control microcontroller attached to an specific object to filter its content
depending on who is accessing it. Finally, we present the first elastic data-driven
serverless computing platform that mitigates the resource contention problem of
placing computation close to the data.
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Chapter 1

Motivation and Challenges
Nowadays, data is experiencing an incredible growth in the digital universe. The
adoption of the new technologies by both common users and enterprises, increasingly generates data in a never-before-seen proportion. IDC, in a collaborative
report with Seagate [1], estimates that by 2025 the global datasphere will grow
to 163ZB. That is more than five times the 30.1ZB of data generated in 2018
(Fig. 1.1a). Most of this data is generated for further processing. Data analysis
extracts relevant information thus increasing its value. In this sense, IDC also
estimates that by 2025, nearly 20% of the data will be critical1 to our daily lives
and nearly 10% of that will be hypercritical2 (Fig. 1.1b).

(a) Unstructured data growth prevision

(b) Data criticality over time

Fig. 1.1 Evolution of the global datasphere
The data that makes up the global datasphere is commonly classified in two
main types: structured and unstructured. While structured data represents that
1
2

Critical. Data known to be necessary for the expected continuity of users’ daily lives.
Hypercritical. Data with direct and immediate impact on the health and wellbeing of users.
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information which has a predefined structure, such as that data that is stored
in relational databases, unstructured data is information that either does not
have a predefined data model or is not organized in a predefined manner, such
as audio and video files or text logs. In this sense, some analysis [2] show how
unstructured data is growing much faster in relation with others. Without going
any further, by 2022, 93% of all data in the digital universe is predicted to be
unstructured [3]. At this moment, unstructured data is growing at the rate of
62% per year [4]. Consequently, organizations are moving away from traditional
infrastructures. Nowadays, and each time more, the storage systems have to deal
with this huge and growing mix of unstructured data, which comes from, for
example, social media, health care, or science, and includes audio, video, logs,
health records, sensor data, and emails to name few.
While traditionally this data was stored in structured block storage devices,
the limitations of these systems in terms of simplicity and scalability made object
stores pervasive in today’s world. It is estimated that more than 80% of enterprise
data will be stored in scale-out storage systems [3] in the next years. In this sense,
object stores are specially designed to handle this huge data growth [5]. They
can scale to hundreds of petabytes in a single namespace without suffering any
sort of performance degradation, while providing high-availability of the data by
storing copies of the same object on multiple nodes. An object storage system is
capable of storing files and metadata about files, which consists of the attributes
for the actual data being stored. Many attributes are identifiers for information
to be easy sortable, analyzable, put into context, and create value. Moreover,
object stores are software-based systems, which allow them to be deployed on
standard servers or cloud-based resources.

1.1

Problem Statement

The world is becoming software driven, but that does not necessarily mean
programmable [6]. This is what happens exactly with cloud object storage
systems. By analyzing the offer catalog of the different cloud providers [7–11]
and open-source solutions [12, 13], we noted that the available object storage
systems do not offer too much ways of extensibility, which inevitably limits the
programmability of the system. Programmability unlocks the full potential of
computing and increases the innovation, and we think that cloud object stores
lack of it. The continuously growing of the unstructured data makes necessary
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cloud-based object stores to be more programmable, thus providing a new layer
of storage automation and data management, both for storage administrators
and tenants.
To get started, commonly, cloud object stores are services with multi-tenant
support. That is, the object store allows to create different instances of the
service for each tenant3 . Multi-tenancy ensures data isolation and sharing among
tenants and users of the same tenant, all of these over the same system software
and infrastructure. Sharing the same infrastructure across all tenants is very
beneficial in terms of both CAPEX4 and OPEX5 . However, it is also one of its
main drawbacks. Operating over the same software and infrastructure means
that all the tenants of the storage service share the same system resources, which
could lead to performance issues. In this sense, the first question we pose about
programmability in cloud object storage systems is the next:
Question 1: Is there a lack of flexibility for handling multi-tenant workloads?
Despite their growing popularity, object stores are not well prepared for
heterogeneity. Typically, a deployment of an object store uses a monolithic
configuration setup, even when the same object store acts as a substrate for
different types of applications with time-varying requirements. This results
in all applications experiencing the same service level, though the workloads
from different applications can vary dramatically. Because tenants share system
resources with other public tenants, performance can be wildly inconsistent. This
performance unpredictability is also aggravated by the fact that tenants have
little control over where their data resides, so it is not rare that hot data from
two separate tenants go to the same physical node. For example, while a social
network application such as Facebook would have to store a large number of
small-medium sized photos (KB to MB), a Big Data analytics framework would
probably generate read and write requests for large files.
It is clear that using a static configuration inhibits optimization of the system
to such varying needs. In this sense, we think that a multi-tenant management
technology is a required layer in cloud object stores. This will enhance the
programmability of cloud object storage systems by adding a new software
3

A tenant is a group of users who share a common access to the storage instance.
Capital expenditure or capital expense (CAPEX) is the money a company spends to buy,
maintain, or improve its fixed assets, such as hardware and systems.
5
Operating expense (OPEX) is an ongoing cost for running a product, business, or system.
4
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management layer. It will allow to dynamically orchestrate the storage cluster
by means of high-level policies. However, this approach is purely oriented to be
admin-based, and as a consequence, the next question we pose is:
Question 2: Are tenants able to manage their data in cloud object stores?
Unfortunately, in cloud object stores the tools given to users to manage their
data is surprisingly limited. Typically, at the object level, users can only decide
the expiration time for their data. When an object expires, that piece of data is
automatically erased by the system and becomes no longer accessible. Beyond
this, an object cluster is simply a data silo where to put data. Cloud vendors
offer the possibility to set policies at a higher level, such as at the bucket level.
However, these policies are limited to: access control polices, to decide which users
of the tenant can access to the data contained in a specific bucket, and sometimes
to: object replication level policies, which finally guarantee the availability of
the objects of a bucket. Moreover, some object storage systems also offer the
possibility to activate an encryption mechanism to secure the data in a specific
bucket.
In spite of this, nowadays, a new computing abstraction called serverless
computing enables cloud services to process data with user-defined functions.
Functions can be event-based or proactively invoked. Referring to object storage
services, functions can be invoked just when the data is uploaded to the cluster.
That is, it is possible to create a policy that launches a function on the upload
event. However, the computation occurs in a decoupled way, having to transfer
all the data from the storage to the compute cluster, eventually storing the result
back to the storage cluster if needed.
These limitations prevent cloud object stores to easily adapt to users’ requirements. Serverless computing may solve some of the use cases of data management
when the data is uploaded to the cloud. But the model does not allow to control
the full lifecycle of the objects, leaving a spectrum of possible use cases without
the possibility of management. In this sense, we think that a self-management
layer for tenants is necessary in cloud object stores, in order to procure tenants
the ability to manage their data in a flexible way.
Adding a new storage management layer, derived from Question 1, and a data
management layer, derived from Question 2, are the two main research challenges
to enhance the programmability of cloud object stores of this thesis. However,
usually these enhancements mean overloading the storage cluster with new
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functionalities and computation tasks that consume storage resources. Moving
computation close to the data may inevitably produce resource contention. That
is, there may be not enough compute resources to manage the object storage
system. Thus, it is inevitable to pose the following question:
Question 3: Are there enough compute resources in the storage layer for enhancing the programmability?
Storage management and data management usually refer to running computation tasks within the storage cluster. However, data transformations tasks such
as compression or encryption can uncontrollably increase the CPU and memory
usage, interfering in the normal operation of the storage service. In a storage
cluster, compute resources are limited, and the idea behind its scalability is to
scale-up or scale-out the resources when more storage space is required, and
not when CPU and memory is overloaded. Thus, to solve the more than likely
elasticity and resource contention issues, one can think that the correct approach
would be to decouple the compute capabilities from the storage. Without going
any further, this is how many systems are currently built. Typically in the cloud,
vendors offer separated compute and storage clusters. Disaggregation, among
other things, ensures the correct management and scalability, and it greatly
simplifies the deployment and maintenance of these services.
Nevertheless, the proposed systems derived from Question 1 and Question 2
have some benefits that we want to preserve. They are data locality and inline
processing 6 . In this context, data locality is a term used to define that the
computation is done where the data is, instead of moving the data where the
computation is. Placing computation close to the data significantly decreases
the data movement between storage and compute clusters, saving an enormous
and limited quantity of bandwidth. Moreover, data locality together with inline
processing may provide better performance in terms of execution time. The
fundamental reason is that transferring input data to the compute cluster for processing, and then storing the results back to the storage cluster, may lengthen the
total storage request time. Furthermore, it significantly increases disk read/write
operations in the storage nodes.
It can be said that moving data between clusters is only an acceptable approach
when real-time response is not required. However, in today’s world, Internet is
6

Inline processing refers to process an object data stream synchronously, as it comes in/out
form the storage cluster.
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becoming faster, and each time more applications demand real-time processing
capabilities and low latency interconnection [1, 2]. In this instantaneous world,
those applications which use cloud object stores also require the shortest possible
request time in order to guarantee user experience. Therefore, data locality and
inline processing are two of the well-known key enablers to deliver it. In this sense,
we think that a technology that guarantees data locality and inline processing, at
the same time that it prevents the elasticity and resource contention problems
derived from the insitu computing tasks, it is necessary to keep the normal
operation of an enhanced cloud object store.

1.2

Contributions of this Thesis

In what follows, we aim to relate specific contributions of this thesis. These
contributions are derived from the previous posed questions.
Contribution 1: Add a multi-tenant management layer.
For the first contribution, we took as basis a paradigm called Software-defined
Storage (SDS). SDS is specially designed to dynamically manage the storage
infrastructure by means of high-level policies, at the same time that the flexibility
and programmability of the storage system is enhanced. In this sense, the first
contribution of this thesis is the design and implementation of Crystal, the
first SDS architecture for cloud object storage systems that efficiently supports
multi-tenancy and applications with evolving requirements. On the one hand,
it provides a control plane for multi-tenant object storage, with flexible policies
and their transparent translation into the enforcement mechanisms at the data
plane. On the other hand, it provides an extensible data plane that offers a
filter abstraction, which can encapsulate from arbitrary computations to resource
management functionality, enabling concise policies for complex tasks. Moreover,
we provide examples of policies for storage automation and I/O bandwidth control
that demonstrate the design principles of our management layer.
Contribution 2: Add self-management support for tenants.
For the second contribution, we propose a new object management abstraction
called microcontroller. Microcontrollers allow tenants to control objects behavior
in a flexible, dynamic, and programmatic way. Moreover, microcontrollers extend
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the previous work in Contribution 1 with respect to fine-grained object management policies. While SDS enables the centralized management of storage service
and infrastructure, it is rather ill-suited to manage the singular requirements
of objects, which are bothersome to understand by storage administrators, but
natural for tenants. Treating such particularities as regular policies could lead
an SDS centralized control plane to evaluate thousands of policies at runtime,
slowing down the system for critical management tasks at the bucket level. In
this sense, it turns out to be more natural to let tenants self-manage their data at
the object level, while leaving decision making at higher level to storage administrators. This vision can only be carried out with a powerful abstraction such
as our microcontrollers. To wrap up, the second contribution of this thesis is
the design and implementation of a novel distributed computing model based on
microcontrollers for the flexible self-management of objects by tenants. We also
provide examples of microcontrollers, such as content-level access control, object
prefetching, and policy-based automated object deletion, which demonstrate the
feasibility of our novel fine-grained management layer.
Contribution 3: Scale-out policy enforcement in the data plane.
For the third contribution, we propose a novel serverless computing platform
whose abstractions are well suited for enabling the correct elasticity of the policy
enforcement in the data plane. Through the usage of serverless functions, this
new framework allows those systems that perform computations close to the data,
like the previous ones built in this thesis, to better scale computing resources
and to prevent resource contention problems. To do so, it offloads computing
resources of the storage nodes by moving computation tasks into an intermediate
computing layer, located in the storage path. This new distributed computing
model allows administrator and user functions for serverless inline storage and
data management. All of this, within the storage infrastructure, thus reducing
data movement between storage and compute clusters needed in some of the
current computing models. In this sense, the third contribution of this thesis
is the design and implementation of a novel data-driven serverless computing
framework that decouples the compute capabilities from the storage nodes, while
ensuring elasticity, data locality and inline processing. This model enables
previous contributions of this thesis to be less intrusive in the storage clusters.
Finally, we provide examples of application that demonstrate the feasibility and
versatility of this framework, both for storage and data management.
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1.3

Outline of this Dissertation

In the following, we provide a summary of the thesis chapters:
Chapter 2: Background. This chapter provides definitions and concepts that
are required throughout the thesis.
Chapter 3: State-of-the-Art. This chapter discusses the current literature
regarding the main research areas related to the previous stated contributions.
They include object management, software-defined storage, and active storage.
Chapter 4: Extending Multi-tenant Management. This chapter presents
the first Software-Defined Storage architecture whose core objective is to efficiently
support multi-tenancy in object stores. It adds a filtering abstraction at the
data plane and exposes it to the control plane to enable high-level policies at the
tenant and bucket granularities.
Chapter 5: Adding Self-management Support for Tenants. This chapter
presents a novel framework for object stores that allows tenants to self-manage
their data through the deployment of per-object management policies. With
these management polices, named microcontrollers, it is possible to operate on
the objects depending upon their state and content.
Chapter 6: Scaling out Policy Enforcement in the Data Plane. This
chapter presents an innovative data-driven serverless computing framework for
cloud object stores. It is a lightweight compute solution that allows users to
create small, stateless functions that intercept and operate on data flows in a
scalable manner without the need to manage a server or a runtime environment.
Chapter 7: Conclusions and Future Directions. This chapter presents the
conclusions that ensue from this work and a variety of possible future research
lines.

Chapter 2

Storage and Programmability:
Background and Definitions
In this chapter, we aim at providing the necessary concepts and definitions to
properly understand the rest of this thesis. We first give some background on
the operation and architecture of storage systems, paying particular attention
in the cloud object storage variant. In this sense, we take OpenStack Swift as a
paradigmatic example, since together with Ceph, it may be the most adopted
open source object storage system. Second, we describe the computing capabilities
of object stores, describing the ‘active storage’ technique. Third, we illustrate
the principles and concepts behind the ‘software-defined’ paradigm. In this
case, paying special attention in the ‘software-defined storage’ variant, which is
fundamental to understand one of the contributions of this thesis. In all cases,
we overview a variety of existing systems to provide the reader with a big picture
of the programmability of the storage systems.

2.1

Overview of Storage Systems

The storage systems could be divided in three different types depending on how
data is stored, and the purpose of their usage, since as we describe in the following
sections, each type of storage is better in different circumstances. They include:
1) block storage, where data is stored and managed as blocks within sectors
and tracks of the hard disk, but no metadata providing further context. 2) File
storage, where data is stored as files organized into a hierarchical file system,
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alongside some few attributes, like size and name providing context. 3) Object
storage, where data is stored as objects in massively scalable containers with a
globally unique identifier, and with the possibility of large amounts of metadata.
Table 2.1 Summary of the main storage systems characteristics
Factors

Block Storage

File Storage

Object
Storage

Storage Fit

Performancebased primary or
secondary
storage

Capacity-based
secondary
storage

highly reliable,
cloud-scale,
secondary
storage

Amount of data

<500 TBs

<100 TBs or
100-500 TBs for
scale-out NAS

> 500 TBs and
in many cases
petabytes of
data

Latency

<10 ms or
microsecond
(flash)

Trade-off lower
latency for
storage
simplicity

Latency-tolerant
data access

Data type

Structured and
unstructured
data

Unstructured
data

Unstructured
data

Metadata

Fixed system
attributes

Fixed file-system
attributes

Custom
metadata

Protocols

iSCSI, FC,
SATA

NFS/SMB

REST over
HTTP

Storage location

On premise or
private cloud

On premise or
private cloud

On premise,
private, hybrid
or public cloud

Client location

Centralized

Centralized

Centralized or
geographically
dispersed

In table 2.1 [14], it is summarized the main characteristics of each storage
type, thus showing a comparison between them. The fields of the table show
what follows: The storage fit, which indicates where or in what circumstances
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each type of storage better fits. The amount of data or capacity that each one
is designed for. The latency that clients have against the storage service. The
data type that each one better accepts. The ability to accept metadata. The
protocols needed to access the storage service. The storage location where the
storage system is deployed. And the client location from where clients access the
storage service, that is, centralized: clients are located within the same network,
or geographically dispersed: clients access through a Wide Area Network (WAN).

2.2

Block-based Storage

Block storage is the native storage interface at the drive level, it is known as
the fastest storage technology. The most common example is a Hard Disk Drive
(HDD), which once formatted, it writes out and reads in blocks by their block
address. In block storage data can be organized at high level into a file system or
an application-specific structure. However, at low level, files are split into evenly
sized blocks of data, each with its own address or block Identifiers (IDs) (e.g.,
sector number).
HDDs can be split into volumes of fixed block sizes. Each volume, called
device, can be treated as an independent disk drive. This device offers a fixed
storage capacity and can be mounted by the host Operating System (OS) as if it
was a physical disk. Once mounted, it is possible to format it with a file system
and start storing files on it, combine multiple devices into a RAID array, or
configure a database to write directly to the block device. Some of the advantages
of block storage devices are that they can be resized to accommodate growing
needs, and they can be easily moved between machines. The main downside of
block storage is that it has limited capability to handle metadata.
Moreover, cloud vendors have products that can provision block storage
devices of any size and attach them to virtual machines. Normally, this blockbased storage devices include data encryption, replication and deduplication as
data management techniques.

2.2.1

Use Cases

Block-based storage is useful in a wide variety of use cases due to the high
performance it offers, or its ability to dynamically create and manage volumes on
HDDs. These use cases include databases and Virtual Machines (VMs).

12
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Databases: Block storage is common in mission-critical applications that demand consistently high performance. Thus, it is ideal for databases, since a
database requires consistent Input/Output (I/O) performance and low-latency
connectivity.
Virtual Machines: Virtualization software use block-based storage to host the
file systems for the guest operating systems packaged inside virtual machine disk
images.

2.2.2

Examples and Existing Systems

The most common examples of block storage are Storage Area Network (SAN)
and local disks (DASD). SANs are computer networks which provide access to
consolidated, block level data storage, and always expose a block storage interface
to the operating systems and client applications. SANs include 3 different layers:
the host layer, integrated by the servers; the fabric layer, integrated by the
network devices; and the storage layer, integrated by the storage devices. In
SANs, the host layer contains the file system which uses the fabric layer to
communicate with the storage layer. This occurs, for example, through Fiber
Channel (FC) or Internet SCSI (iSCSI) protocols.
iSCSI is a TCP/IP based protocol, providing data transfer and management to
remote block storage devices over IP networks. As a SAN protocol, iSCSI extends
SANs across local and wide area networks (Local Area Networks (LANs), WANs
and the Internet) providing location-independent data storage retrieval with
distributed servers and arrays. In SANs, data is transferred, stored, and accessed
on a block level. As such, a SAN does not provide data file abstractions, only
block-level storage and operations. However, file systems have been developed to
work with SAN software, thus providing file-level access. These file systems are
known as SAN file systems (or shared-disk file systems) and they include: Global
File System 2 [15], and IBM General Parallel File System [16].
From the cloud storage perspective, cloud providers also offer block-based
storage services. They focus mainly on providing durable and high performance
block storage capacity (storage volumes) to VM. Typically, volumes are highly
available and reliable, which can be attached to any running VM instance. Some
of the commercial block storage options in the cloud include: IBM Cloud Block
Storage [17], AWS Elastic Block Storage (EBS) [18], Azure Premium Storage [19],
and Google Persistent Disks [20].

2.3 File-based Storage

2.3
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File-based Storage

File-based is the most straightforward way of storage. Data is organized through
files with a name and some metadata attributes.Then, it is stored in folders under directories and sub-directories. In file storage, data is accessed as
file IDs over a shared network, and the storage server manages the data on
disk; On the one hand, an ID is the path of the file, which always includes
the server name or IP, the directory path, and the file name, for example: //local_data_server/documents/images/photo.jpg. On the other hand,
data can be accessed through the network by using the Network File System
(NFS) protocol for Unix or Linux, or the Server Message Block (SMB) protocol
for Microsoft Windows.
In file-based storage, servers use block storage with a local file system to
organize the files. Thus, users only deal with the protocol and the file path, which
makes this type of storage easy to use. Moreover, in file storage systems, metadata
is composed by few fixed file attributes, normally stored in the file system. These
system attributes include the size of file, and the dates of creation, last access
and last modification. Usually, as in block-based storage, file storage systems
integrate advanced data management techniques, for example, data snapshotting,
encryption, replication, compression and deduplication.

2.3.1

Use Cases

File-based storage makes sense for a wide variety of scenarios, including:
Local archiving: The ability to seamlessly accommodate scalability with a
scale-out solution makes file-level storage a cost effective option for archiving files
in a small data center environment.
File sharing: The simplicity of file-level storage makes file sharing fit better
in centralized storage servers. A single network storage appliance allows to
consolidate multiple file servers for simplicity, ease of management, and space,
which is ideal for this use case.

2.3.2

Examples and Existing Systems

The most common example of file-based storage is a Network Attached Storage
(NAS) unit connected to a computer network. In this sense, NAS systems are
networked appliances which contain one or more storage drives, often arranged
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into logical redundant storage containers or RAID. For its implementation, it
is possible to acquire proprietary devices (NAS-oriented software or appliances,
such as NexentaStor and NetApp) or install open source software (NAS-oriented
distributions of Linux, such as FreeNAS, NAS4Free, CryptoNAS and NASLite)
in commodity hardware appliances.
A more advanced example of NAS is the Scale-out NAS. It is a type of storage
that incorporates a distributed file system [21] that can scale a single volume with
a single namespace across many nodes. Scale-out NAS file-level storage solutions
can scale up to several petabytes, while handling thousands of clients. As capacity
is scaled out, performance is scaled up. An example of a distributed file system is
GlusterFS [22]. It is a software-based open source file system that aggregates disk
storage resources from multiple servers, facilitating the centralized management
of data through a single global namespace.
File-based storage is also offered as a service by cloud vendors. It provides
simple, scalable, elastic file storage for VMs, and it is mainly used for sharing
data between them in the cloud. Examples of file-based cloud storage systems
include: Amazon Elastic File System (EFS) [23], IBM Cloud File Storage [24],
and Microsoft Azure Files [25].

2.4

Object-based Storage

As the name suggests, object-based storage stores data in entities known as
objects. Each object typically includes the data itself, a variable amount of
metadata, and a globally unique ID, all of this stored in a flat namespace. In
object stores, data is organized within buckets, that, at the same time, offer a way
of grouping objects. Moreover, it provides larger namespaces in contrast to blockor file-based storage, which nullifies name collisions. With this guarantee, it is
possible to retrieve an object from the storage service by simply presenting its
unique ID, thus making information much easier to find in a large pool of data.
Object-based storage also offers much greater flexibility in terms of metadata.
Unlike block and file storage, object storage allows to store large amounts of
metadata alongside the data. The metadata provides information about the
structure, definition, and administration qualities of the stored data. For instance,
it is possible to customize metadata of the data that proceeds from certain
applications, or tag the data that have similar content. In terms of infrastructure,
one of the key advantages of object storage services is the scalability. The storage
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system can scale with no limits to accommodate the storage capacity to the
demand. Scaling out an object architecture is as simple as adding additional
nodes to the storage cluster, being able to reach petabytes of storage space.

2.4.1

Variants

Object-based storage has uses in cloud storage and High-performance Computing
(HPC). This different use of the storage system caused that each application
domain has evolved their own object storage ecosystem. As a result, the differentiating features include access protocols, performance, security, replication,
reliability, and metadata servers [26].
For example, HPC distributed file systems commonly use Object Storage
Devices (OSDs) as data back-end. OSDs [27] can come in many forms, ranging
from a single disk drive to a storage controller with an array of drives (disk,
subsystem or appliance) that includes one or more HDDs, memory, CPU and
networking capabilities. For example, the Seagate Kinetic unit or the Panasas
storage blade [28]. Normally, OSDs are interconnected in a private scale-out
SAN cluster through, for example, the Small Computer System Interface (SCSI)
protocol. The difference between an OSD and a block-based device is the interface,
not the physical media. Commonly, OSDs integrate an object storage interface
[29], an extension of SCSI that implements the command set to operate over the
objects, through, for example, FC, InfiniBand or iSCSI protocols.
In contrast, cloud object stores commonly use storage nodes as data back-ends,
which are physical x86 servers with commodity hardware. They usually include
one or more HDDs or Solid-state Drives (SSDs) for storing the actual data.
Object-based cloud storage system are accessed through a RESTful Application
Programming Interface (API), and through a Internet network, either LAN for
local connections, or WAN for remote clouds. The RESTful API uses Hypertext
Transfer Protocol (HTTP) requests to operate over the objects.

2.4.2

Easy Access through RESTful API

Simple access makes cloud object storage easy to use, and thus, widely adopted.
While the communication with block- and file-based storage operates at the
operating system level, object-based storage operates at application level thanks
to the RESTful APIs that these services provide. APIs make objects accessible
via HTTP and facilitate management functions related to authentication, per-
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missions, and data properties. As a consequence, the format of an object ID
includes the server ID, the name of the bucket, and the name of the object, for
example: http://server.url/img_bucket/photo.jpg. Moreover, cloud object
stores usually provide client applications, based on the API definitions, for easing
end users the interaction with the storage servers. From uploads, going through
downloads and deletions, these tools help users to manage their data.

2.4.3

Data Management

Data management is another central operational point of any distributed storage
system. Like in block- and file-based storage, object stores always include data
management techniques to orchestrate the storage system. It is important to note
that these techniques may considerably differ depending on the system where
they are built upon, and sometimes, these implementations make one service
better than another. Next, we describe the main data management techniques in
object stores:
Data reduction:
Deduplication: Deduplication technology shrinks the data footprint by eliminating
redundant copies of data and thus reducing storage overhead. Data deduplication
techniques ensure that only one unique instance of data is retained for storage. For
example, a typical email system might contain 100 copies of the same 1 Megabyte
(MB) file attachment. If the email platform is backed up or archived, all 100
copies are saved, requiring 100MBs of storage space. With data deduplication,
only one copy of the attachment is stored; each subsequent copies is referenced
back to the one saved. In this example, a 100MBs storage demand drops to
1MB, thus saving 99% of the required storage in the case of not using this data
reduction technique.
Compression: Compression reduces the size of every piece of data based on some
selectable algorithms. Compressing data can save storage capacity, speed up
file transfer, and decrease costs for storage hardware and network bandwidth.
Compression can be done standalone or in conjunction with data deduplication.
The compression ratio depends on the compression algorithm and the type of
data. For example, a simple text-log data object of 100MBs could be compressed
with the .gzip format, which uses the DEFLATE algorithm [30], to around
10MBs, which represents a 90% of space saving in the storage system.
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Data protection:
To maintain the desired level of data availability, object storage systems provide
a degree of data redundancy. Object replication is, perhaps, the simplest way of
producing data redundancy, being suitable for storage of small objects that are
accessed frequently. Sometimes, the replication degree is configurable, however,
the most common configuration is 3-way replication level for frequent access
objects, and 1-way replication level for archival.
Moreover, other redundancy schemes based on erasure codes [31] can reduce
the storage and communication costs compared to replication, thus increasing the
data availability in front of possible storage failures. Erasure coding is a method
of data protection in which data is broken into fragments, expanded and encoded
with redundant data pieces. Erasure coding divides an object into pieces, and
calculates multiple parities. In the event that the original file, or some of the
pieces of it are lost, the system can use the parities and the remaining pieces to
recalculate the original data.
Data placement:
Data placement is usually based on what is called storage polices. Therefore, a
data placement policy is a pivotal element to the correct operation of the storage
system. Normally, as described above, in object stores a 3-way replication level
is applied when data object comes into the storage cluster. In other cases, for
better data protection, it is applied an erasure coding algorithm, which splits the
object into a certain number of blocks, eventually stored in different nodes.
In both cases, it is necessary to decide where to place the object replicas or
blocks across a subset of storage nodes in order to be persisted. This inherently
implies that the system should take a decision about which replicas or blocks
are assigned to which storage nodes. In this sense, object storage systems use
different data placement techniques, such as hash rings, in such a way that the
data availability is ensured, and providing load balancing across all nodes.

2.4.4

Use Cases

Object-based storage is specially designed to face the huge growing of unstructured
data occurring nowadays. Examples of unstructured data includes text files, music,
videos, logs and images. In this sense, some ideal use cases include: big data,
backup, file synchronization and sharing, and web-scale applications.
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Big data: Thanks to the near infinite scaling capabilities, object storage has the
ability to accommodate huge quantities of unstructured data.
Backup storage: Scalability makes object stores prepared for the massive
amounts of data that typically accompany archived backups.
File sync and share: Tools like Dropbox, Microsoft OneDrive and Google
Drive built on top of object-based storage services, make cloud object stores
widely used to store user data. This fact makes file synchronization and sharing
an increasingly adopted use case among common users.
Web-scale applications: As access to cloud object stores is through HTTP
APIs, web applications fit naturally by storing the static web files (HTML) and
their resources (Javascript, stylesheets, images and videos).

2.4.5

Examples and Existing Systems

As aforementioned in Section 2.4.1, object-based storage systems can be differentiated by whether they are file systems for HPC or cloud-based storage systems.
Object-based file systems are usually distributed file systems. In this section we
provide examples of both approaches.
Distributed File Systems
As in file-based storage, scale-out NAS can also incorporate a distributed objectbased file system that can scale with a single namespace across many nodes.
Normally, these file systems are designed for high performance, reliability, and
manageability in HPC environments. Also, they suppoort thousands of parallel
clients at over a TB/s of aggregate I/O, and providing tens of Petabytes (PBs) of
storage. These file systems include: Lustre [32] and Panasas Filse System [33].
Cloud Storage Systems
Cloud object stores can be differentiated by whether they are products offered by
cloud providers, or open source software packages. Typically, all of these systems
offer similar characteristics, such as highly scalability, reliability, availability,
durability, event notifications, cross-region replication, versioning and sometimes
encryption. In this sense, commercial cloud object storage solutions include: IBM
Cloud Object Storage [7], Amazon S3 [8], Google Cloud Storage [9], Azure Blob
Storage [10], and EMC Elastic Cloud Storage [11].
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On the other hand, open source cloud object stores include a handful of
different systems with different characteristics. However, we next provide a
couple of systems, which from our perspective, are the most adopted open source
implementations thanks to the large community that offers support to them.
These systems are: Ceph [12] and OpenStack Swift [13].

2.5

OpenStack Swift

In this section, we provide an architectural and operational view of OpenStack
Swift object store. We took Swift as a paradigmatic example of a cloud object
store since it is widely adopted by the community. Moreover, the systems we
designed in this thesis are all based on it due the built-in extensibility it offers in
contrast of another cloud object storage systems. Thus, it is essential to know how
Swift is organized, its characteristics and particularities, and how it internally
works, among other aspects.
Swift is the object store project of the OpenStack [34] open source cloud
computing platform. It offers cloud storage software, so that you can store and
retrieve large amounts of data through its simple API (Section 2.5.2). Its built-in
characteristics include scalability, durability, high availability and concurrency
across the entire data set. It is designed to manage the storage of large amounts
of unstructured data that grows without bound in the current days. This, in
a cost-effectively way on a long-term basis, across clusters of standard server
hardware. Swift is enabled for storing large amount of metadata alongside the
objects. Moreover, it is defined as a highly available, distributed, eventually
consistent object store.

2.5.1

Swift Architectural Overview

Figure 2.1 shows a high-level overview of the components of a common OpenStack Swift deployment. These components [35], described below, include proxy,
account, container and object servers, a hash ring which determines the data
placement, and some standalone services (e.g. object audition, object replication).
The first component of a Swift architecture is the Proxy Server. It is responsible for tying together the rest of the Swift architecture. It acts as a gateway
against the storage nodes where the actual data is stored. Moreover, it contains a
public API where the clients make the requests. For each request, it will look up
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the location of the account, container, or object in the ring and route the request
accordingly. The ring is a mapping between the names of entities stored on disk
and their physical locations. Once built, a ring represents a ready to use storage
policy, which provide a way to differentiate service levels.
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Fig. 2.1 High-level architecture overview of an OpenStack Swift deployment
On the other hand, Account Servers are responsible for listings of containers,
while Container Servers primary job are to handle listings of objects. Finally,
an Object Server is a very simple blob storage server that can store, retrieve
and delete objects stored on local devices. Objects are stored as binary files on
the filesystem with metadata stored in the file’s extended attributes (xattrs).
Each object is stored using a path derived from the object name’s hash and the
operation’s timestamp.

2.5.2

Supported API Calls

OpenStack Swift provides full object lifecycle management through its RESTful
API. Details about all the available calls are in [36]. Each object’s access path
consists of exactly three elements: /account/container/object. The object
is the exact data input by the user. Accounts and containers provide a way of
grouping objects. Nesting of accounts and containers is not supported.
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With the right user permissions, Swift API allows calls for managing the Swift
accounts, and containers where the data is finally stored. These calls include, for
example, listing or updating the metadata of an account, or creating, listing, and
deleting containers. Moreover, from the object perspective, the API allows to
create, update, get and delete objects, and add, update, or delete metadata.

2.5.3

Extensibility

Extensibility is another key advantage of OpenStack Swift. Both the Proxy,
Account, Container and Object servers allow to introduce middlewares in their
storage flow. A middleware is a software that sits between the client-side request
on the front-end and the back-end resource being requested. In the storage
context, a middleware intercepts the requests to the storage system to run, for
example, data transformations. In this sense, middlewares extend the capabilities
and add new functionalities to the object storage service. Swift includes many
of middlewares in its catalog [37]. For example, it is possible to introduce an
encryption middleware in the data pipeline in order to guarantee the confidentiality
of the data upon an upload request. Moreover, Swift also includes the object
versioning middleware, which allows to keep multiple versions of the objects in
case of overwrite or deletion, or the rate limiter middleware, which can limit the
number of transactions per second at the account or container levels.

2.6

The Active Storage Technique

Nowadays, the common scenario in cloud computing is the disaggregation of
the storage capacity from the compute, which among other things, eases the
deployment of the services and their scalability. This approach, however, has
two main drawbacks. On the one hand, when data has to be processed, the
disaggregation forces to move all data from the storage cluster to the compute
cluster. Finally, sometimes, the disaggregation also forces to move the results
back to the storage cluster. As a consequence, this inevitably consumes a huge
quantity of network bandwidth. On the other hand, disaggregation leaves in the
storage infrastructure an important amount of underutilized resources (CPU and
memory), since, usually, storage systems are not compute-intensive services.
In this sense, active storage [38] is the technique proposed to reduce the
bandwidth requirement, and to leverage the underutilized system resources, by
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moving computation, or some parts of computation, closer to the storage servers.
By offloading some computing tasks to the storage nodes, close to the data that
they manage, active storage makes it possible to substantially reduce the data
movement across the network and, hence, the overall network traffic. At the same
time, active storage leverages CPU and memory resources that, otherwise, they
would never be used. In other words, the key benefit of this technique is that
by performing data processing at the source, data does not need to be moved
between storage and compute clusters.
There are many active storage frameworks in the research community (see
Section 3.3). One example of them, which works integrated within OpenStack
Swift deployments, is the OpenStack Storlets [39] framework, developed by IBM
[40]. It allows to run computation tasks where the data is, leveraging storage
nodes’ underutilized resources, thus reducing data movement between storage
and compute clusters.

2.7

The so-called ‘Software-defined’ Paradigm

The ‘software-defined’ paradigm can be defined in general terms as that management software that operates independently of the underlying hardware. It
abstracts the hardware by a layer of software, which manages the hardware,
usually, in an automated manner by means of high-level policies.
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Fig. 2.2 High-level comparison between traditional and software-defined systems
Software-defined technologies usually includes two main architectural entities,
the control plane and the data plane. The control plane is the entity that
orchestrates and makes intelligent decisions about the management policies. It is
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mainly integrated by a centralized controller. On the other hand, the data plane
is where the policies are enforced, modifying the hardware through which the
data passes. While in traditional systems the control plane is collocated with
the data plane (Fig. 2.2a), in the software-defined paradigm the control plane is
abstracted from the data plane with a centralized controller (Fig. 2.2b).
Leading the paradigm is the Software-defined Networking (SDN) technology,
built to abstract network architecture and make network devices dynamic and
programmable (Fig. 2.3). In this sense, SDN suggests to centralize network
intelligence in one network component by disassociating the forwarding process
of network packets (data plane) from the routing process (control plane).
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Fig. 2.3 High-level overview of the software-defined networking abstraction
Following SDN trend, they appeared more software-defined technologies for
different areas of the computing. For example, the Software-defined Storage
(SDS) technology is designed to abstract and orchestrate the underlying storage
hardware disks, arrays, or servers through a software management layer (see
Section 2.7.1). On the other hand, the Software-defined Data Center (SDDC)
is designed to manage an entire data center, where services such as compute,
network, storage, security and availability are pooled, aggregated and managed
by intelligent policy-driven software, providing self-service, automation, and
application and business management.

2.7.1

Software-defined Storage

As the name implies, SDS can be described, at high-level, as the storage that
is defined by software. However, its characteristics go further of this high-level
description, lacking several essential aspects of the currently intended meaning.
The key cornerstone of any ‘software-defined’ technology is the abstraction of
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the control software from the underlying hardware, which allows for centrally
manage the infrastructure in an easy way. SDS follows the same paradigm, using
a software-based control layer abstracted from the physical storage servers, discs
or arrays. However, the actual meaning of SDS in today’s context is even more
complex. SDS is described as the technology that supports overall architectural
definition, configuration, and operation of an storage system [41]. SDS provides
optimized, and automated, storage system control and administration to allow
effective and efficient resource utilization.
SDS usually uses virtualization to abstract and control the storage system.
This eases the deployment and redeployment of infrastructure resources, and
provides optimal alignment of available resources to users’ application requirements. Virtualization enables support for multiple Service Level Agreements
(SLAs). Moreover, SDS is designed to simplify the storage architecture, thus
reducing specialized components and skills requirements, and it is optimized
for interoperability across hardware and software platforms. Hence, it provides
greater storage infrastructure flexibility to share resources while maintaining the
required SLAs, allowing users to better use their data.
In short, SDS is a storage architecture for a wide variety of storage requirements based on a set of software and hardware components, dynamically configurable to meet customers’ workload requirements. To fully realize the potential
of this technology, SDS implementations should incorporate these characteristics:
• Programmatically administered: Programmable interfaces to support
dynamic storage deployment, configuration and management, enabling
policy-based automation of infrastructure storage resources.
• Automation: Realization of autonomic data storage capabilities (provisioning, reconfiguration, etc.) to provide dynamic SLA configuration.
• Monitoring: Metric collection for the automation of the storage in order
to guarantee and validate that the users SLAs are met.
• Scalability: High scalability of the storage virtualization, and pooling,
which is essential to adapt the storage resources to the demand.
• Interoperability: Generic storage infrastructure and control components.
The abstraction of functionality across underlying hardware eases systems
integration and configuration of infrastructure components.

Chapter 3

State of the Art
This chapter aims at bringing the reader closer to the concrete research problems
that motivate this thesis. As described below, we identified three main research
areas: data management and processing in cloud object stores, software-defined
storage and active storage. We discuss, for each one, the current state of the
available systems and research works.
For Contribution 1 (Add a multi-tenant management layer), we review
Software-defined Storage (SDS) technologies, designed to manage the storage
system automatically. Moreover, we also investigate the current state of the active
storage research works, as SDS could derive in computation tasks placed close
to the data, such as compression, encryption or any other data transformation
process required to manage the storage system.
For Contribution 2 (Add self-management support for tenants), we review
the current state of the data management and processing by tenants in cloud
object stores. Furthermore, we also review SDS technologies to consider if their
abstractions can help to overcome this challenge. As object-based management
policies could require computation tasks over the objects, it is also interesting to
review the current state of the active storage systems and research works.
For Contribution 3 (Scale-out policy enforcement in the data plane), we
review active storage technologies, paying special attention to whether they take
care about the resources of the storage cluster. Moreover, it is also interesting to
investigate the current state, scope, and limitations of an emerging technology
called serverless computing, especially in what refers to managing and processing
objects from a cloud object store.
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3.1

Data Management and Processing

In our attempt to enhance the programmability of cloud object stores, we first
review the current state of these systems in what refers to object management
and processing by tenants, since object stores are the main scope of this thesis. In
this sense, as these systems offer object management and processing techniques in
different ways, we classify them in two main groups: First, those that a tenant can
perform directly to the object store, as standalone service: Internal Management.
And second, those where a tenant needs the involvement of other cloud services
to perform actions over the objects: External Data Processing.

3.1.1

Internal Management

Thanks to the potential of object stores, all of the big players in cloud services
offer this type of systems in their service catalog. These systems, described in
Section 2.4.5, provide lifecycle management of objects in different ways. For
example, Amazon S3 [8] allows changing the replication level and the replica
placement (storage class), and setting expiration rules to the objects by means
of simple policies. Similar to S3, EMC Atmos [42] allows the introduction of
customizable metadata to determine the placement and the protection of the
data. Following this trend, object management in Google Cloud Storage (GCS)
[9] refers to lifecycle actions, which as before, they can change the storage class,
set expiration dates to objects, or even delete them. To this end, GCS has a set of
limited lifecycle conditions (e.g. age of the object) [43] that, once met, they can
run these actions. In Microsoft, as in GCS, the Azure Blob Storage [10] lifecycle
management consists of rule-based policies which can be used to move data to
the best access tier or storage class, and to expire data at the end of its lifecycle.
Regarding open-source solutions, in systems like Ceph [12] and OpenStack
Swift [13], the object lifecycle management by tenants is limited to set the
expiration time of objects, normally based on a specific date or a certain number of
days after object creation. However, open source systems are usually extensible in
this sense. This is the case of Swift, which allows to introduce middlewares [37] in
the storage path (see Section 2.5.3). This approach allows storage administrators
to inject new ways of data management, such as object versioning or data
encryption, among others. Moreover, middleware extensions enable to integrate
more powerful systems for processing data objects, commonly cataloged as active
storage frameworks. As active storage represents by itself a research field, we
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extensively discuss these systems and others in Section 3.3. On the other hand,
research works are focused on the security of the objects. For instance, in [44], the
authors propose a novel content-level access control for objects in Swift. It allows
filtering the content of an object depending on who is accessing in each moment,
although the system only allows processing JSON files. Other researchers focused
their efforts on handle data sharing security in cloud object stores [45–48], based
on different techniques, such as through the use of public-key encryption.

3.1.2

External Data Processing

Traditionally, processing data from cloud object stores has been done in disaggregated clusters with compute capabilities. The main advantage of the disaggregation is that it ensures the correct scalability and elasticity of the system. Thus,
from common on-premise servers to virtual machines, compute clusters allow
tenants to deploy software that can process objects from a cloud object store.
For example, the virtualization model consists of creating a VM, selecting the
desired flavor (CPU, memory and hard disk size), and installing a guest operating
system on it. Once ready, then it is possible to install all the required software to
process objects from an object store. Examples of these systems include Amazon
EC2 [49], and IBM Cloud Virtual Servers [50]. However, the main drawback at
this level of abstraction is that tenants are responsible to install and maintain all
the servers or virtual machines, the operating system, and the required software.
Serverless Computing
Nowadays, a new technology called serverless computing emerged to run computation tasks in an easy way. It is based on a computing abstraction called function.
A function is a piece of code that runs as a reaction to an event triggered by a
cloud service, such as the upload of an object to an object store. This abstraction
greatly simplifies running computing tasks over objects. Unlike traditional models,
in serverless computing there is no need to manage servers or virtual machines,
all of this is automatically provisioned by cloud vendors, and tenants just have
to worry about the code of the function.
Following disaggregation trend, highly scalable serverless platforms such
as AWS Lambda [51], and the open-source Apache OpenWhisk [52] deployed
in IBM Cloud Functions [53], are becoming very popular these days to run
asynchronous computing tasks over disaggregated object stores like Amazon
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S3 or IBM COS, respectively. Even recent research works are using serverless
computing frameworks for data-intensive tasks over disaggregated object storage
services [54–60]. Moreover, to complement and add more value to serverless
computing frameworks, Amazon, IBM, and other cloud providers offer a service
called API Gateway. API Gateway enables to easily expose functions as RESTful
endpoints. It is a mechanism to synchronously call functions, which might read
data from an object store and output transformed content to the client.
Other technologies have appeared that tap into the simplicity of serverless
computing. One of these is Amazon Lambda@Edge [61] which allows running
functions near to the users. In this case, Edge functions are mainly designed for
header and metadata manipulation, and for lightweight computations and data
transformations. The main application of this technology is to accelerate those
use cases that do not require strictly communication with the back-end, thus
providing low-latency services. For example, web site data, which is commonly
stored in a cloud object store, can benefit from these edge functions to dynamically
adapt their content without the need to communicate with the storage back-end
in each request. On the other hand, some research works propose novel systems
to perform data analytics at the edge [62, 63].
Interactive Queries
Inevitably, there is an still increasing adoption of cloud object stores as data
back-ends, mainly motivated for their built-in characteristics, such as simplicity,
high scalability and low costs. In this sense, nowadays it is very common to
put large datasets directly to cloud object stores, instead of loading them into
databases. Thus, because of the need to run analytics, new services have emerged
to process this data from cloud object stores [64, 65].
Commonly, most of these services are specially designed to query data from
cloud object stores in an SQL-like fashion. For example, IBM Cloud SQL Query
[66] is an interactive query service that makes it easy to directly analyze data
on IBM Cloud Object Storage (COS) using standard SQL. It means that it
is possible to store data on IBM COS and query that data as with an SQL
database. This approach is similar to Amazon Athena [67] that operates over
S3. Moreover, Amazon Redshift Spectrum [68] or Facebook Presto [69] can
also provide interactive queries over large scale object repositories like S3. In
particular, Presto offers SQL interactive queries where all processing is in memory
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and pipelined across the network between stages. Usually, these service are
serverless, meaning that there is no infrastructure to manage, no setup, servers,
or data warehouses.

3.1.3

Discussion

Reviewing the most important cloud object stores, we can see that these systems,
as standalone services, have a limited set of customizable characteristics regarding
the objects’ lifecycle management. In most of these services, tenants can only
set expiration times for the objects. On the other hand, those solutions that
offer multiple storage tiers (e.g. data archival) also allow tenants to move data
between them, either manually or by means of policies. This permits to change
the replication level and the replica placement of the objects. Normally, cloud
object stores are lightweight services deployed on commodity hardware servers.
With this fact, one can infer that adding new capabilities in the storage system
may inevitably increase the resources usage, which may derive in an inconsistent
storage operation.
Computing on objects from cloud object stores has always been done in
disaggregated compute clusters. However, the complexity of the traditional
model, where computation takes place on physical servers or virtual machines, is
clearly huge for those non-experts tenants, as they are responsible to install and
maintain all the software stack. For adding simplicity to the cloud computing area,
a new computing abstraction called serverless computing has emerged recently.
Serverless platforms like AWS Lambda are mainly designed for asynchronous
event-driven computing tasks over disaggregated storage resources. Concretely, it
is only possible to launch functions on the HTTP PUT event, that is, when an
object is uploaded. For example, imagine a simple image resizing function. In
this case, when an image is uploaded to S3, the upload event triggers a Lambda
function that resizes the image. All of this is done in a disaggregated compute
cluster, eventually storing the resulting resized image back to the object store.
On the other hand, API Gateway allows to proactively invoke functions. This
mechanism can be useful for a number of applications. But also, it incurs extra
overhead, as functions are not in the read/write path from/to the object store.
In contrast, in interactive queries frameworks, the pipelined execution avoids
unnecessary I/O and associated latency overhead. However, these systems cannot
provide generic function computations since they are focused on a specific task.
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Unfortunately, disaggregation means intensive network usage. Currently,
serverless platforms do not support interception of cloud object storage requests
and their corresponding inline processing. As a result, this approach does
not allow managing the complete lifecycle of objects, which is what we pursue
to overcome the challenges of this thesis. Nevertheless, serverless computing
principles and abstractions may be a good approach in our intent to scale-out
the policy enforcement in the data plane.
Open source cloud object storage solutions, as it is obvious, allow more flexibility in terms of extensibility. In addition to all we aforementioned about object
lifecycle management and object processing, open source permits researchers to
create frameworks that can extend the programmability of object stores like Swift.
Some of these systems, as active storage frameworks, extend the capabilities
of the storage systems allowing tenants to perform computation tasks directly
within the storage cluster, where the data is (see Section 3.3). Thus, we can
conclude that, despite all of the computing abstractions we reviewed in this
section, either on-premise computing, VMs, functions, or active storage tasks,
cloud object stores, as standalone services, lack of the necessary flexibility on the
programmability, concretely on the storage and data management.

3.2

Software-defined Storage

Software-defined Storage (SDS) is nowadays the main paradigm in what refers
to the storage management. Similar to what happened with Software-defined
Networking (SDN) [70, 71], adopting software-centric, policy-based management
models for storage systems is increasingly accepted as an effective technique to
reduce storage management costs [72]. For this reason, in recent years SDS has
been applied to different storage substrates, such as file-systems, block storage,
and object stores. In this section, we study some of these SDS systems, grouping
them in two categories. On the one hand, the Commercial SDS Systems, and on
the other hand, the Research SDS Systems.

3.2.1

Commercial SDS Systems

In the industry, most systems provide a simple rule-based policy model. For
instance, EMC ScaleIO [73] enables administrators to build pools of hardwarespecific storage (e.g., volume p → SSD) and IBM Spectrum [74] offers to adjust
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the data redundancy scheme enforced on a particular storage volume (e.g., volume
v → 3 replicas). Normally, these commercial products offer a graphical interface
for administrators to define policies.
Regarding automation, such products have focused more intensely on solving
the resource automation problem in block storage, which has traditionally been
one of the most time-consuming administration tasks in multi-tenant storage
platforms. Among others, systems like EMC ScaleIO, VMWare vSAN [75, 76],
IBM Spectrum, Nutanix ECP [77], EMC ViPR [78, 79], or its open-source
branch named CoprHD [80] offer advanced storage virtualization technologies
that enable administrators to aggregate new hardware to virtual storage pools,
create containers and volumes on top of them, and specify the static data
layout properties such as redundancy (e.g., geo-replication, coding). Often, the
automation capabilities of these systems also encompass the configuration of the
network within client VMs and the storage back-end.
Many commercial SDS products also enable administrators to set up data
volumes with specific services to be executed on the data. For example, VMWare
vSAN can execute inline deduplication, compression, and data encryption at
rest on volumes if necessary. Nutanix ECP and IBM Spectrum also incorporate
data services such as data protection and configurable availability policies. To
deliver such computing services on data, commercial SDS products provide a
proprietary software layer that implements such features and/or exploits some
native functionalities already built-in in storage appliances.
On the other hand, despite that many SDS products integrate monitoring
services of the storage system, dynamic provisioning is a less common feature.
Only IBM Spectrum seems to offer features related to automatically scaling
cluster resources depending on the demand and performance of workloads [81].
Other commercial systems, such as OpenIO [82], perform dynamic orchestration
of computing tasks on top of the most suitable storage resources to optimize
workloads. OpenIO builds a control loop that monitors the storage resources to
execute an efficient scheduling decision.

3.2.2

Research SDS Systems

In the research community, software-defined storage has been studied in a plethora
of works. However, in this section we review some of those systems that provide
full SDS capabilities on storage clusters.
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IOFlow [83] was the first research work presenting a complete SDS architecture. IOFlow enables end-to-end (e2e) policies to specify the treatment of I/O
flows from VMs to shared storage. This was achieved by introducing a queuing
abstraction at the data plane and translating high-level policies into queuing rules.
In this sense, IOFlow provides rule-based policies to enforce potentially complex
routing primitives (create/remove queues, configure token bucket) on specific
storage flows at the data plane. The automation capabilities of IOFlow are
mainly related with data services that can be implemented in the form of “stages”.
Authors demonstrate the flexibility of IOFlow with two use cases: distributed
bandwidth control, which demonstrates the coordinated flow control capabilities
across several stages, and a malware scanning service that requires stage I/O
routing capabilities. Thus, the first use case represents an example of dynamic
resource provisioning, whereas the second use case can be classified as static
data service automation. IOFlow requires changes at the storage server and
the hypervisor level to intercept flows of I/O requests, meaning that it is not
designed to be system transparent. The control plane of IOFlow is centralized
but extensible, as it can accommodate new algorithms or bandwidth policies to
control I/O routing across the different stages. Accordingly, the data plane is
extensible, as new stages can be added and discovered by the control plane.
sRoute [84] presents an advanced platform for executing computing services
on data flows based on sSwitches (an evolution of the “stages” notion in IOFlow).
The control plane can enforce rule-based policies that describe forwarding rules
to route IOs from clients to the storage back-end through an arbitrary number
of sSwitches. By intercepting and classifying I/O flows, sSwitches may embed
data services such as customized replication (static data service automation) or
tail latency control (dynamic provisioning), to name a few. The control plane of
sRoute is extensible as it can accommodate new algorithms to enforce policies,
such as bandwidth control or caching [85]. Interestingly, sRoute proposes the
notion of “delegate function” as a mean of distributing control rules across data
plane stages, thus partially decentralizing the control plane. At the data plane,
I/O flows can be intercepted at several sSwitches to perform operations on them,
normally related to the classification, redirection, and prioritization of block
requests without impacting client VMs. The data plane of sRoute is extensible,
as new sSwitches can be integrated in the data plane following an API. In this
sense, while sRoute still requires modifications at the storage stack to add new
sSwitches in a target storage server (which prevents system transparency), a
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difference with IOFlow is that sSwitches may also reside in other servers. This
means that some sSwitches do not require code changes on the target storage
system as they are added as external services where I/O flows may be routed.
Finally, Retro [86] is a framework for implementing resource management
policies in multi-tenant distributed systems. Retro is not classified as SDS,
although it may be, since it separates the controller from the mechanisms needed
to implement it. A major contribution of Retro is the development of abstractions
to enable policies that are system- and resource-agnostic. Thanks to a flexible
DSL, in Retro administrators can program complex policies that achieve resource
fairness or latency guarantees. Retro is focused on solving dynamic resource
management problems across multiple tenants, including typical problems of
storage management (bandwidth, latency, etc.). However, it is not designed
to offer other storage automation or provisioning services such as configurable
data layouts or computations on storage requests (e.g., compression, encryption)
commonly found in SDS systems. Retro’s control plane is extensible not only
with new programmable policies, but also with new resources added at the data
plane. In this sense, Retro enables “control points” to be easily incorporated in a
system for managing generic system resources thanks to AOP interception. This
means that the target system does not require changes in its code and it remains
oblivious to the fact that a certain resource is being orchestrated by Retro (system
transparency). Moreover, this makes Retro capable of controlling different target
systems (HDFS, HBase, etc.) instead of being tailored to a specific one.

3.2.3

Discussion

As we introduced in Sections 2.7.1, the absence of a common definition and
standard for SDS has promoted the development of diverse system designs with
different conceptions and objectives [87–89].
Reviewing most commercial SDS systems, we may conclude that they are
mainly focused on storage provisioning and virtualization for block-based storage
systems. In general, commercial products do not provide system transparency.
That is, their main objective is to make it easier for administrators to virtualize,
configure, and provision storage resources and services. However, to achieve
this objective, such SDS products require installing a proprietary storage stack
containing the SDS functionality. Such a stack does not only involve the storage
back-end; in some systems, it is also required for client VMs to install a proprietary
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software to operate against the storage back-end. Regarding dynamic provisioning,
only IBM Spectrum offers automatic scalability based on the demand. Perhaps,
due to its complexity, these products are still far from incorporating approaches
already existing in the literature related to SLO-based auto scaling [90–93].
Similarly, extensibility is a property not present in the aforementioned systems, as
they offer a packaged software instead of a platform to develop new data services
or control algorithms on top of it.
On the other hand, research SDS systems are centered around the concept of
I/O interception and dynamic provisioning. Whereas commercial systems lack
of publicly available technical information about their internals, SDS research
works provide more technical specifications about them, thus allowing us to better
analyze the particularities of each one. In these sense, we reviewed three different
SDS systems which provide policy-based storage automation. Each one designed
for slightly different purposes, such as I/O interception in IOFlow, or multi-tenant
dynamic resource management in Retro. However, as in the case of commercial
systems, these works are also focused on providing SDS capabilities for block
storage devices, mainly used by virtual machines. Although the scope of this
thesis differs from block-based storage, the characteristics and abstractions of
these systems may provide a helpful perspective for our research challenges.
To conclude, we reviewed how SDS systems provide, in a greater or lesser extent, transparency, extensibility, programmability, I/O interception, and dynamic
provisioning. We think that they are all essential in a complete SDS solution,
and should be present in our system. Moreover, as we already discussed, all of
the previous SDS systems are mainly focused on block-based storage systems,
and unfortunately, their characteristics are not directly applicable to object-based
stores. In this sense, in the first contributions of this thesis we present the first
multi-tenant SDS framework for cloud object stores.

3.3

Active Storage

Moving computation close to the data to benefit from data locality is nowadays
a commonplace idea. In databases, stored procedures and co-processors [94–96]
have standard interfaces, and have already been in use in many production
environments. Moreover, the early concept of active disk [97–100], that is, a HDD
with computational capacity, was borrowed by distributed file system designers
in HPC environments two decades ago.
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In the context of storage systems, computation close to the data has been
studied as active storage. Active storage [97] has led to a plethora of research
works proposing platforms for different storage systems [101–104]. For example,
for object-based distributed file systems and for cloud-based object stores, which
we study in this section. Many of these works proved significant data transfer
reductions and optimizations derived from data locality.

3.3.1

Object-based Distributed File Systems

Most of the works in active storage have been focused on the context of objectbased distributed file systems, which use Object Storage Devices (OSDs) as data
back-end [105, 106]. For example, [38] presented an active storage implementation
integrated in the Lustre file system that provides flexible execution of code close
to data in the user space. In another work [107], the authors created a prototype
on top of a parallel file system (PVFS) to carry out data analytic computations
as part of I/O operations. This work is focused on HPC environments, using the
Message Passing Interface (MPI) [108] on the client side for communication. In
[109], the authors created an active storage framework for OSDs on top of the
Panasas file system, which allows to run sync/async tasks over the objects. This
framework uses VM engines to execute tasks downloaded from client applications.
Regarding the self-management of data by tenants, in [110–112], the authors
proposed a framework for file systems and object stores that consists of a programmable storage stack through which all the files pass before storing them
into disk. This stack is extensible by adding plugins, including compression,
encryption, snapshots, redundancy and integrity checking. Although the authors
do not explicitly define the framework as active storage, these plugins are in fact
active storage tasks since they run close to where the data sits. To take benefit
of the storage stack, users can activate the plugins by means of file attributes.
Attributes are set on each file and each directory to convey storage policy decisions
to the storage system. Moreover, the system allows users to modify the files’
attributes, thus permitting users to have full control of their data, not only during
the creation, but also throughout the existence of the file.
Resource aware systems
While the research works discussed above propose active storage frameworks for
different distributed file systems, a common point in all of them is the lack of
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resource management (CPU and Memory), when running active storage tasks
over the objects. They all argue that offloading computation close to the data
improves the overall computation execution time, reducing significantly the data
movement between clusters. However, most of these systems are not aware about
the available resources in OSDs. Existing studies have neglected the impact of
resource contention when processing concurrent request I/O operations by the
same OSD, which happens frequently in practice.
In this sense, Oasis [113] enables users to transparently process OSD objects,
and supports different processing granularity: at per-volume or per-object levels.
Oasis can partition computation tasks between the client host and the OSD
dynamically, depending upon the OSD workload, which is not a common approach
in active storage research works. This feature allows preventing somehow the
resource contention in OSDs. On the other hand, in [114] the authors analyzed the
impact of resource contention on active storage systems. Based on their analysis,
they created a framework called Dynamic Operation Scheduling Active Storage
(DOSAS), which dynamically offloads the active processing operations between
storage and compute nodes, according to the state of the system environment.
They built the framework using the PVFS2 [115] parallel file system. Finally, by
evaluating their architecture, the authors observed that resource contention is a
critical problem for active storage systems.
Policy-based systems
Most of the research works in active storage are based on the request-driven model,
where the tasks are executed upon an object request to an OSD, intercepting the
data-flow of the object. In the request-driven model, active storage tasks can
be executed in three different circumstances: 1. Implicit invocation, where the
users are not aware of the active storage tasks enabled by a system administrator;
2. Associative invocation, where the users have to associate the objects to the
desired active storage tasks. Then, upon an object request, the task is always
executed; and 3. Transient invocation, where the users have to explicitly specify
the active storage task to run in the object request.
Altough the request-driven model allows to make computation close to the
data upon an object request, in [116] it is introduced the concept of policy objects
to extend the functionality of OSDs. In this work, the authors proposed a hybrid
approach to combine request-driven and policy-driven models. With policy-driven
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model, and through the usage of policy objects with an associative approach,
it is possible to specify under which OSD conditions active storage tasks are
executed over the objects. This work is focused on the self-management of storage,
and tasks are executed offline, like batch applications, when the conditions of
the policy objects are met. A policy object is the set of conditions and can be
evaluated as a Boolean value. The system allows to associate a method with
one or more policies, but a policy can be associated with only one method. This
policy-driven model keeps the associations between policy objects and active
storage tasks in a centralized table, and the system has to query this table each
certain period of time to evaluate the conditions of policy objects.

3.3.2

Cloud Object Stores

The literature shows how active storage has been well studied in the context
of object-based distributed file systems. However, it should be noted that, as
we already discussed in Section 2.4.1, these distributed file systems differ from
cloud object stores on how the data is accessed (for example, iSCSI vs. HTTP),
and their internal architecture. So, although they store the data as objects,
they are different variants of object-based storage. In this sense, there are some
research works that propose active storage frameworks for cloud object stores. In
particular, we review those ones proposed for OpenStack Swift.
On the one hand, we have the OpenStack Storlets framework. It extends
Swift with the ability to run user-defined computations, called Storlets, close to
the data, in a secure and isolated manner [40, 39]. A Storlet is a compiled and
packaged code, currently in JAVA or Python programming language, that can be
uploaded to Swift as any other object. Once uploaded, Storlets can be proactively
invoked over data objects, that is, the user must explicitly indicate in the object
request headers which Storlet to run every time. In this sense, one single Storlet
at a time is allowed to execute upon an object request. Storlets framework
intercepts the data pipeline and run computations inline, modifying the data-flow
when the objects are uploaded or downloaded from Swift. Storlets run within
containers, thus providing of the sufficient program isolation and a guarantee of
security that any arbitrary code will run safely without compromising the storage
system. Moreover, Storlets may run both on proxy and storage nodes.
On the other hand, there is the ZeroVM framework. It is a lightweight
container-based virtualization platform that provides deterministic process execu-
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tion and isolation [117]. ZeroVM consists of the virtualization of applications, to
then place them where the data sits, thus leveraging data locality. This provides
the ability to transform or process data in situ, instead of moving data to where
the application is. The main difference with Storlets is that in ZeroVM applications run asynchronously, upon an explicit invocation (like stored procedures or
batch tasks). In contrast, Storlets run synchronously, processing the data stream
of the requested object. As in the case of the Storlets, two of the key benefits of
running applications on containers are: 1) ZeroVM instances can start in around
5ms. This means that the system is very quick in the application spawning phase.
And 2) ZeroVM applications are isolated and secured within containers, so it is
not possible to interfere with the storage system.

3.3.3

Discussion

Active storage may help to improve the self-management of data by tenants of
object stores. Although active storage is designed to perform computations close
to the data, we can leverage the abstractions proposed by these systems to run
object management techniques over the objects in a cloud object store.
In the context of distributed file systems, we reviewed some works that enable
active storage capabilities in object stores. However, most of them are designed
to be transparent to the users, who are not aware about the tasks that are going
to be applied. Other systems allow the involvement of users, who can proactively
invoke the appropriate active storage tasks over the objects. Although it is a step
towards the self-management of data, these tasks are focused on performing data
transformations, and not for data management. In the context of cloud object
stores, Storlets and ZeroVM frameworks enable OpenStack Swift deployments to
perform computation close to the data in different ways. They are a good point
to start our research, and provide a good vision on how active storage is managed
in cloud object stores. However, most of these systems, both for distributed file
systems and cloud object stores, follow the request-driven model, where active
storage tasks are executed upon an object request, or by proactivelly invoking the
task itself. Despite this, we found one research work where active storage tasks
are executed when some conditions are met (policy-driven) [116]. Although the
authors propose a batch-oriented model for self-managing an OSD-based storage
system, its abstractions may provide a good perspective on how to overcome the
research challenge of adding self-management support for tenants.
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Nevertheless, one drawback of these systems is that they can inevitably
produce resource contention in the storage cluster. In this sense, distributed
object-based file systems and cloud object stores follow similar approaches. For
example, ZeroVM internally determines which machines in the cluster contain a
replicated copy of an object and then randomly chooses one to execute a ZeroVM
process. On the other hand, in OpenStack Storlets, an Storlet application is
executed in one of those servers which contain a copy of the object, or alternatively,
in a proxy server. While all of these systems work well as a proof-of-concept for
data-local computing, it is quite possible for active storage tasks to be spread
unequally across the storage cluster, thus resulting in an inefficient use of the
available compute resources, and even worse, producing resource contention
against the storage service. In the challenge of scale-out the policy enforcement
in the data plane, we pursue for solve these problems. In this sense, we reviewed
some interesting related research works that provide different ways for facing the
resource contention [113, 114]. These works tried to solve resource contention
issues by limiting the execution of active storage tasks, or by delegating them
to external services. They advocate to run tasks both at the server side and/or
at the client side, depending on the state of the storage cluster. Anyway, they
cannot solve the scalability problem that makes these systems less attractive for
elastic cloud settings.
By analyzing the cloud object storage catalog, we can see that cloud providers
do not offer active storage capabilities in their cloud object storage services. At
this point, one may infer that active storage has inherently some downsides that
preclude its general applicability in the Cloud: 1. Compute tasks are limited
by the available resources at storage nodes, which hinders scalability; and 2. It
requires of resource management to limit access to scarce or sensitive resources
at storage nodes. As a consequence, it is more than likely that these problems
regarding scalability and resource contention have prevented cloud providers to
adopt active storage techniques in their object storage services. They advocate
for the disaggregation of compute from storage, which provides simplicity and
better scalability. Moreover, the fact that these services are proprietary solutions
has prevented researchers to investigate active storage solutions for them. This
final reflections provide a good perspective on how we have to overcome the
challenges of this thesis. Specially, in the third contribution, since we want to
provide compute capabilities within the storage infrastructures, at the same time
that we mitigate scalability and resource contention problems.

Chapter 4

Extending Multi-tenant
Management
4.1

Introduction

Despite their growing popularity, cloud object stores are not well prepared for
heterogeneity. Usually, they use static configurations without distinction between
tenants with time-varying requirements [119, 120]. This inevitably causes all
tenants to share the same service level, even when the different workloads from
the different applications can dynamically vary over time. For example, the
storage requirement of a social network can dramatically differ from a big data
analytics application. While a social network, such as Instagram, stores large
amounts of small-medium sized photos and videos (KB- to MB-sized objects), a
big data analytics framework would probably be a read-intensive application for
large files (GB-sized objects).
But not only this; beyond the particular needs of a type of workload, the
requirements of applications can also vary greatly. For example, an archival
application may require of transparent compression, annotation, and encryption of
the archived data. In contrast, a Big Data analytics application may benefit from
the computational resources of the object store infrastructure to eliminate data
movement and enable in-place analytics capabilities [121, 119], thus benefiting of
the data placement. Supporting such a variety of requirements in a cloud object
store is challenging, because in current systems, normally custom functionalities
The results presented in this chapter are published in [118]
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are hard-coded into the storage system implementation due to the absence of
a true programmable layer, making it difficult to manage and maintain as the
system evolves.

4.1.1

Scope and Challenges

In this chapter, we argue that Software-defined Storage (SDS) is a compelling
solution to these problems. As in SDN, the separation of the “data plane” from
the “control plane” is the best-known principle in SDS [83, 122, 85, 123, 84]. Such
separation of concerns is the cornerstone of supporting heterogeneous applications
in data centers. However, the application of SDS fundamentals on cloud object
stores is not trivial. Among other things, it needs to address two main challenges:
A flexible control plane. The control plane should be the key enabler
that makes it possible to support multiple applications separately using dynamically configurable functionalities. Since the de facto way of expressing
management requirements and objectives in SDS is via policies, they should
also dictate the management rules for the different tenants in a shared object
store. This is not easy since policies can be very distinct. They can be as
simple as a calculation on an object such as compression, and as complex as
the distributed enforcement of per-tenant I/O bandwidth limits. Further, as a
singular attribution of object storage, such policies have to express objectives and
management rules at the tenant, container and object granularities, which requires
of a largely distinct form of policy translation into the data plane compared with
prior work [83, 85, 84]. Identifying the necessary abstractions to concisely define
the management policies is not enough. If the system evolves over time, the
control plane should be flexible enough to properly describe the new application
needs in the policies.
An extensible data plane. Although the controller in all SDS systems
is assumed to be easy to extend [83, 85, 84], data plane extensibility must be
significantly richer for object storage; for instance, it must enable to perform
“on the fly” computations as the objects arrive and depart from the system to
support application-specific functions like sanitization, Extract-Transform-Load
(ETL) operations, caching, etc. This entails the implementation of a lightweight,
yet versatile computing layer, which do not exist today in SDS systems. Building
up an extensible data plane is challenging. On the one hand, it requires of
new abstractions that enable policies to be succinctly expressed. On the other
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hand, these abstractions need to be flexible enough to handle heterogeneous
requirements, that is, from resource management to simple automation, which is
not trivial to realize.

4.1.2

Contributions

To overcome the rigidity of object stores we present Crystal: The first SDS architecture for object storage to efficiently support multi-tenancy and heterogeneous
applications with evolving requirements. Crystal achieves this by separating
policies from implementation and unifying an extensible data plane with a logically centralized controller. As a result, Crystal allows to dynamically adapt the
system to the needs of specific applications, tenants and workloads.
Of Crystal, we highlight two aspects, though it has other assets. First, Crystal
presents an extensible architecture that unifies individual models for each type of
resource and transformation on data. For instance, global control on a resource
such as I/O bandwidth can be easily incorporated as a small piece of code. A
dynamic management policy like this is materialized in form of a distributed,
supervised controller, which is the Crystal abstraction that enables the addition
of new control algorithms (Section 4.5.2). In particular, these controllers, which
are deployable at runtime, can be fed with pluggable per-workflow or resource
metrics. Examples of metrics are the number of I/O operations per second and
the bandwidth usage. An interesting property of Crystal is that it can even use
object metadata to better drive the system towards the specified objectives.
Second, Crystal’s data plane abstracts the complexity of individual models
for resources and computations through the filter abstraction. A filter is a piece
of programming logic that can be injected into the data plane to perform custom
calculations on object requests. Crystal offers a filter framework that enables
the deployment and execution of general computations on objects and groups
of objects. For instance, it permits the pipelining of several actions on the
same object(s) similar to stream processing frameworks [124]. Consequently,
practitioners and systems developers only need to focus on the development of
storage filters, as their deployment and execution is done transparently by the
system (Section 4.5.1). To our knowledge, no previous SDS system offers such a
computational layer to act on resources and data.
We evaluate the design principles of Crystal by implementing two use cases
on top of OpenStack Swift: One that demonstrates the automation capabilities of
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Crystal, and another that enforces I/O bandwidth limits in a multi-tenant scenario.
These uses cases demonstrate the feasibility and extensibility of Crystal’s design.
The experiments with real workloads and benchmarks are run on a 13-machine
cluster. Our experiments reveal that policies help to overcome the rigidity of
object stores incurring small overhead. Also, defining the right policies may
report performance and cost benefits to the system.

4.2

Crystal Design

Crystal seeks to efficiently handle workload heterogeneity and applications with
evolving requirements in a shared object store. To achieve this, Crystal separates
high-level policies from the mechanisms that implement them at the data plane,
to avoid hard-coding the policies in the system itself. To do so, it uses three
abstractions: filter, inspection trigger, and controller, in addition to policies.

4.2.1

Abstractions in Crystal

Filter. It is a piece of code that a system administrator can inject into the data
plane to perform custom computations inline, on incoming object requests. In
Crystal, this concept is broad enough to include computations on object contents
(e.g., compression, encryption), data management like caching or pre-fetching,
and even resource management such as bandwidth differentiation (Fig. 4.1). A
key feature of filters is that the instrumented system is oblivious to their execution
and needs no modification to its implementation code to support them.
FOR [TARGET]

WHEN [TRIGGER CLAUSE]

P1

TENANT T1

OBJECT_TYPE=DOCS

P2

CONTAINER C1

GETS_SEC > 5 AND OBJECT_SIZE<10M

P3

TENANT T2

DO [ACTION CLAUSE]
SET COMPRESSION WITH TYPE=LZ4,
SET ENCRYPTION
SET CACHING ON PROXY TRANSIENT
SET BANDWIDTH WITH GET_BW=30MBps

Resource management policy
Data management policy
Content management policy
Storage automation policy
Globally coordinated policy

Fig. 4.1 Structure of the Crystal DSL
Inspection trigger. This abstraction represents information accrued from the
system to automate the execution of filters. There are two types of information
sources. A first type that corresponds to the real-time metrics got from the running
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workloads, like the number of GET operations per second of a data container or
the I/O bandwidth allocated to a tenant. As with filters, a fundamental feature
of workload metrics is that they can be deployed at runtime. A second type of
source is the metadata from the objects themselves. Such metadata is typically
associated with read and write requests and includes properties like the size or
type of objects.
Controller. In Crystal, a controller represents an algorithm that manages the
behavior of the data plane based on monitoring metrics. A controller may contain
a simple rule to automate the execution of a filter, or a complex algorithm
requiring global visibility of the cluster to control a filter’s execution under multitenancy. Crystal builds a logically centralized control plane formed by supervised
and distributed controllers. This allows an administrator to easily deploy new
controllers on-the-fly that cope with the requirements of new applications.
Policy. Our policies should be extensible for really allowing the system to satisfy
evolving requirements. This means that the structure of policies must facilitate
the incorporation of new filters, triggers and controllers. To succinctly express
policies, Crystal abides by a structure similar to that of the popular If-This-ThenThat (IFTTT) service [125]. This service allows users to express small rule-based
programs, called “recipes”, using triggers and actions. For example, a simple
compression policy could be set as in Listing 4.1.
Listing 4.1 Example of a trigger, action and recipe
1
2
3

TRIGGER: compressibility of an object is > 50%
ACTION : compress
RECIPE : IF compressibility is $> 50% THEN compress

An IFTTT-like language can reflect the extensibility capabilities of the I/O
system; at the data plane, we can infer that triggers and actions are translated
into our inspection triggers and filters, respectively. At the control plane, a policy
is a “recipe” that guides the behavior of control algorithms. Such apparently
simple policy structure can express different policy types. On the one hand, Fig.
4.1 shows storage automation policies that enforce a filter either statically or
dynamically based on simple rules; for instance, P1 enforces compression and
encryption on document objects of tenant T1, whereas P2 applies data caching
on small objects of container C1 when the number of GETs/second is > 5. On the
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other hand, such policies can also express objectives to be achieved by controllers
requiring global visibility and coordination capabilities of the data plane. That is,
P3 tells a controller to provide at least 30MBps of aggregated GET bandwidth to
tenant T2 under a multi-tenant workload.

4.2.2

System Architecture

Fig. 4.2 presents Crystal’s architecture, which consists of a control plane and a
data plane.
Policies
(DSL)

Controllers

Workload Metric
Processes

Crystal API

Messaging
service

Metadata layer

Disk

Control Plane
Data Plane

Disk

Disk

Swift Proxy

Swift Storage
Nodes
Object requests

Metrics middleware

Monitoring events

Filter framework

Metadata flows

Fig. 4.2 High-level overview of Crystal’s architecture on top of OpenStack Swift
Control Plane. Crystal provides administrators with a system-agnostic Domainspecific Language (DSL) to define SDS services via high-level policies. The DSL
“vocabulary” can be extended at runtime with new filters and inspection triggers.
The control plane includes an API to compile policies and to manage the lifecycle
and metadata of controllers, filters and metrics (see Table 4.1). Moreover, the
control plane is built upon a distributed model. Although logically centralized,
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the controller is split into a set of autonomous micro-services, each running a
separate control algorithm. Other micro-services, called workload metrics, close
the control loop by exposing monitoring information from the data plane to
controllers. The control loop is also extensible, given that both controllers and
workload metrics can be deployed at runtime.
Data Plane. Crystal’s data plane has two core extension points: Inspection
triggers and filters. First, a developer can deploy new workload metrics at the data
plane to feed distributed controllers with new runtime information on the system.
The metrics framework runs the code of metrics and publishes monitoring events
to the messaging service. Second, data plane programmability and extensibility
is delivered through the filter framework, which intercepts object flows in a
transparent manner and runs computations on them. A developer integrating a
new filter only needs to contribute the logic; the deployment and execution of
the filter is managed by Crystal.

4.3

Control Plane

The control plane allows writing policies that adapt the data plane to manage
multi-tenant workloads. It is formed by the DSL, the API, and the distributed
controllers.

4.3.1

Crystal DSL

Crystal’s DSL hides the complexity of low-level policy enforcement, thus achieving
simplified storage administration (Fig. 4.1). Its structure contains:
Target: The target of a policy represents the recipient of a policy’s action, and
it is mandatory to specify it on every policy definition. To meet the specific
needs of object storage, targets can be tenants and containers. This enables high
management and administration flexibility.
Trigger clause (optional): Dynamic storage automation policies are characterized by the trigger clause. A policy may have one or more trigger clauses,
separated by AND/OR operands, that specify the workload-based situation that
will trigger the enforcement of a filter on the target. Trigger clauses consist
of inspection triggers, operands (e.g, >, <, =) and values. The DSL exposes
both types of inspection triggers: workload metrics (e.g., GETS_SEC) and request
metadata (e.g., OBJECT_SIZE<512).
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Action clause: The action clause of a policy defines how a filter should be
executed on an object request once the policy takes place. The action clause may
accept parameters after the WITH keyword in form of key/value pairs that will
be passed as input to customize the filter execution. Retaking the example of
a compression filter, we may decide to enforce compression using a gzip or an
lz4 engine, and even their compression level. To cope with object stores formed
by proxies/storage nodes like Swift, our DSL enables to explicitly control the
execution stage of a filter with the ON keyword. Also, dynamic storage automation
policies can be persistent or transient; a persistent action means that once the
policy is triggered the filter enforcement remains indefinitely (by default), whereas
actions to be executed only during the period where the condition is satisfied are
transient (keyword TRANSIENT, P2 in Fig. 4.1).
The vocabulary of our DSL can be extended on-the-fly to accommodate new filters
and inspection triggers. That is, in Fig. 4.1 we can use keywords COMPRESSION and
DOCS in P1 once we associate “COMPRESSION” with a given filter implementation
and “DOCS” with some file extensions, respectively. Moreover, the Crystal DSL
has other features:
1. Specialization of policies based on the target scope, so that if several policies
apply to the same request, only the most specific one is executed (e.g.,
container-level policy is more specific than a tenant-level one)
2. Pipelining several filters on a single request (e.g., compression + encryption)
ordered as they are defined in the policy, similar to stream processing
frameworks [124]
3. Grouping, which enables to enforce a single policy to a group of targets;
that is, we can create a group like WEB_CONTAINERS to represent all the
containers that serve Web pages.
Table 4.1 shows the available API calls to Crystal, which include calls to
manage the Crystal controller, calls to manage the filter framework, and calls to
manage the workload metrics. In this sense, Crystal offers a DSL compilation
service via API calls. Crystal compiles simple automation policies as target→filter
relationships at the metadata layer. Next, we show how dynamic policies, with
WHEN clause, use controllers to enforce filters.

4.3 Control Plane
Crystal Controller
add_policy
delete_policy
list_policies

register_keyword
delete_keyword
deploy_controller
kill_controller
Filter Framework
deploy_filter
undeploy_filter
list_filters

update_slo
list_slo
delete_slo
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Description
Policy management API calls. For storage automation
policies, the add_policy call can either to directly enforce
the filter or to deploy a controller to do so. For globally
coordinated policies, the call sets an objective at the
metadata layer.
Calls that interact with Crystal registry to associate DSL
keywords with filters, inspection triggers or coin new terms
to be used as trigger conditions (e.g., DOCS).
These calls are used to manage the lifecycle of distributed
controllers and workload metric processes in the system.
Description
Calls for deploying, undeploying and listing filters
associated to a target. deploy/undeploy_filter calls
interact with the filter framework at the data plane for
enabling/disabling filter binaries to be executed on a
specific target.
Calls to manage “tenant objectives” for coordinated
resource management filters. For instance, bandwidth
differentiation controllers take as input this information in
order to provide an aggregated IO bandwidth share at the
data plane.

Workload Metrics
deploy_metric
delete_metric

Description
Calls for managing workload metrics at the data plane.
These calls also manage workload metric processes to
expose data plane metrics to the control plane.
*For the sake of simplicity, we do not include call parameters in this table.

Table 4.1 Main calls of Crystal controller, filter framework and workload metrics
management APIs

4.3.2

Distributed Controllers

Crystal resorts to distributed controllers, in form of micro-services, which can be
deployed in the system at runtime to extend the control plane [126–128].
We offer two types of controllers: automation and global controllers. On the
one hand, the Crystal DSL compiles dynamic storage automation policies into
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automation controllers (e.g., P2 in Fig. 4.1). Their lifecycle consists of consuming
the appropriate monitoring metrics and interact with the filter framework API
to enforce a filter when the trigger clause is satisfied.
On the other hand, global controllers are not generated by the DSL; instead,
by simply extending a base class and overriding its computeAssignments method,
developers can deploy controllers that contain complex algorithms with global
visibility and continuous control of a filter at the data plane (e.g., P3 in Fig. 4.1).
To this end, the base global controller class encapsulates the logic i) to ingest
monitoring events, ii) to disseminate the computed assignments across nodes1 ,
and iii) to get Service-Level Objectives (SLO) to be enforced from the metadata
layer (see Table 4.1). This allowed us to deploy distributed I/O bandwidth control
algorithms (Section 4.5).

Fig. 4.3 Interactions among automation controllers, workload metric processes
and the filter framework
Extensible control loop: To close the control loop, workload metric processes are micro-services that provide controllers with monitoring information
from the data plane. While running, a workload metric process consumes and
aggregates events from one workload metric at the data plane. For the sake of
1

For efficiency reasons, global controllers disseminate assignments to data plane filters also
via the messaging service.
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simplicity [128], we advocate to separate workload metrics not only per metric
type, but also by target granularity.
Controllers and workload metrics processes interact in a publish/subscribe
fashion [129]. For instance, Fig. 4.3 shows that, once initialized, an automation
controller subscribes to the appropriate workload metric process, taking into
account the target granularity. The subscription request of a controller specifies
the target to which it is interested in, such as tenant T1 or container C1; this
ensures that controllers do not receive unnecessary monitoring information from
other targets. Once the workload metric process receives the subscription request,
it adds the controller to its observer list. Periodically, it notifies the activity of
the different targets to the interested controllers that may trigger the execution
of filters.

4.4

Data Plane

At the data plane, we offer two main extension hooks: Inspection triggers and a
filter framework.

4.4.1

Inspection Triggers

Inspection triggers enable controllers to dynamically respond to workload changes
in real time. Specifically, we consider two types of introspective information
sources: object metadata and monitoring metrics.
First, some object requests embed semantic information related to the object
at hand in form of metadata. Crystal enables administrators to enforce storage
filters based on such metadata. Concretely, our filter framework middleware
(see Section 4.4.2) is capable of analyzing at runtime HTTP metadata of object
requests to execute filters based on the object size or file type, among others.
Second, Crystal builds a metrics middleware to add new workload metrics on
the fly. At the data plane, a workload metric is a piece of code that accounts for
a particular aspect of the system operation and publishes that information. In
our design, a new workload metric can inject events to the monitoring service
without interfering with existing ones (Table 4.1). Our metrics framework allows
developers to plug-in metrics that inspect both the type of requests and their
contents (e.g., compressibility [130]). We provide the logic to abstract developers
from the complexity of request interception and event publishing.
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4.4.2

Filter Framework

The Crystal filter framework enables developers to deploy and run generalpurpose code on object requests. Crystal borrows ideas from active storage
literature [97, 38] as a mean of building filters to enforce policies.
Our framework achieves flexible execution of filters. First, it enables to easily
pipeline several filters on a single storage request. Currently, the execution order
of filters is set explicitly by the administrator, although filter metadata can be
exploited to avoid conflicting filter ordering errors [131]. Second, to deal with
object stores composed by proxies/storage nodes, Crystal allows administrators
to define the execution point of a filter. To this end, the Crystal filter framework
consists of i) a filter middleware, and ii) filter execution environments.
Filter middleware: Our filter middleware intercepts data streams and classifies
incoming requests. Upon a new object request, the middleware at the proxy
performs a single metadata request to infer the filters to be executed on that
request depending on the target. If the target has associated filters, the filter
middleware sets the appropriate metadata headers in the request for triggering
the execution of filters through the read/write path.
Filters such as compression, which change the content of data objects, may
receive a special treatment. If we create a filter with the reverse flag enabled,
it means that the execution of the filter when the object was stored should be
always undone upon a GET request. That is, this yields that we may activate data
compression on certain periods, but tenants will always download decompressed
objects. To this end, prior to storing an object, we tag it with extended metadata
that keeps track of the enforced filters with reverse flag set. Upon a GET request,
the filter middleware fetches such metadata from the object itself to trigger the
reverse transformations on it prior to the execution of regular filters.
Filter execution environments: Currently, our middleware can support two
filter execution environments:
• Isolated filter execution: Crystal provides an isolated filter execution environment to perform general-purpose computations on object streams with high
security guarantees. To this end, we extended the Storlets framework [39]
with pipelining and stage execution control functionalities. Storlets provide
Swift with the capability to run computations close to the data in a secure
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and isolated manner making use of Docker containers [132]. Invoking a
Storlet on a data object is done in an isolated manner so that the data accessible by the computation is only the object’s data and its user metadata.
Also, a Docker container only runs filters of a single tenant.
• Native filter execution: The isolated filter execution environment tradesoff higher security for lower communication capabilities and interception
flexibility. For this reason, we also contribute an alternative way to intercept
and execute code natively. As with Storlets, a developer can deploy code
modules as native filters at runtime by following simple implementation
guidelines. However, native filters can i) execute code at all the possible
points of a request’s lifecycle, and ii) communicate with external components
(e.g, metadata layer), as well as to access storage devices (e.g., SSD).
As Crystal is devised to execute trusted code from administrators, this
environment represents a more flexible alternative.

4.5

Extending Crystal

In this section we describe the benefits of Crystal’s design by extending the
system with new data management filters, and a novel distributed control of I/O
bandwidth for OpenStack Swift.

4.5.1

New Storage Automation Policies

Goal: To define policies that enforce filters, like compression, encryption or
caching, even dynamically:
Listing 4.2 Example of DSL policies
1

2

P1: FOR TENANT T1 WHEN OBJECT_TYPE=DOCS DO SET COMPRESSION ON
PROXY, SET ENCRYPTION ON STORAGE_NODE
P2: FOR CONTAINER C1 WHEN GETS_SEC > 5 DO SET CACHING

Data plane (Filters): To enable such storage automation policies, we first
need to develop the filters at the data plane. In Crystal this can be done using
either native or isolated execution environments.
The next code snippet shows how to develop a filter for our isolated execution
environment. A system developer only needs to create a class that implements
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an interface (IStorlet), providing the actual data transformations on the object
request streams (iStream, oStream) inside the invoke method. To wit, we
implemented the compression (gzip engine) and encryption (AES-256) filters
using Storlets, whereas the caching filter exploits SSD drives at proxies via
our native execution environment. Then, once these filters were developed, we
installed them via the Crystal filter framework API.
Listing 4.3 Java Storlet skeleton
1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8

public class StorletName implements IStorlet {
public void invoke(ArrayList<StorletInputStream> inputStream,
ArrayList<StorletOutputStream> outputStream,
Map<String, String> parameters, StorletLogger log)
throws StorletException {
//Develop filter logic here
}
}

Data plane (Monitoring): Via the Crystal API (see Table 4.1), we deployed
metrics that capture various workload aspects (e.g., PUTs/GETs per second of
a tenant) to satisfy policies like P2. Similarly, we deployed the corresponding
workload metrics processes (one per metric and target granularity) that aggregate
such monitoring information to be published to controllers. Also, our filter
framework middleware is already capable of enforcing filters based on object
metadata, such as object size (OBJECT_SIZE) and type (OBJECT_TYPE).
Control Plane: Finally, we registered intuitive keywords for both filters and
workload metrics at the metadata layer (e.g., CACHING, GET_SEC_TENANT) using
the Crystal registry API. To achieve P1, we also registered the keyword DOCS,
which contains the file extensions of common documents (e.g, .pdf, .doc). At
this point, we can use such keywords in our DSL to design new storage policies.

4.5.2

Global Management of IO Bandwidth

Goal: To provide Crystal with means of defining policies that enforce a global
I/O bandwidth SLO on GETs/PUTs:
Listing 4.4 Example of a DSL bandwidth policy
1

P3: FOR TENANT T1 DO SET BANDWIDTH WITH GET_BW=30MBps
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Data plane (Filter). To achieve global bandwidth SLOs on targets, we first
need to locally control the bandwidth of object requests. Intuitively, bandwidth
control in Swift may be performed at the proxy or storage node stages. At
the proxy level this task may be simpler, as fewer nodes should be coordinated.
However, this approach is agnostic to the background tasks (e.g., replication)
executed by storage nodes, which impact on performance [86]. We implemented
a native bandwidth control filter that enables the enforcement at both stages.
Our filter dynamically creates threads that serve and control the bandwidth
allocation for individual tenants, either at proxies or storage nodes. Our filter
garbage-collects control threads that are inactive for a certain timeout. Moreover,
it has a consumer process that receives bandwidth assignments from a controller
to be enforced on a tenant’s object streams. Once the consumer receives a new
event, it propagates the assignments to the filter that immediately take effect on
current transfers.
Data plane (Monitoring): For building the control loop, our bandwidth
control service integrates individual monitoring metrics per type of traffic (i.e.,
GET, PUT, REPLICATION); this makes it possible to define policies for each type
of traffic if needed. In essence, monitoring events contain a data structure that
represents the bandwidth share that tenants exhibit at proxies or per storage
node disk. We also deployed workload metric processes to expose these events to
controllers.
Control plane. We deployed Algorithm 1 as a global controller to orchestrate
our bandwidth differentiation filter. Concretely, we aim at satisfying three main
requirements: i) A minimum bandwidth share per tenant, ii) Work-conservation
(do not leave idle resources), and iii) Equal shares of spare bandwidth across
tenants. The challenge is to meet these requirements considering that we do not
control neither the data access of tenants nor the data layout of Swift [133, 134].
To this end, Algorithm 1 works in three stages. First, the algorithm tries
to ensure the SLO for tenants specified in the metadata layer by resorting to
function minSLO (requirement 1, line 6). Essentially, minSLO first assigns a
proportional bandwidth share to tenants with guaranteed bandwidth. Note that
such assignment is done in descending order based on the number of parallel
transfers per tenant, provided that tenants with fewer transfers have fewer
opportunities of meeting their SLOs. Moreover, minSLO checks whether there
exist overloaded nodes in the system. In the affirmative case, the algorithm tries
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to reallocate bandwidth of tenants with multiple transfers from overloaded nodes
to idle ones. In case that no reallocation is possible, the algorithm reduces the
bandwidth share of tenants with SLOs on overloaded nodes.
Algorithm 1 computeAssignments pseudo-code embedded into a bandwidth
differentiation controller
1: function computeAssignments(info):
2:
3:
4:
5:
6:
7:
8:
9:
10:
11:
12:
13:
14:
15:
16:

◃ Retrieve the defined tenant SLOs from the metadata layer
SLOs ← getMetadataStoreSLOs();
◃ Compute assignments on current tenant transfers to meet SLOs
SLOAssignments ← minSLO(info, SLOs);
◃ Estimate spare bw at proxies/storage nodes based on current usage
spareBw ← min(spareBwProxies(SLOAssignments), spareBwSN(SLOAssignments));
spareBwSLOs ← {};
◃ Distribute spare bandwidth equally across all tenants
for tenant in info do
spareBwSLOs[tenant] ← numTspareBW
;
enants(inf o)
end for

◃ Calculate assignments to achieve spare bw shares for tenants
spareAssignments ← spareSLO(SLOAssignments, spareBwSLOs);
◃ Combine SLO and spare bw assignments on tenants

17:
return SLOAssignments ∪ spareAssignments;
18:
19: end function

In second place, once Algorithm 1 has calculated the assignments for tenants
with SLOs, it estimates the spare bandwidth available to achieve full utilization
of the cluster. Note that the notion of spare bandwidth depends on the cluster
at hand, as the bottleneck may be either at the proxies or storage nodes.
Algorithm 1 builds a new assignment data structure in which the spare
bandwidth is equally assigned to all tenants. The algorithm proceeds by calling function spareSLO to calculate the spare bandwidth assignments.Note that
spareSLO receives the SLOAssignments data structure that keeps the already reserved node bandwidth according to the SLO tenant assignments. The algorithm
outputs the combination of SLO and spare bandwidth assignments per tenant.
While more complex algorithms can be deployed in Crystal [135], our goal in
Algorithm 1 is to offer an attractive simplicity/effectiveness trade-off, validating
our bandwidth differentiation framework.

4.6 Prototype Implementation
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Prototype Implementation

The code of Crystal is publicly available on GitHub [136]. The prototype has
been tested in different releases of OpenStack Swift, concretely from Kilo to
Ocata versions. The Crystal API is implemented with the Django framework.
The API manages the system’s metadata from Redis 3.0 in-memory store [137].
We found that co-locating both Redis and the Swift proxies in the same servers
is a suitable deployment strategy. As we show next, this is specially true as only
the filter middleware in proxies accesses the metadata layer (once per request).
We resort to PyActor [138] for building distributed controllers and workload
metric processes that can communicate among them. For fault tolerance, the
PyActor supervisor is aware of all the instantiated remote micro-services (either
at one or many servers) and can spawn a new process if one dies.
We built our metrics and filter frameworks as standard WSGI middlewares
in Swift. The code of workload metrics is dynamically deployed on Swift nodes,
intercepts the requests and periodically publishes monitoring information via
RabbitMQ 3.6 message broker. Similarly, the filter framework middleware intercepts a storage request and redirects it via a pipe either to the Storlets engine
or to a native filter, depending on the filter pipeline definition. As both filters
and metrics can run on all Swift nodes, in the case of server failures they can be
executed in other servers holding object replicas.

4.7

Evaluation

Next, we evaluate the prototype of Crystal in an OpenStack Swift deployment
(Ocata version). Our evaluation addresses the challenges of Section 4.1.1 by
showing: i) Crystal can define policies at multiple granularities, achieving administration flexibility; ii) The enforcement of storage automation filters can be
dynamically triggered based on workload conditions; iii) Crystal achieves accurate
distributed enforcement of I/O bandwidth SLOs on different tenants; iv) Finally,
Crystal has low execution/monitoring overhead.

4.7.1

Testbed Characteristics

We ran our experiments in a 13-machine cluster formed by 9 Dell PowerEdge 320
nodes; 2 of them act as Swift proxy nodes (28GB RAM, 1TB HDD, 500GB SSD)
and the rest are Swift storage nodes (16GB RAM, 2x1TB HDD). There are 3
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Dell PowerEdge 420 (32GB RAM, 1TB HDD) nodes that were used as compute
nodes to execute workloads. Nodes in the cluster are connected via 1 Gigabit
Ethernet (GbE) switched links.

4.7.2

Workload

We resort to well-known benchmarks and replays of real workload traces. First,
we use ssbench [139] to execute stress-like workloads on Swift. ssbench provides
flexibility regarding the type (CRUD) and number of operations to be executed,
as well as the size of files generated. All of these parameters can be configured.
To evaluate Crystal under real-world object storage workloads, we collected
the following traces [140]: ii) The first trace captures 1.28 Terabytes (TBs) of
a write-dominated (79.99% write bytes) document database workload storing
817K car testing/standardization files (mean object size is 0.91MB) for 2.6 years
at Idiada; an automotive company. i) The second trace captures 2.97TB of a
read-dominated (99.97% read bytes) Web workload consisting of requests related
to 228K small data objects (mean object size is 0.28MB) from several Web
pages hosted at Arctur datacenter for 1 month. We developed our own workload
generator to replay a part of these traces (12 hours), as well as to perform
experiments with controllable rates of requests. Our workload generator resorts
to SDGen [141] to create realistic contents for data objects based on the file types
described in the workload traces.

4.7.3

Evaluating Storage Automation

Next, we present a battery of experiments that demonstrate the feasibility and
capabilities of storage automation with Crystal. To this end, we make use of
synthetic workloads and real trace replays (Idiada, Arctur). These experiments
have been executed at the compute nodes against 1 proxy and 6 storage nodes.
Storage management capabilities of Crystal. Fig. 4.4 shows the execution of several storage automation policies on a workload related to containers
C1 and C2 belonging to tenant T1. Specifically, we executed a write-only synthetic workload, composed by 4 PUT operations per second of 1MB objects, in
which data objects stored at C1 consist of random data, whereas C2 stores highly
redundant objects.
Due to the security requirements of T1, the first policy defined by the administrator is to encrypt his data objects (P1). Fig. 4.4 shows that the PUT operations
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Object transfer time (seconds)

of both containers exhibit a slight extra overhead due to encryption, given that
the policy has been defined at the tenant scope. There are two important aspects
to note from P1: First, the execution of encryption on T1’s requests is isolated
from filter executions of other tenants, providing higher security guarantees [39]
(Storlet filter). Second, the administrator has the ability to enforce the filter
at the storage node in order to do not overload the proxy with the overhead of
encrypting data objects (ON keyword).
0.2

Policies for tenant T1 − Synthetic workload (4PUT/second − 1MB objects)
Container C1

Container C2

0.15
0.1
0.05

P1: FOR TENANT T1
DO SET Encryption
ON STORAGE_NODE

NO POLICIES

0
0

100

200

P2: FOR TENANT T1 P3: FOR CONTAINER C1
DO SET Compression
DO SET Encryption
ON PROXY
ON STORAGE_NODE

300
400
500
Object requests (PUT)

600

700

800

Fig. 4.4 Enforcement of compression/encryption filters
After policy P1 was enforced, the administrator decided to optimize the
storage space of T1’s objects by enforcing compression (P2). P2 also enforces
compression at the proxy node to minimize communication between the proxy and
storage node (ON PROXY). Note that the enforcement of P1 and P2 demonstrates
the filter pipelining capabilities of our filter framework; once P2 is defined, Crystal
enforces compression at the proxy node and encryption at storage nodes for each
object request. Also, as shown in Section 4.4, the filter framework tags objects
with extended metadata to trigger the reverse execution of these filters on GET
requests (i.e., decryption and decompression, in that order).
However, the administrator realized that the compression filter on C1’s requests
exhibited higher latency and provided no storage space savings (incompressible
data). To overcome this issue, the administrator defined a new policy P3 that
essentially enforces only encryption on C1’s requests. After defining P3, the
performance of C1’s requests exhibits the same behavior as before the enforcement
of P2. Thus, the administrator is able to manage storage at different granularities,
such as tenant or container. Furthermore, the last policy also proves the usefulness
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of policy specialization; policies P1 and P2 apply to C2 at the tenant scope, whereas
the system only executes P3 on C1’s requests, as it is the most specialized policy.

10

Dynamic caching policy − Synthetic workload (1MB objects)
Ops/sec.

PUTs (no cache)

PUTs (cache)

GETs (no cache)

GETs (cache)

0.2

Avg. operation latency (seconds)

GET/PUT per second (gray area)

Dynamic storage automation. Fig. 4.5 shows a dynamic caching policy
(P1) on one tenant. The filter implements the Least Recently Used (LRU) eviction
algorithm, and exploits SSD drives at the proxy to improve object retrievals. We
executed a synthetic oscillatory workload of 1MB objects (gray area) to verify
the correct operation of automation controllers.
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Fig. 4.5 Dynamic enforcement of caching filter
In Fig. 4.5, we show the average latency of PUT/GET requests and the intensity
of the workload. As can be observed, the caching filter takes place when the
workload exceeds 5 GETs per second. At this point, the filter starts caching objects
at the proxy SSD on PUTs, as well as to lookup the SSD to retrieve potentially
cached objects on GETs. In this sense, the usage of Crystal for dynamic storage
automation provides some benefits. First, the filter provides performance benefits
for object retrievals; when the caching filter is activated, object retrievals are in
median 29.7% faster compared to non-caching periods. Second, we noted that
the costs of executing asynchronous writes on the SSD upon PUT requests may
be amortized by offloading storage nodes; that is, the average PUT latency is
in median 2% lower when caching is activated. A reason for this may be that
storage nodes are mostly free to execute writes, as a large fraction of GETs are
being served at the proxy’s cache.
In conclusion, Crystal’s control loop enables dynamic enforcement of storage filters under variable workloads. Moreover, native filters in Crystal allow
developers to build complex data management filters.
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Managing real workloads. Next, we show how Crystal policies can handle
real workloads (12 hours). That is, we compress and encrypt documents on a
replay of the Idiada trace (write-dominated), whereas we enforce caching of small
files on a replay of Arctur workload (read-dominated).
Fig. 4.6a shows the request bandwidth exhibited during the execution of the
Idiada trace. Concretely, we executed two concurrent workloads, each associated
to a different tenant. We enforced compression and encryption only on tenant
T2. Observably, tenant T2’s transfers are over 13% and 7% slower compared to
T1 for GETs and PUTs, respectively. This is due to the computation overhead of
enforcing filters on T2’s document objects. As a result, T2’s documents consumed
65% less space compared to T1 with compression and they benefited from higher
data confidentially thanks to encryption.
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Fig. 4.6 Policy enforcement on real trace replays
Fig. 4.6b shows tenants T1 and T2, both concurrently running a trace replay
of Arctur. By executing a dynamic caching policy, T2’s GET requests are in median
1.9x faster compared to T1. That is, as the workload of Arctur is intense and
almost read-only, caching was enabled for tenant T2 for most of the experiment.
Moreover, because the requested files fitted in the cache, the SSD-based caching
filter was very beneficial to tenant T2. The median write overhead of T2 compared
to T1 was 4.2%, which suggests that our filter efficiently intercepts object streams
for doing parallel writes at the SSD.
Our results with real workloads suggest that Crystal is practical for managing
multi-tenant object stores.
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4.7.4

Achieving Bandwidth SLOs

Next, we evaluate the effectiveness of our bandwidth differentiation filter. To this
end, we executed a ssbench workload (10 concurrent threads) in each of the 3
compute nodes in our cluster, one of each representing an individual tenant. As
we study the effects of replication separately (in Fig. 4.10 we use 3 replicas), the
rest of experiments were performed using one replica rings.
Request types. Fig. 4.7 plots two different SLO enforcement experiments
on three different tenants for PUT and GET requests, respectively (enforcement at
proxy node). Appreciably, the execution of Algorithm 1 exhibits a near exact
behavior for both PUT and GET requests. Moreover, we observe that tenants obtain
their SLO plus an equal share of spare bandwidth, according to the expected
policy behavior defined by colored areas. This demonstrates the effectiveness of
our bandwidth control middleware for intercepting and limiting both requests
types. We also observe in Fig. 4.7 that PUT bandwidth exhibits higher variability
than GET bandwidth. Concretely, after writing 512MB of data, Swift stopped the
transfers of tenants for a short interval; we will look for the causes of this in our
next development steps.

Bandwidth per tenant (MBps)
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Fig. 4.7 Performance of the Crystal bandwidth differentiation service. 1 proxy/3
storage nodes, bandwidth control at proxy
Impact of enforcement stage. An interesting aspect to study in our
framework are the implications of enforcing bandwidth control at either the
proxies or storage nodes. In this sense, Fig. 4.8 shows the enforcement SLOs
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GET Bandwidth per tenant (MBps)

on GET requests at both stages. At first glance, we observe in Fig. 4.8 that
our framework makes it possible to enforce bandwidth limits at both stages.
However, Fig. 4.8 also illustrates that the enforcement on storage nodes presents
higher variability compared to proxy enforcement. This behavior arises from the
relationship between the number of nodes to coordinate and the intensity of the
workload at hand. That is, given the same workload intensity, a fewer number
of nodes (e.g., proxies) offers higher bandwidth stability, as a tenant’s requests
are virtually a continuous data stream, being easier to control. Conversely, each
storage node receives a smaller fraction of a tenant’s requests, as normally storage
nodes are more numerous than proxies. This yields that storage nodes have to
deal with shorter and discontinuous streams that are harder to control.
But enforcing bandwidth SLOs at storage nodes enables to control background
tasks like replication. Thus, we face a trade-off between accuracy and control
that may be solved with hybrid enforcement schemes.
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Fig. 4.8 Performance of the Crystal bandwidth differentiation service. 1 proxy/3
storage nodes
Mixed tenant activity, variable file sizes. Next, we execute a mixed
read/write workload using files of different sizes; small (8MB to 16MB), medium
(32MB to 64MB) and large (128MB to 256MB) files. Besides, to explore the
scalability, in this set of experiments we resort to a cluster configuration that
doubles the size of the previous one (2 proxies and 6 storage nodes).
Appreciably, Fig. 4.9 shows that our enforcement controller achieves bandwidth SLOs under mixed workloads. Moreover, the bandwidth differentiation
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Bandwidth per tenant (MBps)

framework works properly when doubling the storage cluster size, as the policy
provides tenants with the desired SLO plus a fair share of spare bandwidth,
specially for T1 and T2. However, Fig. 4.9 also illustrates that the PUT bandwidth
provided to T1 is significantly more variable than for other tenants; this is due
to various reasons. First, we already mentioned the increased variability of
PUT requests, apparently due to write buffering. Second, the bandwidth filter
seems to be less precise when limiting streams that require an SLO close to the
node/link capacity. Moreover, small files make the workload harder to handle by
the controller as more node assignments updates are potentially needed, specially
as the cluster grows. In the future, we plan to continue the exploration and
mitigation of these sources of variability.
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Fig. 4.9 Performance of the Crystal bandwidth differentiation service. 2 proxy/6
storage nodes, bandwidth control at proxies
Controlling background tasks. An advantage of enforcing bandwidth
SLOs at storage nodes is that we can also control the bandwidth of background
processes via policies. To wit, Fig. 4.10 illustrates the impact of replication tasks
on multi-tenant workloads. In Fig. 4.10, we observe that during the first 60
seconds of this experiment (i.e., no SLOs defined) tenants are far from having
a sustained GET bandwidth of ≈ 33Mbps, meaning that they are importantly
affected by the replication process. The reason is that, internally, storage nodes
trigger hundreds of point-to-point transfers to write copies of already stored
objects to other nodes belonging to the ring. Note that the aggregated replication
bandwidth within the cluster reached 221Mbps. Furthermore, even though we
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enforce SLOs from second 60 onwards, the objectives are not achieved, specially
for tenants T2 and T3, until replication bandwidth is under control. As soon as
we deploy a controller that enforces a hard limit of 5Mbps to the aggregated
replication bandwidth, the SLOs of tenants are rapidly achieved. We conclude
that Crystal has potential as a framework to define fine-grained policies for
managing bandwidth allocation in object stores.
GET and replication bandwidth control at storage nodes − 128MB files
No SLOs
Intra−cluster Replication (SLO=5)
defined
160
It is very difficult to guarantee SLOs until replication
bandwidth is controlled.
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Fig. 4.10 Performance of the Crystal bandwidth differentiation service. 1 proxy/3
storage nodes, bandwidth control at storage nodes

4.7.5

Crystal Overhead

Filter framework latency overheads. A relevant question to answer is the
performance costs that our filter framework introduces to the regular operation
of the system. Essentially, the filter framework may introduce overhead at i)
contacting the metadata layer, ii) intercepting the data stream through a filter
and iii) managing extended object metadata. We show this in Fig. 4.11.
Compared to base Swift (SW), Fig. 4.11 shows that the metadata access (MA
in boxplots) of Crystal incurs a median latency penalty between 1.5ms and 3ms.
For 1MB objects, this represents a relative median latency overhead of 3.9% for
both GETs and PUTs. Naturally, this overhead becomes slightly higher as the
object size decreases, but is still practical (8% to 13% for 10 Kilobytes (KBs)
objects). This confirms that our filter framework minimizes communication with
the metadata layer (i.e., 1 query per request). Moreover, Fig. 4.11 shows that an
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PUT Execution Time (seconds)

in-memory store like Redis fits the metadata workload of Crystal, specially if it
is co-located with proxy nodes.
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Fig. 4.11 Performance overhead of filter framework metadata interactions and
isolated filter enforcement.
Next, we focus on the isolated interception of object requests via Storlets,
which trades off performance for higher security guarantees (see Section 4.4). Fig.
4.11 illustrates that the median isolated interception overhead of a void filter
(NOOP) oscillates between 3ms and 11ms (e.g., 5.7% and 15.7% median latency
penalty for 10MB and 1MB PUTs, respectively). This cost mainly comes from
injecting the data stream into a Docker container to achieve isolation. We also
may consider filter implementation effects, or even the data at hand. To wit,
columns CZ and CR depict the performance of the compression filter for highly
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redundant (zeros) and random data objects. Visibly, the performance of PUT
requests changes significantly (e.g., objects ≥ 1MB) as compression algorithms
exhibit different performance depending on the data contents [141]. Conversely,
decompression in GET requests is not significantly affected by data contents.
Hence, to improve performance, filters should be enforced in the right conditions.
Finally, our filter framework enables managing extended metadata of objects
to store a sequence of data transformations to be undone on retrievals (see
Section 4.4). We measured that reading/writing extended object metadata takes
0.3ms/2ms, respectively, which constitutes modest overhead.

GET Execution Time (seconds)

Filter pipelining throughput. Next, we want to further explore the
overhead of isolated filter execution. Specifically, Fig. 4.12 depicts the latency
overhead of pipeling multiple NOOP Storlet filters. As pipelining is a new feature
of Crystal, it required a separate evaluation.
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Fig. 4.12 Pipelining performance for isolated filters.
Fig. 4.12 shows that the latency costs of intercepting a data stream through a
pipeline of isolated filters is acceptable. To inform this argument, each additional
filter in the pipeline incurs 3ms to 9ms of extra latency in median. This is
slightly lower than passing the stream through the Docker container for the first
time. The reason is that pipelining tenant filters is done within the same Docker
container, so the costs of injecting the stream into the container are present
only once. Therefore, our filter framework is a feasible platform to dynamically
compose and pipeline several isolated filters.
Monitoring overheads. To understand the monitoring costs of Crystal, we
provide a measurement-based estimation of various configurations of monitoring
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nodes, workload metrics and controllers. To wit, the monitoring traffic overhead
O related to |W| workload metrics is produced by a set of nodes N . Each node in
N periodically sends monitoring events of size s to the MOM broker, which are
consumed by |W| workload metric processes. Then, each workload metric process
aggregates the messages of all nodes in N into a single monitoring message.
The aggregated message is then published to a set of subscribed controllers
C. Therefore, we can do a worst case estimation of the total generated traffic
per monitoring epoch (e.g., 1 second) as: O = |W| · [s · (2 · |N | + |C|)]. We also
measured simple events (e.g., PUT_SEC) to be s = 130 bytes in size.
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Fig. 4.13 Traffic overhead of Crystal depending on the number of nodes, controllers
and workload metrics.
Fig. 4.13 shows that the estimated monitoring overhead of a single metric is
modest; in the worst case, a single workload metric generates less than 40KBps in
a 100-machine cluster with |C| = 100 subscribed controllers. Clearly, the dominant
factor of traffic generation is the number of workload metrics. However, even for
a large number of workload metrics (|W| = 20), the monitoring requirements in a
50-machine cluster do not exceed 520KBps. These overheads seem lower than
existing SDS systems with advanced monitoring [86].

4.8

Summary

Crystal is a Software-defined Storage architecture that pursues an efficient use
of multi-tenant object stores. Crystal addresses unique challenges for providing
the necessary abstractions to add new functionalities at the data plane that can
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be immediately managed at the control plane. For instance, it adds a filtering
abstraction to separate control policies from the execution of computations and
resource management mechanisms at the data plane. Also, extending Crystal
requires low development effort. We demonstrate the feasibility of Crystal on top
of OpenStack Swift through two use cases that target automation and bandwidth
differentiation. Our results show that Crystal is practical enough to be run in a
shared cloud object store.

Chapter 5

Adding Self-management
Support for Tenants
5.1

Introduction

Nowadays, commercial cloud object stores offer a limited set of actions for the
management of the data by tenants. Typically, tenants can only decide the storage
class where the data will be stored, and the expiration time of the objects, either
manually or by means of policies [8, 42, 43, 10]. Although some cloud object stores
also offer the posibility to activate encryption mechanisms [7], these are all the
self-management techniques available to tenants. On the other hand, open source
systems like Swift provide more flexibility for incorporating new characteristics
to the storage service through middlewares [37, 44]. In the same manner, but in
the context of file systems, there are some research works [110, 112] that enable
administrators to introduce middlewares in the storage stack where all the files
pass through before being stored on disk. However, in any case, these middlewares
are usually static functionalities installed by storage administrators, so tenants
cannot fine tune the storage service with new management and computing tasks
adapted to their own specific requirements.
On the other hand, as we demonstrated in Chapter 4, SDS abstracts the
storage service and the storage infrastructure from its management by adding
a centralized control layer that orchestrates the data plane. This approach
significantly increases the flexibility and programmability of cloud object stores.
The results presented in this chapter are published in [142]
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However, SDS systems [74, 77, 78], including our previous work, are not designed
to manage the data that they store. Generally, SDS technologies are architected
for storage administrators [83, 84, 86], which decide the most appropriate storage
management policies. Typically, the granularity of these policies are at per-tenant
or even per-bucket levels. Thus, although the controller in all SDS systems
is assumed to be easy scalable, adapting a “classical” SDS solution to accept
policies at per-object level significantly increases its complexity. The number
of storage policies grows up considerably when the granularity changes, which
becomes a way harder to manage from an administrator perspective. Therefore,
SDS abstractions are not suitable to manage tenants’ data at such a fine-grained
granularity. It does not make much sense for storage administrators to to deal
with the data management particularities of hundreds or thousands of tenants.
In spite of this, other technologies provide a complementary layer of data
management for cloud object stores. This is the case of serverless computing
[51, 53]. It allows, at a certain level, the self-management of data by tenants.
However, this model does not allow to control the full lifecycle of the objects, as
functions are not located in the storage path, but in a disaggregated compute
cluster, thus losing the advantages of data locality. With them, it is possible
to run functions automatically when the objects are uploaded to the storage
service, or by proactively invoking them through an external gateway. In any case,
serverless computing leaves a wide range of possible applications unmanageable,
concretely those that require synchronous handling.

5.1.1

Scope and Challenges

In this chapter, we argue that a fine-grained data management layer, with a
new object-based policy abstraction, is a compelling solution to overcome the
challenge of adding self-management support for tenants in cloud object stores. In
contrast to SDS, which is not suitable for handling data at per-object level due to
its built-in characteristics, our system must provide tenants the ability to manage
the particularities of their data. Different objects may require different treatment,
and thus, different management. For example, a specific dataset provided by a
tenant may need 1) a personalized data processing pipeline of different tasks, such
as data obfuscation and encryption, and 2) a specific management, to guarantee,
for example, data availability over a concrete period of time. To achieve this goal,
it is required to address the following research challenge.
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Flexible and programmatic support for data self-management by
tenants: This entails the design of a lightweight and extensible per-object
management distributed architecture model. Furthermore, to manage the objects
at low level, this new model requires a new policy abstraction, flexible enough to
manage any kind of object, and programmatic-based in order to grant tenants the
appropriate flexibility to code anything they require. Due to performance aspects,
these programmatic policies must be executed where the data is, leveraging the
underutilized storage resources (data locality). Also, to enable different types of
data management, the platform should enable synchronous and asynchronous
policy execution in an isolated execution environment to guarantee, as far as
possible, the no disturbance of the storage service. Finally, as object storage
systems usually store 3 copies of the objects, the system should have high
consistency in order to guarantee the correct operation when the same object
is accessed at the same time through different copies, which is not trivial to
implement in object storage systems, since normally, they are eventually consistent
systems.

5.1.2

Contributions

To increase the automation, flexibility, and programmability of object stores, we
propose here Vertigo, a novel distributed framework that allows tenants to manage
their data in a flexible and dynamic way, making use of a new programmatic
policy abstraction called microcontroller. Microcontrollers enable tenants to
manage the singularities of the objects in a flexible way. Thus, they can be
attached to the objects for the appropriate management. Microcontrollers act
as object wrappers that control objects behavior. It is for this reason that we
introduce the concept of smart objects in cloud object stores.
On the other hand, Vertigo leverages the underutilized computing resources of
the storage nodes to deploy microcontrollers that intercept objects’ lifecycle. The
distinguishing feature of microcontrollers is that they can react to the changes
made on the state of an object, permitting the implementation of sophisticated
management policies, like the automated deletion of an object, based, for example,
on its access history. In addition, microcontrollers can be used to orchestrate
active storage tasks, and even to manipulate objects based on their content.
Typically, object stores operate at the bucket or object levels, mainly acting as
simple repositories of data. One of the outstanding features of Vertigo is that it
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can work at the content level, which is essential to allow an object to adapt its
behavior depending on who is accessing it, its state and the nature of its content.
The result is an unprecedented amount of flexibility for automation and storage
programmability.
Finally, we evaluate the design principles of Vertigo by showing five use cases
on top of OpenStack Swift. Theses use cases demonstrate the feasibility of our
system and the extensible programmability that microcontrollers provide to cloud
object stores, allowing tenants to self-manage their data in a flexible way.

5.2

The Management Policies: Microcontrollers

The entire architectural model revolves around the concept of microcontroller,
and therefore, it is critical to define what a microcontroller is. As a working
definition: a microcontroller is a data behavior or management policy that is
associated to one or more objects, and to one or more storage operations. As
cloud object stores operate through HTTP RESTful APIs, microcontrollers can
be associated to any of their available HTTP methods, that is, GET, PUT,
POST, HEAD, and DELETE. Thus, upon an object request to one of them, the
associated microcontrollers (if any) are executed in a sandboxed environment.
Objects in an object store are composed by an identifier, the actual data of the
object, and the metadata that describes its content. Vertigo objects can also be
composed by microcontrollers, which could be seen as wrappers at the very high
level.
Microcontrollers follow the active storage approach, that is, they are executed
close to the data within the storage infrastructure. However, they are not actually
active storage tasks. Active storage tasks usually modify the current input or
output data flow of the objects. Instead, microcontrollers are the policies that
define the behavior of the objects. It should be noted that, as we will describe
below, one characteristics of microcontrollers is that they are able to instrument
more than one active storage task for object processing.
The programmability that microcontrollers provide, in contrast with descriptive high-level policies, allows tenants to create advanced forms of object
control. Vertigo provides two different types of microcontrollers: synchronous
and asynchronous. A synchronous microcontroller blocks the incoming or outcoming request until it completes the execution. In the synchronous model,
microcontrollers are executed in real-time, which means that the lifecycle of ob-
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jects is intercepted. In contrast, asynchronous microcontrollers are event-driven,
that is, they run when an event occurs. The request that triggered the event
does not wait for their completion.

5.3

Design Overview

The complete architecture is depicted in Fig. 5.1. As expected, the data plane
includes the traditional cloud object storage system which manages objects and
their associated metadata.
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Fig. 5.1 High-level architecture overview of Vertigo integrated alongside a common
cloud object storage architecture
Within the data plane, each node, either storage gateways where tenants
connect to perform operations, and storage nodes where the actual data is stored,
includes the Runtime System. The Runtime System is the entity that intercepts
all types of an object’s lifecycle requests. It contains the microcontroller and
the active storage engines, responsible for running microcontrollers and active
storage tasks in a safe and sandboxed environment, respectively. Moreover, the
Microcontroller Engine has direct access to external cloud services through an
extensible gateway module (API), including the object storage system itself.
Thanks to this gateway, a microcontroller, and therefore tenants, can take benefit
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of external cloud services, for example, for: 1) Persisting the state of the objects
in an external database; 2) Operating over other objects in the object store; 3)
Storing an access log of an specific object; 4) Sending a message to a message
queue in order to notify other services of the performed actions over the objects,
among others. Microcontrollers have access to all the relevant request information,
such as the user name or id, the tenant name, and all the headers of the request.
Moreover, they can access to the metadata of the requested object. In brief,
microcontrollers have access to all of the environment information except the
actual data of the object. This is because microcontrollers are management
policies and not active storage tasks.
Regarding the associative approach of Vertigo, a microcontroller can be
associated to more than one object. Also, an object can have more than one
microcontroller associated. In the same way, in the storage service there may be
microcontrollers not associated to an object, and also, objects with no associated
microcontroller. Thus, the relationship between microcontrollers and objects
is (N:M). In this sense, following the previous example, Fig. 5.2 illustrates the
deployment of a microcontroller that deletes an object after x gets.
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Fig. 5.2 Microcontroller deployment example
The idea behind our approach is to develop a generic delete microcontroller,
and then associate it with different objects. In this example, what changes
is the parameter value associated with the target object and the autodelete
microcontroller: {"delete_after":16} for Object1 , and {"delete_after":10}
for Object2 . Thanks to this declarative approach, it is then possible to reuse the
same microcontroller for different objects.
Examples. To better understand the role of the Vertigo components, consider
a microcontroller that counts the number of GET requests to one object. To
deploy it, the code of this microcontroller must be first loaded to the object store
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as a common object, and then tell the Vertigo Runtime System that an onGet
trigger is associated with this registered microcontroller for the targeted object
(KEY=value) or objects. From that moment, every GET request to this object
will be intercepted and routed to this microcontroller, eventually executed within
the Microcontroller Engine of the specific tenant. A more advanced example
could be a microcontroller that performs actions on the data plane when some
condition is met. For example, the previous microcontroller could delete an object
after 5 GET requests. In this case, the microcontroller would instrument the
object store API to perform such delete action on the data plane. Finally, to get
a full perspective of the potential of Vertigo, a more sophisticated example could
be a microcontroller that instruments an active storage task. For example, we
could enforce the compression of an object if it is not very popular (few accesses
in the last days) and the content type is text. In this case, when the appropriate
conditions are met, the microcontroller executes the compression task within the
Active Storage Engine to perform such operation.

5.3.1

The Core: Runtime System

The Vertigo Runtime System contains two major components for managing
the different types of microcontrollers: the Microcontroller Engine and the
Active Storage Engine. Both components are located within the storage system
nodes, either gateways or storage nodes, and work on an isolated and sandboxed
environment (Linux containers) that intercepts calls to the object store.
Microcontroller Engine. It takes care of the management (installation, deployment and configuration) of microcontrollers. Installation means uploading
and registering the microcontroller code in the cloud object storage system. The
microcontroller is stored as a common object but in a specific storage bucket,
specially created for storing microcontrollers. Deployment refers to linking an
installed microcontroller to one or more objects with one or more triggers. Triggers include the operations that may be intercepted in the selected object or
objects: PUT, GET, POST, HEAD or DELETE. Finally, configuration refers to
setting up the parameters and the necessary metadata of an already installed
microcontroller, e.g., the maximum number of reads, or the compression ratio if
the microcontroller orchestrates a compression task.
Once deployed, microcontrollers are triggered in reaction to lifecycle events
of objects in the data plane. By default, microcontrollers do not have arbitrary
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external Internet access. However, one fundamental part of the Microcontroller
Engine is the external gateway module, which enables microcontrollers to communicate with external cloud services. The gateway provides an extensible API
to access, for example, a Redis database, a MongoDB database, or a message
broker like RabbitMQ. As stated before, thanks to this API, microcontrollers can
store information in a persistent way by transparently benefiting from object and
request metadata. For example, a microcontroller can maintain an access counter
or store the timestamp of the last access in the object metadata. In short, a
microcontroller can take one or all of the following actions after intercepting a
lifecycle request of an object:
• It can add, update, or delete the metadata of the current object.
• It can cancel the request, or rewire the request to another object.
• It can orchestrate one or multiple active storage tasks. That is, when the
appropriate conditions are met, tasks such as compression, encryption or
filtering can be executed for data reduction or protection techniques.
• It can perform POST or DELETE requests to the cloud object store. For
example, for deleting or for updating the metadata of any other object
within the storage system.
• It can communicate with external services through the external gateway
module. For example, for accessing a RDMS or a NoSQL database.
Active Storage Engine. It takes care of the management of active storage
tasks. It is responsible of the installation, deployment and configuration of them.
These tasks are stateless components that process the input and output data
flows from and to an object. Typically, active storage tasks, like compression,
are used as data reduction techniques in cloud object stores. They also include
extraction, transformation and load (ETL) mechanisms. Moreover, other tasks
like data encryption or data obfuscation are used for data protection.

5.4

Prototype Implementation

We implemented Vertigo [143] on top of OpenStack Swift [13], and modified
the open source OpenStack Storlet framework [40] to suit our requirements (see
Section 5.4.3 for further details).
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As aforementioned, the core component of Vertigo is the Runtime System. Fig.
5.3 shows the integration of this component within a common Swift deployment.
For security reasons, each tenant in the object store has its own isolated Runtime
System. Taking Swift as basis, it is mainly composed by three elements: the
Interception Middleware, the Microcontroller Engine, and the Storlets Engine.
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Fig. 5.3 Vertigo Rtuntime System integrated in OpenStack Swift

5.4.1

Interception Middleware

We built a new Swift interception middleware with two major tasks. First, to
deploy (and undeploy) microcontrollers to a particular object(s), and second, to
load microcontrollers to the Microcontroller Engine. For the deployment of a
microcontroller, a user must issue a POST request to the object to be managed.
Upon this action, a trigger header of the type: onGet, onPut, onPost, onHead,
or onDelete, must be appointed to tell the framework which lifecycle event must
be intercepted. Moreover, a microcontroller may have specific parameters related
with the managed object. This information is uploaded to the system attaching
to the request the parameter names and their values. Finally, this information is
stored alongside the object, in its metadata.
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To better understand this, consider a tenant that wants to deploy the previous
automated deletion microcontroller to a given object. To do so, a Swift POST
request with the header "X-Vertigo-Onget:delete-1.0.jar" is needed to deploy
the microcontroller delete-1.0.jar with the onGet trigger. In this case, the
microcontroller needs to know how many readings are allowed to the object with
the parameter "delete_after". The parameters list is a JSON formatted string,
easily readable by the microcontroller. For example, with the curl Unix tool,
the command would be the following, in Listing 5.1.
Listing 5.1 Example of deploying a Vertigo microcontroller
1
2
3
4
5

curl ... $STORAGE_URL/bucket_name/object.csv
-X POST
-H "X-Vertigo-Onget:delete-1.0.jar"
-H "X-Vertigo-mctype:sync"
-d "{‘delete_after’:‘16’}"

The interception middleware is the responsible for reading the JSON information which contains the parameters, and for storing its content in the metadata of
the object. In the same POST request it must be specified whether the microcontroller will run synchronously or asynchronously to the main request. Note that
it is possible to deploy more than one microcontroller per object. In this case,
the order of microcontroller execution would be the order of the deployment. On
the other hand, a microcontroller can be undeployed with a special header added
in a POST request: "X-Vertigo-Onget-Delete:delete-1.0.jar". This delete
operation removes the microcontroller from the trigger list, and its parameters
list from the metadata of the object.
Microcontroller deployment granularity. Although OpenStack Swift stores
the objects in a flat name space, it is possible to simulate a hierarchical structure
within a single bucket by adding forward slash characters (/) in the object name.
Each folder between the bucket name and the object name is called pseudofolder in Swift. In Vertigo, we take advantage of this logical hierarchy upon the
deployment of a microcontroller to an object. Thus, Vertigo allows the deployment
operation to act at different granularities: at per- object, pseudo-folder and bucket
levels. In this sense, when a tenant associates a microcontroller to a bucket or
pseudo-folder, the deployment operation is offloaded to all objects inside them.
As an example of this process, if a user requires to associate a microcontroller to
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all the objects inside "acc_1/cont_2/pf_3", the POST operation should point
to this pseudo-folder, adding an asterisk at the end, as shown in Listing 5.2.
Listing 5.2 Example of associating a microcontroller to a pseudo-folder
1
2
3

curl ... $STORAGE_URL/acc_1/cont_2/pf_3/*
-X POST
-H "X-Vertigo-Onget:counter.jar"

For all the available triggers, except for the onPut type, when a microcontroller
is deployed on a bucket/pseudo-folder, the deployment information is stored in
the metadata of the available objects in it, in addition to the metadata of the
the bucket/pseudo-folder itself. This enables the inheritance of microcontrollers,
in such a way that when a user uploads an object to that bucket/pseudo-folder
with microcontrollers deployed, all of them are inherited to the new object.
Therefore, After the deployment operation (Listing 5.2), when a user uploads
an object to "acc_1/cont_2/pf_3", the microcontroller counter.jar would be
automatically deployed on it. The same occurs with the undeployment operation.
It works at per- object, pseudo-folder, and bucket levels. When a users undeploy
a microcontroller from a bucket/pseudo-folder, the operation is offloaded to all
the objects inside them, and the inheritance of the microcontroller is deleted.
Regarding PUT operations (onPut trigger), the deployment information of
the bucket/pseudo-folder is stored in two different places. First, as before,
it is stored in the metadata of the the bucket/pseudo-folder itself. Second,
the deployment information is kept in the memory of the proxy nodes. The
interception middleware makes use of Memcached [144] for keeping the associations
between objects and microcontrollers in a sort of cache. This approach speeds
up the information retrieval time. In this way, with Memcached, Vertigo does
not need to make a sub-request to Swift in order to know the microcontroller
execution list when an object enters the storage cluster.
After the microcontroller deployment process, when a request arrives to an object,
the middleware checks if the object has microcontrollers associated in the trigger
related to the request. For example, if the request is a GET, the middleware
checks the onGet trigger of the object. If there are microcontrollers deployed, the
middleware automatically starts the Microcontroller Engine and sends to it the
list of microcontrollers to execute, as well as the object metadata, the request
metadata and the microcontrollers specific parameters.
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One of the main characteristics of Vertigo is that a microcontroller can run
synchronously or asynchronously to the object request. Asynchronous model
permits to reduce the overhead produced by Vertigo. Imagine a microcontroller
that stores a log of users that access to an object, in an external database. In this
case, it is possible to launch the microcontroller asynchronously, and continue the
main object request execution, following the default storage path. Thus, the main
request does not need to wait for the overhead produced by the microcontroller
when a value is stored in an external database. Moreover, with Vertigo it is also
possible to run microcontrollers in a semi-synchronous way. This means that a
microcontroller can run part of the code synchronously, return the control to the
interception middleware, and then run the rest of the code asynchronously. This
approach also reduces the overhead produced by the Microcontroller Engine

5.4.2

Microcontroller Engine

The Microcontroller Engine is a daemon process that provides isolation and safety
thanks to an isolated environment using Linux Docker containers. As a result,
the microcontrollers are sandboxed: They have no direct network access, no
system execution capabilities, no thread creation capabilities, and no access to
the file system. In the current implementation of Vertigo, the daemon process
is based on Java. In this sense, each daemon process consists of a Java Virtual
Machine (JVM) with a thread pool, where each microcontroller is executed in a
different thread inside the same JVM.
The Microcontroller Engine is shared by all the users of the same tenant, but
for each request there is one different instance of the microcontroller. When it
receives the microcontroller list and all the metadata and parameters, it runs
all the microcontrollers in the appropriate order. As stated above, the isolation
provided by the Docker containers does not allow microcontrollers to have any
kind of external access. However, we built a gateway that provides access to
external cloud services. The basic microcontroller skeleton is as follows:
Listing 5.3 Vertigo microcontroller Java skeleton
1
2
3
4
5

public class mc implements IMicrocontroller {
public void invoke(Context ctx, Api api) {
// microcontroller code
}
}
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Microcontrollers have two main parameters, the Context and the API. On
the one hand, the Context provides access to the related request information.
As stated in the previous section, this information includes the object metadata,
the request metadata and the microcontrollers’ specific parameters. Moreover,
by using the context, it is possible to control the current request with one of
these commands: forward, cancel and rewire. The forward command tells the
interception middleware to continue the request normally, without doing any
action. The cancel command cancels the request and returns an error message.
Finally, the rewire command allows to rewire the request to another object.
On the other hand, the API parameter provides access to external services.
By default, it includes access to: 1) Storlet Engine, for executing Storlets (by
the run-storlet command); 2) Logging engine, which is useful for debugging
microcontrollers; 3) OpenStack Swift, which allows microcontrollers to perform
POST and DELETE operations over it. Although the first implementation of
the API provides basic communication to microcontrollers, we built it to be easily
extensible. It allows to add support to other external services, for example:
RabbitMQ, Redis, MySQL and a large etc., even if it is necessary to add support
to services out of the local cluster, for example, Amazon Redshift [145].
By default, when a synchronous microcontroller is executed, the interception
middleware remains waiting until it receives one command to continue the request
execution (forward, cancel, rewire or run-storlet). Once the microcontroller
sends one of them to the interception middleware, then the request is processed
accordingly. In such a case that more than one microcontroller is executed, the
priority of the received commands would be the next:
Listing 5.4 Microcontroller response priority
1

cancel > rewire > run-storlet > forward

As a simple example of this functionality, we can implement a synchronous
microcontroller that controls the access of an object to an specific user. With
this example, we can see the flexibility of our framework to bring out a lot of
extra functionalities in cloud object stores. This simple microcontroller provides
finer-grained access control than the default Swift bucket ACLs. In this case,
after the microcontroller is associated with the onGet trigger of an object, then
only the specified user will be able to access to the object. Any other user will
get the "Error 401" message, as shown in Listing 5.5.
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Listing 5.5 Example of an access control microcontroller
1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8

public class ac implements IMicrocontroller {
public void invoke(Context ctx, Api api) {
if (ctx.request.user == "admin")
ctx.request.forward();
else:
ctx.request.cancel("Error 401");
}
}

Moreover, following the previous example, we can implement more advanced
access control microcontrollers. For example, to only allow access to an object
on specific hours of the day, or a given number of times. Also, a microcontroller
can be used to manage Storlets, thus enabling implicit active storage tasks
over the objects. For example, to run a compression Storlet on an object when
a user performs a PUT request. Finally, a simple example of asynchronous
microcontroller could be one which stores the username of all the users that
access an object, to an external database, thus maintaining an access log of an
object. In this case, the microcontroller would be associated to the onGet trigger
of the object. As the request does not need to be neither modified nor controlled
in any form, the microcontroller can run its code asynchronously:
Listing 5.6 Example of a microcontroller that writes to an external database
1
2
3
4
5

public class log implements IMicrocontroller {
public void invoke(Context ctx, Api api) {
api.db.store(ctx.request.user_name)
}
}

Object metadata cache. One characteristic of microcontrollers is that they
allow to modify objects’ metadata. By default, Swift stores 3 copies of the
objects. However, Swift is an eventually consistent system. This means that in a
particular time, the replicas of an object may have different data and metadata.
As microcontrollers are executed where the data is, modifying only the local copy
of the metadata implies waiting Swift to replicate the modified value to all the
copies of the object. This is not suitable in terms of request parallelism, since
there may be multiple requests to the same object at the same time, and even
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in different storage nodes. Moreover, this is a problem if this modified value is
required in the parallel requests to the same object.
To overcome this issue, the Microcontroller Engine uses an external Redis
database to manage the metadata of the objects. Thus, when a microcontroller
is executed, it initially loads the object metadata into Redis, and then, makes
all metadata modifications over it. If there are other requests to the same
object, the other microcontrollers will use this previously-loaded metadata. When
the microcontroller terminates, it evicts the metadata from Redis to all the
object replicas. The metadata is kept into cache following the LRU replacement
algorithm. With this distributed cache, we guarantee that the object metadata
added by the microcontrollers is always consistent in all replicas, even if there
are multiple requests at the same time. With it, it is even possible to do atomic
operations over the metadata fields.

5.4.3

Storlets Engine

This is the third component of the Runtime System, and it is responsible of
processing the actual data of the objects. We leveraged the OpenStack Storlets
framework to implement this component. Storlets framework extends Swift with
the capability to run computations close to the data in a secure and isolated
manner, making use of Docker [132] as application container. With Storlets, a
developer can write code, package, and deploy it as a Swift object, and then
explicitly invoke it on data objects as if the code was part of the Swift pipeline.
Although Storlets have been the basis to implement active storage tasks in
Vertigo, we were forced to extend their functionality. As the current Storlets
framework only supports one (explicit) Storlet per request, we modified it to
enable the pipelining of Storlets in the same request. Also, we enabled implicit
calls, metadata management, and orchestration, among other things. For instance,
a simple composite function like the one in the Listing 5.7 cannot be implemented
with the current Storlets framework. However, it can be easily achieved with
Vertigo and its original microcontroller abstraction.
Listing 5.7 Storlet composition example
1
2
3

(compose (f1 f2)
(lambda (x) (f1 (f2 x))))
(define grep-unzip (compose grep unzip))
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This allows active storage to be abstracted into smaller units that can be treated
as disposable pieces, which could be priced as a utility, among other benefits.
Moreover, with our modified version, the Storlets can also run in parallel; it is not
necessary to finish one to run another. For example, as we show in Section 5.7.2,
with Vertigo it is possible to run a Storlet that transcodes a PDF document into
plain-text, while, at the same time, another Storlet runs a GREP command over
the resulting data flow to find, for example, some relevant phrases.

5.5

Extensibility

In Section 5.3.1 we described some relevant actions that a microcontroller can
perform to manage the objects. However, its functionalities can be extend in
diverse ways by an storage administrator. On the one hand, as we already
discussed, the external gateway can be extended to accept any other cloud service,
exposing its communication API to the microcontroller. On the other hand, the
functionalities of microcontrollers can be extended by adding new middlewares in
the Swift pipeline. Middlewares enable new features in the storage service, such as
encryption or object versioning (see Section 2.5.3). In this sense, microcontrollers
can directly benefit of Swift middlewares for managing the data. Thus, it is
possible to extend the storage functionalities by adding new middlewares in the
storage path, but with the capability to interact with microcontrollers.
In this direction, any of the available Swift middlewares in the official catalog
[37] are able to be managed by a microcontroller. However, to demonstrate their
integrability with Vertigo, we created two middlewares which add new capabilities
to the storage service. These middlewares are the object prefetching [146], for
prefetching objects in the Swift proxy servers, and the object linking [147], for
making soft links between Swift objects. They are activated and managed by
some request metadata headers, so microcontrollers can easily interact with them.
Moreover, it is possible to limit the operation of these middlewares to work
only from microcontrollers, and not from external user requests, which prevents
non-experts users to wrongly use them.
Object prefetching. The main objective of prefetching objects is for speeding
up GET operations, thus improving the overall object request time. This process
is done before the object is known to be needed, and it loads the object in a
low latency cache. Storage nodes commonly use HDDs to store the information,
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however, their mechanical nature limits their overall performance. Is for this that
caches store objects in memory or SSDs. Anyway, OpenStack Swift, by default,
does no provide ways for prefetching objects in a proxy server cache.
This middleware enables object prefetching managed by microcontrollers.
Thanks to our approach, it is possible to preload objects in a proxy server
cache before users request them. Caching objects in the proxy server improves
substantially the overall request time. For instance, a microcontroller can prefetch
some related objects when other one is requested, or when a microcontroller
detects that the object will be highly requested.
Object linking. In Swift, data replication and data placement is provided by
the Rings. Each Ring is a storage policy that contains the storage nodes and
the hard disks that it can use to store the information. In Swift, each bucket
has a storage policy associated, assigned when the bucket is created. However, it
is not possible to change it during the bucket lifetime. The main drawback of
this approach is that, if it is needed to change the replication level or the data
placement of an object, that object must be moved to another bucket. Doing
this operation means that its original ID changes. That is, the object_id of
acc/bucket_1/object would change to account/bucket_2/object. This is not a
drawback if the tenant is aware of the change, but in such cases where the data
movement has to be transparent to the tenants and users, it implies that they
cannot access anymore to the object, due to the original ID is lost.
This middleware provides a way to move objects between buckets, leaving a
symbolic link to the original location of the object. This symbolic link is a zerobytes object that points to the new object location. Then, when a user accesses
to the symbolic link, the request will be rewired to the original object. This
simple feature enables microcontrollers to perform automatic object migration,
based on, for example, its access history. We evaluated the middleware in Section
5.7, showing a minimum overhead when Vertigo gets the link object to obtain
the location of the original object.

5.6

Applications

In this section, we show some of the applications that our framework can support.
As many other object stores, Swift, at the finest level, works at the object level,
acting as simple repository of data. One of the outstanding features of Vertigo is
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that with simple programming abstractions, we can operate at the "content level",
and for instance, automate the management of the objects according to the their
state or the content itself. Here, we provide some of these examples. All of them
have been implemented over Swift and extensively evaluated in the next section.
Automated Deletion. A representative application of data management is
self-deletion, where certain objects self-destruct after a certain period of time or
number of GET operations. Such objects are meaningful for security applications.
For instance, data protection and privacy laws in Europe1 demand the deletion
of personal data after a given retention time.
While components of the storage service may be put in place to periodically
discover which objects are eligible for deletion, a more natural approach is to
associate an automated deletion policy to each sensitive object and let it destroy
itself2 . This model offers several advantages over a centralized approach. For
instance, it is more robust, since it does not depend on the effectiveness of the
scheduled discovery jobs or any logically centralized management of deletions.
On the contrary, each object decides itself when to be self-destructed without
interfering with the rest, making the system more robust against failures and
attacks. Moreover, because an object may have dependencies on other objects, the
microcontroller can also delete them when the main object meets the conditions
to be self-destructed.
As a basic example, we built a microcontroller with an onGet trigger to
implement objects that choose to delete themselves after being read a limited
number of times. This limited-read objects could be used to keep personal data
only for the number of runs that are absolutely necessary for their processing.
Active Storage Orchestration. Another feature of our framework is that it can
bring computation close to data as another active storage framework. Although
that idea is not a new concept, we wanted to show it here as a property of Vertigo.
This capability has been inherited by the OpenStack Storlet Engine. However, our
framework permits the pipelining of consecutive computations that is not possible
to perform with the current Storlet Engine. This capability is also important for
data management, as it allows to perform a sequence of transformations on an
object to enforce a storage policy. For instance, a tenant may associate an onPut
1

EU law applies to the processing of personal data as defined in article 2 of Directive
95/46/EC, namely to any information relating to an identified or identifiable natural person.
2
We note that an object does not delete itself immediately, but rather stays available until
all replicas are deleted due to eventual consistency.
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microcontroller with a large document of type "application/xml" to detect the
differences with a previous version of this document and afterward use gzip to
compress the resulting deltas. Moreover, these type of microcontrollers may be
very useful to orchestrate active storage tasks which implement ETL (extract,
transform and load) functions. With our microcontrollers, we can provide an
intermediary transformation layer between raw object storage service and (big)
data analytics frameworks.
As a simple example, we built a pipeline of two active storage tasks orchestrated by an onGet microcontoller. The input object is a PDF file that first goes
through a transcoding task to convert it to a text file which is then input to a
grep task to output only the lines that match a query. grep has been utilized to
micro-benchmark systems like Hadoop and Spark [148], which shows the potential
of our framework for data transformations.
Content Level Access Control. With Vertigo, it is very easy to implement
advanced forms of access control. Typically, access control in object stores
operates at the granularity of buckets, and hence, once an object is accessible to
some party, he gets the full content of the object. Swift also follows this "all or
nothing" approach where the access to objects inside a bucket is enforced through
access control lists. Such an access control mechanism may be insufficient in
many cases, in particular, when objects contain sensitive content.
In the exercise to show another capability of our framework, we show how
content level access control can be realized very easily in Swift thanks to our
microcontroller abstraction. By "content level", we mean that Swift users will be
able to access to certain parts of an object based on their credentials. To give a
concrete example, consider the publicly available Adult dataset, from the UCI
Machine Learning Repository [149], which contains about 48, 000 rows of census
information. Each row contains attributes like race, sex and marital-status,
which combined with explicit identifiers such as the SSN3 that identify the record
holders may leak sensitive information about a given individual. As a result, the
records of this object should be accessed differently depending upon the user role.
For instance, while a "police agent" should be able to access to all fields and issue
an SQL query:
Q1 : SELECT SSN, age, sex, education, marital-status, race, relationship,
capital-gain, native-country
FROM adult_data.csv
3

As the dataset does not contain explicit identifiers, we added a random SSN to each row.
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a "census analyst" could be restricted to run SQL queries on a smaller view:
Q2 : SELECT SSN, age, education, capital-gain, native-country
FROM adult_data.csv

To implement this example, we deployed a microcontroller to an onGet trigger to
enforce content level access control on the object adult_data.csv. We defined
a simple access policy that depending on the use role, "FBI agent" or "census
analyst", it allows to run queries on all the fields (Q1) or just onto smaller
projection view (Q2).
This simple access policy is stored as the parameters of the microcontroller,
as explained in Section 5.4.1. When a GET request comes for the object
adult_data.csv, the target object server first checks the Swift ACL. If the
object is accessible by that user, the microcontroller then reads the content level
policy, and orchestrates an Storlet (like the previous use case) which execute the
SQL query over the data, only if the user has the appropriate role. The main
point of this example is that it shows how our framework enables an object to
change its behavior to suit the requirements of a given application, thanks to the
set of microcontrollers that specify how the object behaves.
Automated Object Migration. By using the object linking middleware described above, Vertigo also provides a platform for migrating objects in an
automated way. One motivation to move the data to another replication levels
could be to reduce the storage costs. For example, as previously explained, in
Swift is not possible to change the replication level of a bucket, so when we desire
to change the replication of an object or a group of objects, it is needed that
tenants explicitly move all the objects to another bucket.
One example of automated migration could be to move that data which
is infrequently used, after few days, to a less-replication bucket (archiving).
With the decentralized architecture of Vertigo, each object is managed itself by
microcontrollers. In this case, we implemented a basic microcontroller that stores
the last access timestamp of an object. As said, this metadata (the timestamp)
is stored with the object itself, and will remain with it during its lifetime in the
storage cluster. The microcontroller also keeps the access ratio as the state of
the object. Moreover, with the microcontroller parameters, a tenant can set an
specific access ratio threshold to the object, so that when the ratio decay below
the threshold, it moves the object to a less-replication bucket, leaving a soft link
in the original location. Normally, less-replication tiers have higher latencies,
thus, the overhead added with our soft link implementation is not important.
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Automated Prefetching. Among other features, Vertigo also provides a platform for managing the storage hierarchy. One clear example of this is prefetching.
Prefetching adds efficiency because it actively preloads objects into a cache. And
as a result, it can minimize disk I/O operations. The distinguishing aspect of
Vertigo is that prefetching can be done per object to suit the specific application
requirements instead of system-wide. This flexibility is useful for applications
that put different degrees of emphasis on performance and latency. For instance,
an access to an HTML file may preload objects of other pages.
As a basic example, we implemented a simple Web prefetching mechanism.
When a user stores an HTML file for the first time, a microcontroller deployed
with an onPut trigger instruments a Storlet for parsing the object and identifying
the embedded objects. The result of this process is a list of Swift objects which
compose each specific HTLM document. Such a list is stored in JSON format in
the metadata of the object to enable the onGet microcontroller to preload all the
embedded objects into Memcached when the HTML file is fetched as a result of
cache miss. Caching is done at the proxy servers for fast retrieval and to lighten
the read load on the object servers.

5.7

Evaluation

We integrated the built prototype of Vertigo in an OpenStack Swift deployment,
and evaluated it in terms of flexibility, performance and overhead. In this sense,
we ran micro-benchmarks and measured the resources usage of the Microcontroller
Engine, in addition to the overheads associated to microcontrollers, both in the
GET and PUT requests. Moreover, we implemented the necessary microcontrollers to test all the previous applications. We evaluated them by running each
one with a specific setup described in Section 5.7.2. To do so, we measured the
execution times and bandwidth improvements associated to the execution of the
related microcontrollers.

5.7.1

Testbed Characteristics

Our experimental testbed consisted of a client host with 2VCPUs and 4GB RAM.
On the server side, we deployed Vertigo in an 8-machines rack with an OpenStack
Swift (Ocata version) installation formed by 2 proxy node Dell PowerEdge R320
with 32GB RAM, and 7 storage nodes Dell PowerEdge R320 with 16GB RAM.
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All of these machines, including the client, were connected via GbE network. All
the server-side machines ran Ubuntu Server 16.04. The client host ran Ubuntu
16.04.1 CloudImage [150].

5.7.2

Workload

Here, we describe the specific workload configuration used for each application.
Automated Deletion. We utilized a random 100MB file, even thought, actually, in this case, is not important the size of the file because there is no data
modification. It only removes the object where some condition are met. This
means that the overhead of this application will be the same independently of
the size of the object. We established in the microcontroller metadata to delete
the object after 100 reads.
Active Storage Orchestration. For this experiment, we used a single PDF
document of 100MB. More precisely, the onGet microcontroller instrumented the
grep Storlet to return all lines of this document that starts with "a" (regex:"ˆa"),
after being converted into text with the transcoder Storlet. As discussed before,
this is a very nice example of active storage orchestration in which a pipeline of
two active storage tasks is built at runtime. Notice that the grep Storlet needs to
have all the text before filtering it with the regular expression (due to the grep
library that we have used in the Storlet), so our interception middleware remains
waiting until this Storlet starts to return the answer. For this application we
implemented a single microcontroller deployed to the onGet trigger of the PDF
object. Its functionality consist in orchestrate both Storlets.
Content Level Access Control. We used the dataset described in Section 5.6,
but we extended it to 100MB. As explained before, the dataset content is restricted
to the type of user that makes a GET request over the file. To this aim, we used
Swift user roles to return only specific fields. In this case the microcontroller,
deployed to the onGet trigger of the dataset, reads from his metadata the fields
allowed for the user role (e.g. age, education, capital-gain, native-country),
and then orchestrates the SQL Storlet to filter it.
Automated Object Migration. For this experiment we used a random document of 100MB, and we created two buckets with different storage policies
(in Swift, the storage police determines the replication level and the replica
placement). The microcontroller is configured to calculate the access ratio of the
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past 10 minutes, and we set a threshold of 1 (all of this information is stored in
the microcontroller metadata). That is. when the access ratio of the object be
less than 1 in the past 10 minutes, the object will be automatically moved to the
another bucket, leaving a soft link in the original location.
Automated Prefetching. We took as an HTML file the Google HTML5
slide template [151], which consists of a single HTML document (index.html)
and several embedded objects, including 10 image files of around 3.5MB and
some JavaScript scripts. Since it is a presentation file, it is thus susceptible of
simultaneous reading by multiple users (think of as a university lecture), for we
believed it to be a good example of caching with Web prefetching. Although
more sophisticated prediction techniques for Web prefetching should be applied
in practice, the present example is sufficient to show the inventive aspects of
Vertigo. To generate the workload, we used the Apache JMeter [152] toolkit.

5.7.3

Application characteristics

Table 5.1 shows information about the necessary microcontrollers for running the
previous applications. The first column gives the name of the microcontroller, the
second column gives the approximate number of lines of code or Java instructions
required to execute it. Moreover, the third column (type) gives its synchronicity:
synchronous or asynchronous. Finally, the fourth column gives the size of each
compiled microcontroller. From this table, it can be seen that our microcontrollers
are very lightweight for the proposed applications, and with few lines of code, it
is possible to add new object management functionalities in a cloud object store.
Table 5.1 Application microcontrollers information
Microcontroller

Lines of code

Type

Size

Automated Deletion

≈5

sync

1.6K

Active Storage Orchestration

≈3

sync

1.4K

Content level Access Control

≈8

sync

1.7K

Automated object migration

≈ 24

async

2.2K

Resource Extractor

≈4

sync

1.5K

Automated Prefetching

≈6

async

1.7K
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5.7.4

Results

All the tests were run 200 times and the results were averaged to create the plots
in the next figures. Moreover, for those applications that can be compared to how
they would work without a microcontroller, such as the content level access control,
we evaluated the following two configurations: Traditional storage or baseline
configuration (TS), namely, Swift without Vertigo, and the microcontrolled version
of Swift (MC).
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Base Overhead. As stated in Section 5.4.2, the Microcontroller Engine is
executed inside a Docker container, therefore, we evaluated the base overhead of
running containers in a Swift storage node. It is critical to measure it because
the microcontrollers are object wrappers which are executed where the data is.
Thus, the framework can only make use of the storage node resources where the
microcontroller is executed. Because our implementation launches one Engine
for each different tenant of Swift, this experiment consists of launching a new
container each 5 seconds, and measure the impact on both the memory and the
CPU. We used for this experiment the ubuntu:16.04 [153] docker image as a base
image of the Microcontroller Engine.
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Fig. 5.4 Memory and CPU consumption for running a new docker container with
the Microcontroller Engine
Fig. 5.4 shows the results of this experiment. As we can see, launching a new
container entails a peak of around 20% of CPU utilization, but almost null CPU
utilization to keep it running. In contrast, the memory consumption increases
linearly to the number of launched containers. We measured that each one
consumes, at least, 30MB of memory. Although it is not an important memory
overhead, this result means that the number of different tenants that can execute
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microcontrollers in a storage node, at a given instant, will be limited by the total
RAM memory. In one of our storage nodes, width 16GB of RAM we could launch
around 450 Docker containers.
As another base experiment, we measured the overhead added by launching a
microcontroller with Vertigo. The overhead is the time needed by the interception
middleware to launch a microcontroller inside the Microcontroller Engine (docker),
and get a response from it. For this experiment we used the microcontroller listed
in Listing 5.8, where the only instruction returns the control to the interception
middleware without doing any other action.
Listing 5.8 Example of a No-Operation Vertigo Microcontroller
1
2
3
4
5

public class base implements IMicrocontroller {
public void invoke(Context ctx, Api api) {
ctx.request.forward();
}
}

Overhead

We first evaluated the overhead added in the GET requests. To do so, we
launched 200 requests to different objects with this microcontroller deployed on
the onGet trigger. The results depicted in Fig. 5.5, show that almost all requests
have 4 Millisecond (ms) of overhead.
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Fig. 5.5 Microcontroller base overhead on GET requests
In contrast, for measuring the overhead of the PUT requests, we deployed the
microcontroller to the onPut trigger of a bucket, and we made 200 object PUT
requests to it. For this experiments we calculated the overhead of both using
the Memcached system and without using it. The results depicted in Fig. 5.6a,
show that almost all requests have 17ms of overhead without using the metadata
caching system. The extra overhead regarding to the GET requests, as explained
in Section 5.4.1, is due to that the interception middleware needs to query, for
each PUT request, the parent container in order to know the microcontrollers
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Overhead

to be applied (Query means make a HEAD request to the Swift container or
pseudo-folder). In the second case, we used the Memcached system which stores
the metadata that the interception middleware needs to put into execution the
microcontrollers. With Memcached, the interception middleware only needs to
make one HEAD request to the Swift parent bucket, then, it stores the information
in memory, so that the rest of the requests that comes in to Swift, and to the
same bucket, can use this cached information. As depicted in Fig. 5.6b, the
median overhead with the caching system is around 4ms. Base overheads shown in
Fig. 5.5 and Fig. 5.6 concern to all applications whose microcontrollers interfere
in the object request, that is, synchronous microcontrollers. Asynchronous
microcontrollers will not produce overhead as the request is not blocked.
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Fig. 5.6 Microcontroller base overhead on PUT requests
Microcontroller resource consumption. Second, we evaluated the resource
consumption of microcontrollers. As they are executed where the data is, and
as they can only leverage the storage node resources, it is critical to measure
the resource consumption to show the impact of microcontrollers to the system.
For this experiment, we used the SSBench [139] toolkit, which is built to test
Swift deployments. We also prepared a special cluster configuration for the
experiments, leaving only one proxy server and one storage node, in such a way
that all requests go to the same storage node. This configuration will provide
a better perspective of the resource usage of microcontrollers in a single node.
To do so, we used the automated prefetching microcontroller, since it is the one
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which spends more time in its execution, and therefore consumes more resources
during more time. We deployed this microcontroller to the onGet trigger of a
bucket where the SSBench will PUT and GET the objects for the benchmark.
Fig. 5.7 shows the results. As we did not observe high memory usage after doing
all experiments, we only depicted the CPU usage in the plot.
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Fig. 5.7 Microcontroller CPU usage for different workloads bursts
We first configured the SSBench in such a way that it performs from 40 up
to 70 requests per second. In total it made 10000 GET requests against Swift
for this experiment. Fig. 5.7a shows the results of this experiment. As depicted,
the Docker container for this configuration consumes between 3% and 5% of the
total available CPU. Due to the low CPU consumption observed, we decided
to increase the workload. For the second experiment, we set the SSBench in
such a way that it performs from 80 up to 150 requests per second. In this case,
the workload contains a total of 20000 GET requests. As depicted in Fig. 5.7b,
the launched microcontrollers consume between 7.5% and 10% of CPU, which
may still be a low CPU consumption. Trying to found a limit in the number
of microcontroller executions, we set another workload in such a way that it
performs from 150 up to 250 requests per second. In this case, the workload
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contains a total of 30000 GET requests. As depicted in Fig. 5.7c, with this
configuration the microcontrollers consumes between 10% and 18% of CPU. This
experiments clearly demonstrate how light are microcontrollers.

E.Time

E.Time

Microcontroller execution time. Third, we evaluated the microcontrollers
execution time, that is, the whole time that the Microcontroller Engine spends
to execute all the microcontroller code. The plots depicted in Fig. 5.8 are the
results of 200 executions of each microcontroller. Overall, the median execution
time is very low, in none of them reach 1ms. For automated deletion (Fig. 5.8a),
the microcontroller spends 0.55ms on its execution, as well as the active storage
orchestration microcontroller (Fig. 5.8b) spends around 0.12ms, the content
level access control (Fig. 5.8c) 0.28ms, and the static resource extractor (Fig.
5.8e) 0.14ms. Otherwise, the automated object migration (Fig. 5.8d), and the
automated prefetching (Fig. 5.8f) microcontrollers are closer to 1ms, both spend
around 0.9ms. The reason of this longer execution times is that, in contrast of
previous microcontrollers, these last two ones are more complex, and they need to
do more actions to complete their execution. More complex instructions becomes
in a longer execution times. Anyway, this experiment shows the lightweight of
the microcontrollers for the proposed applications.
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Fig. 5.8 Microcontroller execution times for the different applications
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Application execution time. Fig. 5.9 shows the execution time breakdown
for the different applications. The plots also show a comparison between how the
applications behave with a traditional storage (TS) system (without Vertigo),
versus how they behave by using microcontrollers (MC). We evaluated here
the synchronous applications, in addition to the automated object migration
(asynchronous), because the automated prefetching (asynchronous) does not
provide any improvement compared to TS. We split the execution time into
response time, transfer time and process time. The response time includes the
time of processing the corresponding GET request until the first byte of the
object is received by the client host. The transfer time stands for the time elapsed
between the reception of the first and the last byte of the object at the client
host. The process time includes all the time that the client host spends running
some computation over the data.
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Fig. 5.9 Request execution time breakdown for the different applications
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Overall, the system overhead is very low in all applications. For automated
deletion, the overhead is only of 41ms. For the content level access control
use case, the TS configuration needs to download all the file before filtering
it. However, the MC configuration only requires to transfer 30% of the data.
In this case, the main source of overhead comes from the fact the interception
middleware remains waiting for the SQL Storlet to send the query results back
to the client host as depicted in Fig. 5.9b. Despite this, the MC configuration
saves 1.6 seconds in comparison with the TS one.
In the automated prefetching application, the fact that all the images are
preloaded into the proxy server saves around 54ms in the whole execution time
(Fig. 5.9c). Finally, Fig. 5.9b reports the execution time of the active storage
orchestration use case. With no microcontrollers (TS), the client needs to
download the complete PDF file, transcode it to text, and then apply the grep
filter. Making this operation on the server side with Vertigo, the client host saves
around 1.86 seconds, as Swift only needs to transfer the result of the grep Storlet.
Timeline. Timeline refers to all what happens when a requests arrives to the
cluster. We discuss the behavior of the requests both from the perspective of the
client side (response and transfer) and from the server side (middleware, microcontroller and Storlets). In this case, we measured the automated deletion, active
storage orchestration, content level access control, and automated prefetching
applications. The rest of applications that use synchronous microcontrollers and
do not manage any Storlet (as is the case of the automated object migration),
the timeline would be similar to the automated deletion. The rest of applications
that use asynchronous microcontrollers, the timeline would be similar to the
automated prefetching. The results are depicted in Fig. 5.10 - 5.11.
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Fig. 5.10 Execution timeline breakdown for automated deletion and content-level
access control applications
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For automated deletion, the onGet microcontroller does not need to call any
Storlet, as shown in Fig. 5.10a. Hence, when the microcontroller informs the
interception middleware about this fact, Swift can start sending data to the user.
In parallel, the microcontroller updates the number of accesses and checks if it is
necessary to delete the object. For the content level access control use case, the
interception middleware must wait for the SQL Storlet to start, introducing some
overhead into the system as shown in Fig. 5.11a. Despite this, the microcontrolled
version of this use case is still more efficient due to the data reduction that the
Storlet provides as discussed before.
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Fig. 5.11 Execution timeline breakdown for automated prefetching and active
storage orchestration applications
For the automated prefetching use case, the resulting timeline plot (on GET
requests) is shown in Fig. 5.11a. This use case is particular because the microcontroller is only executed if the web page is not in cache, adding 4ms of latency
only in the first GET request. As shown in the figure, the microcontroller is
executed asynchronously. Upon the first GET request, the microcontroller will
load the static resources to the proxy server cache. In this way, when the browser
interprets the HTML file, and also for the next 199 GET requests, all resources
will be already preloaded into cache, saving I/O bandwidth and time.
In the timeline of the active storage orchestration use case, the microcontroller
adds very low overhead, however, in this case, it is needed to take into account
the Storlets that it puts into execution. The Grep Storlet needs to have all the
text before filtering it with the regular expression, and hence, the middleware
remains idle until that Storlet starts to return the result of the processing, adding
a little bit overhead when a user requests an object.
Bandwidth Usage. In those applications where a microcontroller orchestrates
data reduction techniques through Storlets, the usage of Vertigo becomes in
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bandwidth savings, and consequently, in a reduction of the total request time. This
is the case of the content level access control and the active storage orchestration
applications. Fig. 5.12 illustrates the total volume of data received by the client
host, and the total request time in both configurations (Traditional Storage vs.
Microcontrolled). As clearly shown in this figure, Vertigo can save significant
bandwidth in both applications. For instance, for content level access control, it
can avoid transferring 64, 5 MB of content, depending on the user role, as a result
of filtering out sensitive information. Such a property is very important, since
it increases the scalability of a Swift deployment by transforming underutilized
CPU cycles into bandwidth savings.
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Fig. 5.12 Comparison of bandwidth usage and total request time (TS vs. MC)

Overhead

Automated object migration. The automated object migration application
is an offline management tasks, and as a consequence it does not offer any kind of
improvement beyond the automatic movement of the objects. However, it allows
us to measure the overhead added by a Vertigo soft link.
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Fig. 5.13 Soft link overhead
Fig. 5.13 shows that getting a zero-byte object and route the request to
the original one, swift spends around 23ms. As explained in section 5.4.1, the
information of the new location of the object is stored for a time in a cache, so
for the next requests, the overhead would be near to 0ms.
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Summary

This chapter presents a new distributed architecture for cloud object storage that
enables the self-management of the data by tenants. Our architecture introduces
the novel concept of object-based microcontrollers as a decentralized mechanism
to transparently extend and intercept object stores. Our microcontrollers are
executed in a sandboxed environment in the storage nodes and they can intercept
any lifecycle request in the desired objects. We demonstrated how microcontrollers
increase the programmability and data management of object stores with concrete
examples: prefetching, active storage orchestration, content-level access control,
and automated deletion. Furthermore, we demonstrated that our interception
framework is very lightweight achieving low overheads. In this sense, object-based
microcontrollers can become a useful programming abstraction for extending
object storage systems.

Chapter 6

Scaling-out Policy
Enforcement in the Data Plane
6.1

Introduction

In Chapters 4 and 5 we aimed to extend the programmability of cloud object
stores by adding a multi-tenant management layer for administrators, and a data
self-management layer for tenants, respectively. The resulting systems make use
of a technique called active storage, which benefits of the data locality of the
storage service by placing computation tasks close to the data, where the data is
stored. In particular, active storage has two major benefits: On the one hand, it
leverages the underutilized compute resources of the storage infrastructure, and
on the other hand, it considerably reduces the network traffic.
In spite of this, when the compute requirements of the well proven practice of
collocating compute and storage are high, active storage has been shown to be not
suitable for all cloud storage infrastructures such as object stores, principally due
to two main reasons. First, the Elasticity: By collocating compute and storage,
computing resources can only scale out with the number of storage nodes. It is
thus impossible to provision compute power independently of the storage, and
hence, fulfill the promise of elasticity. And second, the Resource contention: One
of the main cares of tenants is response time, in particular, for inline real-time
services. However, running multiple application functions at the same time in the
storage nodes can lead to resource contention problems. And what is worse, it
The results presented in this chapter are published in [154]
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can terribly affect the performance of other tenants who share the same storage
infrastructure. While resource contention has been addressed to a certain level
by limiting the resources used by compute tasks [114, 113], it cannot be solved
with storage resources alone.

6.1.1

Scope and Challenges

To overcome these limitations, in this chapter we argue that the new promise of
serverless computing can represent an alternative yet powerful solution to these
problems. A key insight is that a serverless execution model is ideal to rapidly
scale up and down compute capabilities without the need to manage any server.
Moreover, it usually makes use of Linux containers to run tasks in an isolated
manner, which at the same time simplifies the scalability. In this sense, serverless
computing fits perfectly in terms of portability, since our previous works are also
built on Linux containers.
Regarding cloud object stores, serverless computing [51, 52, 155, 156] is
designed following the event-driven model, where functions are triggered in
reaction of PUT requests. Once a file or files are already uploaded to a bucket,
the associated functions are executed. Functions run in disaggregated compute
clusters, having to move the data from the storage cluster to process it, eventually
storing back the results. Although functions can also be proactively invoked by
using a gateway, and through a customizable API, these main characteristics
represent a problem regarding the systems built in Chapters 4 and 5.
Both Crystal and Vertigo are designed to intercept all the object lifecycle
requests, and to process the data inline and in situ, thus running computation
tasks close to the data. In this sense, our focus is on a data-driven serverless
computing system integrated in the object storage infrastructure, and able to
intercept all the object lifecycle requests, which is not possible with the current
systems. As the main challenge of this chapter, this ambitious goal requires the
design of the first data-driven serverless computing platform for object stores.
Design of a data-driven serverless computing model: Although nowadays serverless computing frameworks allow to process data from cloud object
stores, they do not allow for inline processing, thus not taking advantage of the
data locality. In this sense, characteristics such as data locality, programmability,
simplicity, extensibility, elasticity and scalability should be the cornerstone of
our system. This entails the design of a novel serverless framework capable to be
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integrated within the storage infrastructure, in the storage path, but decoupled
from the storage nodes. First, it requires the capability of synchronously process
the data, with no timeout limitations1 . Second, it requires a distributed monitoring system for 1) routing the requests to the appropriate computing node, and 2)
provisioning the correct level of elasticity to the system.
Other characteristics are shared with the previous systems built in this thesis.
For example, it requires the system to be easily usable by non-expert cloud
tenants. Also, it must provide a simple API in order to create, modify and
delete functions, and to attach and detach them to the objects. And finally, as in
Vertigo, as object stores usually store 3 copies of the objects, the system must
have high consistency in order to guarantee the correct operation when the same
object is accessed at the same time through different copies, which is not trivial
to implement in an object storage system.

6.1.2

Contributions

In this chapter, we present a novel data-driven serverless computing framework
for cloud object stores called Zion. We aim to solve the scalability and resource
contention problems of active storage, while benefiting from data locality to reduce
latency by placing computations close to the data. Our model is data-driven and
not event-driven, because tasks are located in the data pipeline, and intercept
the data flows that arrive and return from the object store.
Our computing framework makes previous systems built in this thesis less
intrusive in the storage infrastructure, while keeping data locality. In practice,
there are many jobs that require functions to be part of the data pipeline to
provide optimal response times. For example, those that require of synchronous
interaction between tenants and cloud object stores as is the case of Crystal and
Vertigo. Examples of these use cases include (but are not limited to) dynamic
content generation, interactive queries, content verification, access control, which
are better suited for a data-driven serverless computing model. Most of these
use cases are hard or impossible to implement in current serverless platforms
due to operational requirements, for instance, because they need to transparently
intercept incoming requests to the object store, or because they require interactive
communications through the standard object store’s API.
1

Among other limits, serverless computing platforms have function timeouts. Usually, they
allow configurable execution times up to 10 minutes.
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In contrast, our model is a lightweight solution that allows tenants to create
small, stateless functions that intercept data flows in a scalable manner without
the need to manage a server or a runtime environment. We coded a prototype
implementation of Zion for OpenStack Swift, where the serverless compute layer
lies between the proxy and storage nodes. This has allowed us to maximize write
and read per-worker performance to storage nodes. Finally, we demonstrate the
feasibility of our model, and we show how our solution scales up with minimum
overhead and no resource contention through different practical use cases. With
free containers available, Zion’s overhead is around 9ms, which is well amortized
by the functions’ execution time, typically in the seconds (or minutes) range, for
the possible data-driven use cases.

6.2

Design Overview

Zion has been designed for scalable, data-driven execution of small functions
in object stores. And thus, all components revolve around the object storage
service. Zion’s design therefore assumes that the underlying object store follows
the “classical” architecture of load balancers distributing the workload evenly
across the gateways or proxies, and a large pool of storage nodes, which are in
charge of storing the objects in the hard disks.
As a first overview, Fig. 6.1 shows a diagram of Zion’s architecture. To
not interfere with both plain PUT/GET requests and storage management tasks,
such as replication and failover, Zion lays out a disaggregated computing layer
between the storage and gateway nodes for executing the functions. Zion also
integrates a metadata service and an interception software running in the storage
gateways, which inspects incoming requests and reroutes them to the compute
tier if necessary. Moreover, as we can see, this model is even less intrusive than
Crystal or Vertigo, as it does not require to integrate or modify any component
in the storage nodes.

6.2.1

Interception Software and Metadata Service

The first component of the system is the interception layer, which is integrated
in the storage gateways (depicted as a router in Fig. 6.1). The major aim of this
software is to manage the deployment of functions, the association of triggers to
these functions, and their execution when a request matches a trigger.
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Fig. 6.1 High-level architecture overview of Zion integrated alongside a common
cloud object storage architecture
A trigger is a combination of a URL, with prefix and suffix filters (similar to
AWS Lambda for Amazon S3) and a HTTP method (GET, PUT, POST, HEAD,
or DELETE). This interception mechanism is enough for many use cases. By
specifying the suffix .txt as a filter, for instance, Zion can run a compression
function to all GET requests for text objects. The list of available triggers is the
following.
• onPut, onPost, onHead, and onDelete, which cause the execution of
the associated function whenever a PUT, POST, HEAD, or DELETE
request is received, respectively. As an example, the onPut trigger can
be useful to process an object before its write to the object store, and
even discard its storage, as processing is part of the write path, and not
asynchronous as in AWS Lambda.
• onBeforeGet, a function associated to this trigger is ran when a user
performs a GET request to the storage service. This is one of the two cases
associated to the GET requests. In this case, the function is executed before
forwarding the request to the storage node, and hence, the function cannot
process the targeted data object. However, this trigger can be useful in
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many use cases like HTTP headers processing, URL rewriting, temporarily
redirects, etc.
• onAfterGet, which causes any function associated to this trigger to run on
an incoming GET request to the storage service. In this case, the function
intercepts the storage node’s response, and therefore, it can dynamically
manipulate the object’s content.
The metadata service is the second architectural component of Zion. Metadata
for triggers is pre-processed and indexed efficiently in the metadata service to
guarantee a small, O(1) request matching overhead, of the order of µsecs. If there
is any match, this layer is also responsible for redirecting the input flow as the
object is read to an available worker. Non-intercepted data flows rapidly follow
the default storage path and bypass the serverless compute layer as usual.
It is worth to note here that the fact that a serverless execution model can
quickly spawn new workers is what makes it possible to intercept and process
data flows “on-the-fly” without collocation. With VMs, interception will be
significantly more difficult to achieve as VMs can take minutes to start.

6.2.2

Computation Layer

The third architectural component is the serverless computation layer. The
computation layer is a pool of containers which puts the functions into execution.
Functions
A function is the computation code unit which can process the data. In our model,
functions are data-driven, that is, they are focused to intercept the data flow,
and process the data inline, as the object comes-in or comes-out from the storage
cluster. Because of this, in our model, the response time from the functions (time
to first byte) must be fast to not affect the user experience.
In addition to processing the data stream, we integrated in functions the
flexibility of microcontrollers. Thus, functions can perform most of the same
actions, such as store information in a persistent way (e.g., an access counter, the
timestamp of the last access, etc.) Concretely, a function can take one or all of
the following actions after intercepting a lifecycle request of an object:
• It can add, update, or delete the metadata of the current object.
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• It can generate new requests to the object storage service. This includes:
GET an object, for example, a dependency needed to process the main
stream. PUT an object, for example, PUT a subset of the main object as
it is processed. Delete an object, and POST metadata to another object;
• It can generate new requests to other services (e.g. Rabbit, Mongodb, etc.),
for example, to store some relevant information extracted of the main data
object stream.
• It can update the request/response headers of the request.
• It can cancel the request, or rewire the request to another object.
Functions may make use of third-party library dependencies in order to achieve
a specific behavior. Once developed, functions should be packed with them within
a TAR file. Therefore, in conjunction, functions and their dependencies must be
lightweight, in such a way to minimize the time needed to transfer the function
package from the storage system to the compute node.
Once packed, a function is uploaded as a regular object to the object store.
An interesting feature of Zion is that it allows the user to set up the CPU and
memory requirements, and a timeout value for every function. The timeout is the
amount of time the system waits to receive the first byte of the function’s output.
If the function times out, the request is automatically canceled. This information
allows functions to be configured differently in order to better manage certain
jobs. This information is not mandatory, and Zion has the last word, assigning
default values when necessary.
Further, Zion’s functions accept parameters. Parameters can be explicit or
implicit. Explicit parameters are provided as headers in the request. Implicit
parameters are default parameters that a user specifies ahead of time in the
moment of associating a trigger with a function. Explicit parameters take
precedence over implicit ones in the case of collision. As an example, consider
a function to resize an image and the image resolution as a parameter. If no
argument was passed in the request, the implicit image resolution would be taken
from the function’s metadata, or an error would be thrown accordingly. The
same function can have different parameter sets for different triggers.
A final important remark is that two different functions cannot intercept the
same data flow in Zion, unless they do it in a pipeline fashion, one after another,
which raises no consistency issues.
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Compute Node

In a compute node, functions are executed inside isolated environments or Linux
containers:
Containers. Each function has its own Linux container in order to not interfere
with the other cloud functions. A container with a function running inside is
called a worker. A function may have zero, one, or more workers running at
the same time, depending on the workload. In the traditional function model,
starting a new worker takes around 6 − 7 seconds [157]. One requirement of our
model is that functions have to start running as soon as possible, for this reason
we leverage a ready-to-use pool of containers. In any case, our experiments verify
that starting a new container takes around 0.9 seconds, which is practical enough
for many synchronous and near-real-time applications. After a certain period of
time, the idle workers are stopped and the corresponding containers are recycled
in order to better optimize resource consumption.
Zion Service. This service manages the requests forwarded from the interception
layer (6.2.1). When a new request arrives, it takes a container from the pool,
installs the libraries and the function code, and sends the execution command to
the runtime. As functions may have specific CPU and memory requirements, this
service is also in charge of establishing the resource limits to containers according
to their configuration parameters. It also load balances the workload across
already started workers, and starts new workers if necessary, thus providing of
the elasticity of the system.
Runtime. The runtime is integrated into the containers. It accepts functions for
a specific programming language, and puts them into execution. Our prototype
oz Zion currently supports Java, but other languages such as Python would be
easy to integrate.

6.3

Prototype Implementation

We implemented a prototype of our serverless computing framework [158] on top
of OpenStack Swift [13]. We have decided to make Zion the less intrusive as
possible. As a result, the only modification in the base Swift architecture is a
Swift middleware which intercepts the requests at the proxy servers side. The
other elements are decoupled from the main Swift architecture, which makes
Zion easier to deploy.
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Interception Software and Metadata Service

In Swift, the simplest way to intercept requests is to create a Swift middleware.
We built a new Swift interception middleware for Zion to accomplish two primary
tasks: 1. The management of function code deployment and libraries, including
the triggers that cause the functions to be run; and 2. Redirection of requests
and responses through the computation layer when they need to be processed by
any function.
Upon the assignment of a function, a trigger header of the type: onPut,
onBeforeGet, onAfterGet, onPost, onHead, and onDelete, must be appointed
to tell the framework which lifecycle events to intercept. Zion uses Redis [137],
a quick in-memory key-value store, as distributed metadata service to maintain
this information. To optimize request matching, Redis is collocated with the
proxy nodes. Recall that as part of the metadata, Zion also includes configuration
information for the functions such as the CPU and memory requirements, and
cancellation timeouts, as we already discussed in the preceding section.
Function assignment granularity. Although OpenStack Swift stores the
objects in a flat name space, is possible to simulate a hierarchical structure within
a single bucket by adding forward slash characters (/) in the object name. Each
folder between the bucket and object names is called a pseudo-folder in Swift.
For example, in the object name: images/zion.jpg, the prefix images/ is the
pseudo-folder. In Zion, we take advantage of this logical hierarchy to enable
function assignment at per-object, pseudo-folder and bucket levels. Moreover, we
also enable mappings at suffix level, for example, to run functions to all objects
whose name ends with .jpg.
Function execution. After the function assignment process, when a request
arrives for an object, the Zion’s middleware with the help of the metadata service
checks if that request triggers the execution of a function. For example, if the
request is a PUT, the middleware will launch an onPut trigger for the request. If
there are functions that respond to this trigger, the middleware will immediately
forward the request to an available container. Otherwise, the request will follow
the default read/write path.
Parallel processing with functions. In all object stores, there is a limit in
the maximum allowed object size. In Swift, this limit is 5GB. To bypass this
limitation, Swift uses a special object called Static Large Object [159] (SLO).
SLOs are objects split into different parts. The user must upload these parts,
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together with a special object called manifest, which contains the location of
the object parts. Getting an object is totally transparent to the users, who make
a request to the manifest, and the whole object is returned as if it was stored as
a single object in Swift.
This Swift SLO approach enables Zion to associate a different function to the
manifest and to the parts. With this mechanism, it is possible to create a highly
parallel and distributed computational substrate by executing a function to each
dataset part, and finally, by running a reduction function to the filtered parts. In
Section 6.4, we present a Hadoop-like use case for object storage implemented
with our functions. This is aligned with the recent trend of large scale data
analytics with serverless computing [55, 54].

6.3.2

Compute Layer

In our implementation, the computation layer is composed by a pool of compute
nodes. They are located between the proxies and the storage nodes as shown
in Fig. 6.1. It should be noted that the compute nodes assigned to Zion are
not shared with OpenStack computing project Nova [160]; they are exclusively
managed by Zion.
A general overview of how Zion operates is the following. Each function is
run inside a separate container, what is called “worker”. At the time of this
writing, Zion’s runtime is Java-based. And consequently, every function is run in
a Java Virtual Machine (JVM). At a very high level, a worker can be viewed as a
container running a specific function. Every new invocation to the function is
handled by a new thread inside the JVM.
Functions
As the Zion’s runtime is based on Java, Zion’s functions are also written in Java.
This means that functions are plain Java classes. They have an entry point called
invoke, which contains the main code of the function and that it is called upon
every new request. The invoke method has two arguments of type Context and
API, which are made available automatically by the Zion’s runtime on every new
request.
The Context encapsulates the access to the request headers, the object’s
metadata, and the object’s data stream. It also includes a logger facility for
logging the execution of the function. The API enables access to external services.
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By default, the isolation level of containers precludes functions from having any
access to external resources. However, through the API, a function can access to
some external services such as RabbitMQ and Redis in addition to Swift itself.
The API class is extensible and has been framed to facilitate external interaction
to future services. In Listing 6.1 we have the implementation code of a simple
function that iterates over the data with no further processing.
Listing 6.1 A function that echoes the data passed to it.
1
2
3
4
5
6

public class Handler implements IFunction {
public void invoke(Context ctx, API api) {
while((data = ctx.object.in_stream.read()))
ctx.object.out_stream.write(data);
}
}

Compute Node
The complete architecture for compute nodes is depicted in Fig. 6.2, and it
consists of Docker containers, the Zion Service, and the runtime itself.
To/From Proxy

To/From Storage Node
Zion Service

Java Runtime

Java Runtime

Java Runtime

Java VM

Java VM

Java VM

Function 1

Function 1

Function 2

Function 1
Worker 1

Function 1
Worker 2

Function 2
Worker 1

Java Runtime

Java Runtime

Docker waiting for a Docker waiting for a
new function worker new function worker

Fig. 6.2 High-level architecture overview of a Zion Compute Node
Containers. We use Docker containers to sandbox functions, so they have neither
direct network access, nor system execution and thread creation capabilities, nor
access to the local file system. Only a minimum ephemeral hard disk space is
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provided under the /tmp directory to be used by functions. We used the Ubuntu
16.04 Docker image [153] for our implementation.
Zion Service. The Zion service is a Web Server Gateway Interface (WSGI)
server whose mission is to spawn workers for processing the request forwarded
by the interception middleware. Consequently, it must be up and running in
all compute nodes, because as described in 6.2.2, it is responsible for managing
containers and executing functions. When a function is running, this service
waits until receiving a response from it. The waiting time is limited by the default
system’s timeout or by a user-defined timeout specified at deployment time.
Runtime. The runtime is integrated within Docker containers. With the Java
runtime installed on them, this allows to rapidly spawn new containers and execute
functions. As stated in previous section, each different function is executed in
a separate container. If the compute node does not have any worker available
for that function, the Zion service takes a Docker container from the pool of
containers, executes it, and finally loads the function code and libraries into the
runtime. Subsequent requests will then be able to reuse the same worker when
processing the same “hot” function.
One feature of our serverless computing framework is that it is possible to
modify the object’s metadata ({key:value}). As we discussed in Section 5.4.2,
Swift is an eventually consistent system that stores 3 copies of each object. This
means that at a given time, the replicas of an object may have different data and
metadata. As functions are stateless, that is, there is no relation between the
different function invocations even if they occur in the same worker, modifying
the local copy of an object’s metadata implies waiting for Swift to update all the
replicas. This behavior is clearly undesirable in terms of function’s parallelism.
In this sense, as with microcontrollers, each function worker is directly attached
to a distributed metadata caching system based on Redis. It is an internal
feature, totally transparent to the users who develop functions. When a function
is executed, the Runtime initially loads the object’s metadata into the cache, and
then, performs all the modifications over it. If there are other requests to the
same object, the other functions will use this previously-loaded metadata. When
the function terminates, it offloads the metadata from the cache to all object’s
replicas. With this distributed cache, we ensure that the objects’ metadata
touched by a function is always consistent in all replicas, even if there are multiple
requests at the same time, and even atomically.
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Applications

Here, we show some of the applications that Zion can support, and the ease with
which these applications can be built on top of Swift. As expected, the described
use cases are not arbitrary; they have been chosen to show the potential of our
data-driven model, and in particular, for synchronous interactions with the object
store. All of them have been implemented over Swift and evaluated in the next
section.
Content-level Access Control. With Zion, it is extremely easy to implement
sophisticated forms of access control based upon the contents of the objects
themselves. As we already discussed in Section 5.6, typically, access control in
object stores, such as Swift, operates at the granularity of buckets, and hence,
once an object is accessible to some party, he gets the full content of the object.
In this chapter, we show how content level access control can also be realized
very easily in Swift thanks to our function abstraction in a similar fashion but
cleaner than [44]. By “content level”, we mean that Swift users will be able to
access to certain parts of an object based on their credentials.
This example is ideal to show the limitations of AWS Lambda. First, it is
clear that access control requires the interception of the GET requests, which
can only be done indirectly with the help of the API Gateway service. Second,
in AWS Lambda the response body payload it is limited to a determinate size
(Nowadays: 6 MB), so it is not possible to provide large results from big datasets.
Third, the processing of the object’s content to satisfy the access control policy
must be done inline, as the user needs a timely notification about the status of
her request, which again cannot be realized with AWS Lambda. Finally, Zion’s
design enables access control to leverage data locality and improve response time,
as functions go through the content of the object as it is read from the storage
node.
To give a concrete example, consider the publicly available Adult dataset
from the UCI Machine Learning Repository [161], described in 5.6. As stated
in previous chapter, it contains about 48, 000 rows of census information. Each
row contains attributes like race, sex and marital-status, which combined
with explicit identifiers such as the SSN that identify the record holders may
leak sensitive information about a given individual. As a result, the records
of this object should be accessed differently depending upon the user role. For
instance, while a “police agent” should be able to access to all fields: SSN,
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age, education, marital-status, race, sex, relationship, capital-gain
and native-country, a “census analyst” could be restricted to get only a smaller
view: age, education, capital-gain, native-country.
To implement this example, we have linked a function to the onAfterGet object trigger to enforce content level access control on the object adult_data.csv.
We have defined a simple access policy that depending on the use role, “police
agent” or “census analyst”, allows to get all the fields or just an smaller projection
view. This simple access policy has been stored as implicit parameter of the
function, that is, in a JSON formatted string uploaded when we linked the object
with the function, as explained in 6.2.2. When a GET request comes for the
object adult_data.csv, the proxy first checks the Swift ACL. If the object is
accessible by that user, the function then reads the content level policy, and filters
the data, only if the user has the appropriate role.
Compression. A typical data reduction task is the compression of objects. In
general, any dynamic content filtering that involves inline transformations of the
content is ideally suited for our data-driven model. A data-driven task could
compress/decompress a file dynamically “on-the-fly”. As Zion acts directly on the
data pipeline, that is, as the object is read/write to the object store, the result
will be either latency improvement or space reduction depending upon whether
Zion intercepts a GET request or a PUT request.
Here we will merely consider the case of compressing incoming objects “onthe-fly”, which means that upon a GET request by the user, the target object
will have to undergo decompression. The common approach for doing so in Swift
is to implement an ad-hoc compression middleware. However, this approach is
problematic. First, by running compression on the storage nodes, compression is
repeated as many times are replicas there are. By offloading it to the proxies,
we can disrupt Swift’s normal operation under heavy load, since the proxies are
responsible for looking up the location of objects in the rings and routing the
requests accordingly. looking up the location of objects in the rings and routing
With Zion, we can easily write down a compression function, and execute it
between the proxies and the storage nodes in a scalable way, without worrying
about resources, or repeating the task many times. In addition to the possibility
to intercept GET requests, Zion has another advantage over AWS Lambda. It is
capable to run compression over objects whose total compression time exceed
the five minutes’ limit. This is because Zion cancels a request only if the time
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for the receipt of the first byte from the function exceeds a timeout value (see
Section 6.2.2 for details). This model is ideal for operations such as compression
that can be run as data is read/write, which have been the focus of active storage
for a long time.
To implement the compression function, we utilized gzip and then, we mapped
it to a bucket with the onPut trigger. As such, all writes to this bucket will be
compressed. We did the reverse process for the onAfterGet trigger, so that when
a user requested an object of this bucket, she would get the original uncompressed
version. To do so, we made use of an implicit parameter to tell the function
what to do: either to compress or decompress. That is, for the onPut trigger, the
implicit parameter was set to “compression”. For the onAfterGet trigger, the
implicit parameter value was set to “decompression”.
Image processing. One of the archetypal use cases of serverless computing
is that of image resizing, for we found it interesting to evaluate it here. It is
ideal to show the potentials of asynchronous, event-based functions such as AWS
Lambdas and also very useful for tenants that use the object store as a back-end
for web image storage. In this case, when the images are uploaded, a function
is triggered, resizing and creating all the needed images, for example, for the
different possible devices that can request the main web (e.g. smartphone, PC,
tablet, etc.).
We did the same with Zion, and coded a function that resizes an image to an
arbitrary percentage. To intercept the PUT requests, we linked it to an onPut
trigger and specified .jpg as the suffix of the object name. As Zion allows to
create new objects as part of the function’s output, the function stores the original
object and its resized version(s).
Because of interception, one interesting feature of Zion is that it does not
require to fully store the image before the generation of its resized version(s), since
it is done “on-the-fly” prior to storage, saving storage bandwidth. Although of
not much concern at first glance, this property is very interesting for concurrently
processing a vast collection of images as in [54], because IO savings add up rapidly
for a large amount of objects.
Signature verification. To demonstrate the versatility of Zion, we proposed
the signature verification use case. Online content checking is again a perfect use
case for data-driven functions since it requires an immediate response to the client.
The main objective of this function is to verify that the objects (documents) that
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are uploaded, are signed by the user, and to verify that the signature is valid,
that is, the documents are authentic. With Zion is possible to do this task in
near-real time, and notify the user instantly in the case of rejection. Also, in the
case of rejection, we prevent the archival of an inauthentic document, thereby
saving storage space. For the same reasons as above, it is readily evident that
this use case cannot be implemented with AWS Lambdas.
The scenario is as follows: The user obtains the public key from her RSA
key pair, and she uploads it to a public bucket in the object storage system.
Then, the user signs the document with the private key, and uploads it, with
the signature in a special header to the object storage system, which puts into
execution the function and verifies the document. Note that in this case, the
function uses an explicit parameter (signature) described above.
To do so, we coded a signature verification function. The function is mapped
with a bucket to the onPut trigger. Therefore, all object PUTs to this bucket will
be enforced. The function first gets the public key from the object store based
on the user who is uploading the object. Then, it loads the document content
and it verifies the signature. If it is valid, the document is stored, otherwise the
document is rejected, sending an error message to the user.
Interactive queries and result aggregation. Finally, interactive queries is a
use case that perfectly matches our data-driven model. When we want to perform
fast data queries over existing data repositories, our data-driven model avoids
moving the entire dataset to a computing cluster.
For example, object storage services are commonly used to archive data like
log files. Businesses that want to extract fast insights from these data repositories
using big data analytic tools must choose between two strategies: 1. Moving
data to the computation cluster to take advantage from data locality; or 2. Using
a connector to allow data analytic tools to read data directly from the remote
object storage. With Zion, we offer a third strategy: Compute in the storage
cluster using functions that filter data and aggregate results inline.
The case example we present is a top-k query on access logs of UbuntuOne
[162], a personal cloud service. We want to obtain a list of the most active users
and the total number of requests each user sent. The implementation of this
query in Zion has two functions. The first one receives a fragment of the log
file and filters requests logs maintaining a counter for each user, thus exploiting
parallelism. The other function receives as input the partial counters of the
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various instances of the first function, and it performs the aggregation and sorting
in order to produce the desired result. To implement this mapreduce-like example,
we tapped into Swift’s SLO-based data partitioning (see Section 6.3.1).

6.5

Evaluation

For confirming our suspicions, we first studied how Swift behaves when some
computation tasks are collocated in the same storage node. Then, we integrated
the prototype of Zion in an OpenStack Swift deployment, and we ran microbenchmarks to measure the behavior and overheads of our functions. We did so
by running standalone experiments and the applications discussed in Section 6.4.

6.5.1

Testbed Characteristics

Our experimental testbed consisted of a host (or client) with 2VCPUs and
4GB RAM. On the server side, we deployed Zion in an 8-machines rack with
an OpenStack Swift (Ocata version) installation formed by 2 proxy nodes Dell
PowerEdge R320 with 32GB RAM and 7 storage nodes Dell PowerEdge R320 with
16GB RAM (each one with 4 CPU cores). At the compute side, the computation
layer is composed by 3 nodes Dell PowerEdge R430 with 32GB RAM (each one
with 24 CPU cores). All the server-side machines ran Ubuntu Server 16.04. The
client host ran Ubuntu 16.04.1 CloudImage [150].

6.5.2

Swift Resource Contention

We first studied how collocation of compute and data affects Swift. To do so in
“ideal” conditions, we restricted this experiment to a single storage node2 . For
this measurement, we used a single proxy node Dell PowerEdge R320 with 12GB
RAM and 1 storage node Dell PowerEdge R320 with 8GB RAM.
Base Swift. The first experiment consisted of evaluating how Swift normally
works. We first stored a bunch of random 10kB files in Swift. Next, using the
UNIX httperf tool, we ran distinct workloads, each one differing in the number
of transactions per second (TPS). We measured the resultant per-transaction
response time (Fig. 6.3a) and CPU usage (Fig. 6.3b) of the storage node.
2

We note that the results are easy to extrapolate to larger Swift deployments
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Fig. 6.3 Usual Swift behavior in a given storage node
Technically, Swift uses workers to handle a workload. In Swift, a worker is
nothing but a thread that accepts requests. Each worker normally accepts 1, 024
concurrent requests, but it is a configurable parameter. This simple experiment
confirmed us that when a worker exhausts the 100% of its core’s resources, the
response time steeply increases due to the queuing delays. For instance, with
1 worker, the core’s usage reaches 100% around 380 TPS, the point beyond
which the requests start to accumulate as shown in Fig. 6.3a. This effect can be
alleviated by starting new Swift workers as seen in this figure. However, since
storage nodes have 4 cores only, Swift is limited to 4 workers. And therefore, a
storage node will eventually end up experiencing resource contention sooner or
later even if there are no computations collocated with the data.
Collocated Computation. We repeated the same experiment but collocating
computations with the storage service. The results in Fig. 6.4 show how the
Swift’s processing capacity diminishes as a function of the CPU usage borrowed
from the collocated tasks. For example, if Swift was restricted to use only 1
worker for request processing, collocated tasks would have almost no impact on
Swift. However, as the number of Swift workers increase to match the number
of CPU cores, the resource contention begins to produce negative effects in the
storage system due to the interference from the collocated computations.
Swift’s best practices recommend to use as many workers as CPU cores.
Under a heavy use of the CPU by the collocated tasks, this figure shows that
Swift request processing would be severely diminished. For instance, when the
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collocated tasks consumed 80% of the total CPU, Swift processing fell to a 35%
in this experiment. This result suggests that the right path to go is to move
computations outside the storage nodes which is what we did with Zion.
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Fig. 6.4 Swift interference measurement in a given storage node

6.5.3

Workload

Here, we describe the specific workload used to test all the example applications
described in Section 6.4. This specific evaluation setup is specially designed to
test both the elasticity of Zion and the performance of each application function.
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In this sense, as usually object stores can contain a huge diversity of object types
and sizes [162], we set up heterogeneous workloads for all use cases in order to
verify the behavior of Zion under different scenarios.
Content-level access control. For testing this application, we used the dataset
described in Section 6.4, but trimmed down to different object sizes: 100kB,
1MB, 10MB and 100MB. As stated before, the dataset content is filtered out
according to the type of user that requested the object. To this aim, we used
Swift user roles to return only specific fields to each user. The function, associated
to the onAfterGet trigger, reads from an implicit parameter the JSON string
containing the allowed fields for a specific user’s role (e.g. age, education,
marital-status), and then returns them to the user.
Compression. It is well-known that the compression ratio of objects affects
resource consumption. Objects that contain only zeros will be compressed more
quickly and consume less resources than compressing a binary object. To get rid
of this issue, we chose to use text documents with a similar compression ratio of
around 60%. The documents were of sizes: 10kB, 100kB, 1MB and 10MB.
Image processing. As in the previous case, we tried to find the most common
scenario for testing this function. We focused on those image sizes commonly
used in static web pages. Finally, we used different .jpg files of 90kB, 400kB,
800kB and 1200 kB, and we set an implicit parameter so that the function resizes
the image to the 50% of its original size.
Signature verification. A sample usage of this function may be to verify official
documents and forms in a public institution. For this experiment we used text
documents also of different sizes: 10 kB, 100 kB, 1 MB, and 10 MB. These
documents are signed with a RSA private key. The experiment operates on PUT
requests, verifying the correction of the signature.
Interactive data queries and result aggregation. For this use case, we
used different sizes of the publicly available UbuntuOne’s log file [162]: 100MB,
1GB, and 10GB, respectively. We compared Zion’s functions execution time to
those obtained using Hadoop. We built a 10-node Hadoop cluster of commodity
workstations: 4-core i5 at 2.53 GHZ and 16 GB of RAM. For this application,
we issued a Pig query against: 1. The log files stored in HDFS; and 2. Swift
using the Apache Hadoop-Swift connector [163]. For Zion first-stage filtering
functions, we picked chunk sizes of 10MB, 32MB, and 200MB for the 100MB,
1GB and 10GB files, respectively.
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Application characteristics

Table 6.1 shows information of our four Zion application functions. The second
column gives the number of lines of code required to execute the function. And
the third column gives the function size. From this table, it can be seen that our
functions are very lightweight for the proposed applications.
Table 6.1 Application function information
Application Function

6.5.5

Lines of Code

Function Size

Content-level Access Control

≈ 29

2.7 kB

Compression

≈8

1.8 kB

Image processing

≈ 17

2.3 kB

Signature verification

≈ 43

2.9 kB

Interactive data query

≈ 203

6 kB

Results

We first measured the base overheads produced by Zion. They include the runtime
engine startup time, and the overheads associated to run functions in the storage
path, in a decoupled compute layer.
Docker characteristics. The Java runtime, and then the functions, are executed
inside Docker containers in our prototype. Consequently, the first validation to
do was to assess the impact of starting our runtime within Docker containers. If
the startup time was too large, it would hamper the inline processing capabilities
of Zion. Our experiments, however, revealed that this is not the case.
For this experiment, we utilized a pre-compiled Docker image with our Java
runtime integrated in it. The experiment consisted of launching 1, 000 containers
at different rates in the compute cluster and measure the startup time and
memory, along with the amount of memory for keeping the runtime up and
running over time.
In this sense, Fig. 6.5 shows the results of this experiment. As depicted,
starting a new Docker with the Java runtime takes between 0.85 − 0.95 seconds.
Regarding RAM consumption, we got that each container consumes around
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35MB of memory. These results show how our runtime takes 5X times less to
start in comparison with the AWS Lambda’s runtime, which proves that Zion is
lightweight enough for elastic inline processing. As Zion utilizes a large pool of
already started containers, the start up time is typically negligible in many cases,
and only amounts to 0.9 seconds if there are no free containers in the pool.
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1

Startup Time (seconds)
Fig. 6.5 Zion runtime startup time
Zion overhead. As another basic experiment, we studied the extra overhead
that Zion adds when running a function. The overhead is the time needed by
the interception middleware to redirect the object to a compute node, take an
available container, launch a function inside the Docker, and pass the object data
through it. To do so, we made use of the function listed in Listing 6.1.
This simple function iterates over the data without processing it. For measuring the overhead, we used a set of 10kB objects. We first launched 5, 000
plain GET requests to measure the base time needed to complete a GET request.
Then, we launched another 5, 000 GET requests for the same objects, but in
this case, we set up the function in Listing 6.1 to respond upon the onAfterGet
trigger of the objects.
The results are plotted in Fig. 6.6. This figure shows that the Zion’s overhead
is 9ms. This time includes the penalty of 5ms for the addition of an internal
hop to Swift (redirect the data through a compute node), plus 4ms to determine
whether and which function to run inside a free Docker container in the pool
when the request touches a compute node.
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Fig. 6.6 Zion base overhead
Performance of collocated functions. We evaluated here the performance of
our application functions. For this evaluation, we conducted a stress test for each
combination of application, object size and number of function workers. As our
storage nodes have 4 CPU cores, we ran each function on 1, 2, 3 and 4 function
workers, respectively. The Docker containers were set up with 1 CPU core and
512MB of RAM per worker. The results are depicted in Fig. 6.7-6.10.
The first experiments were done collocating the functions in the storage nodes
without using Zion. The main objective of this experiment was: 1. To show how
collocation limits the number of TPS; and 2. To show the performance of Zion’s
functions using 1 CPU core per function worker. As a side effect, notice that the
latter makes it possible to faithfully generalize our results to any number of cores.
We empirically verified this for the image resize use case. As the cluster is made
up of 6 storage nodes, the function with 1 worker was able to process around 9
images per second for the 400kB image case, and around 54 images per second in
the entire cluster. For the rest of applications, we utilized only one storage node.
The reason is that to tap into the performance of the entire cluster, we would
have to replicate 6 times each object to ensure that a copy of it is available at
every storage node. In active storage, the total compute power for an object is
proportional to the number of replicas it has.
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Notice that in Fig. 6.7- 6.10, the curves representing the response time start
to increase when the resources of the Docker container are overloaded, that is,
when all the CPU cores are at the 100% of their capacity. These experiments
also show how the object size is very important. In all experiments, the higher
the object size, the lower the number of TPS a function can handle. To wit, for
the content-level access control application (Fig. 6.8), the function is unable to
handle more than 1 TPS for the 100MB object, irrespective of the number of
workers. Concretely, this task takes around 1.6 seconds to complete. The same
occurs with the image resizing function. We saw that resizing an image of 1200kB
takes around 2.36 seconds, leading to < 1 TPS.
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Fig. 6.9 Image resizer function performance
A function that needs more than 1 second to process an object, it can only
handle in parallel as many objects as functions workers are running. These
examples show that function collocation at the storage nodes would be, in any
case, insufficient to absorb a burst of transactions for more than one second. Also,
they demonstrate that it is almost impossible to predict resource consumption
ahead of time, because resources depend on the object size. Consequently, resource
management for collocated functions should be dynamic, which is hard to achieve
in practice, instead of a simple resource management policy such as one single
worker per CPU core.
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Fig. 6.10 Signature verification function performance
Performance of non-collocated functions. As resource contention is not
an issue with non-collocated functions, what is key here is to verify that Zion’s
storage-disaggregated functions are indeed scalable. In order to test how the Zion’s
compute layer provides better scalability than the storage nodes, we extended the
prior evaluation to non-collocated functions. Our compute nodes have 24 cores
each one. This means that is possible to start up to 24 function workers in each
node. However, to make the comparative fair with the storage nodes, we utilized
between 1 to 8 function workers. Also, as in the previous experiments, we used
1 proxy and 1 storage node in addition to 1 compute node, which is enough to
assess the scalability of Zion. The results are shown in Fig. 6.13- 6.12. In this
case, we recorded the number of maximum transactions per second (Max. TPS)
that each worker was able to handle with and without collocation.
First, we can see how in almost all cases, with 1 to 4 function workers, noncollocated functions can handle more transactions than the storage nodes. This
is due to the fact that the compute nodes are more powerful than the storage
nodes in terms of CPU. Therefore, the capacity of ingestion is higher. Second,
the maximum TPS that a storage node can handle is always limited above by
the number of available cores. That is, spawning more workers has no benefit
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because they will contend for the available resources. This is the reason why the
curve for collocated functions (gray line) flattens out beyond 4 workers.
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However, non-collocated functions (black line) can continue to process transactions by spawning more workers to respond to the demand. By a quick inspection
of all the figures, the scalability of non-collocated functions is practically linear with the number of workers. This suggests that disaggregating storage and
compute is a practical solution to scale out computation in cloud object stores.
Interactive data queries. Table 6.2 compares the execution times for the same
query for Hadoop and Zion (Listing 6.2). The entries of this table were obtained
by running 30X each configuration, and then, averaging the results.
Listing 6.2 Evaluated query in Hadoop and Swift + Zion clusters.
1
2
3
4
5
6

select user_id, count(*) total
where (req_t=’GetContentResponse’ or req_t=’PutContentResponse’)
and msg=’Request done’
group by user_id
order by total DESC
limit 10

Table 6.2 Interactive data queries execution times
Configuration

File size

Chunk size

Time

Pig query - Swift

100 MB

10 MB

81.6s

Pig query - HDFS

100 MB

10 MB

71.4s

Zion - 12 Workers

100 MB

10 MB

0.510s

Zion - 24 Workers

100 MB

10 MB

0.348s

Pig query - Swift

1 GB

32 MB

156s

Pig query - HDFS

1 GB

32 MB

75.4s

Zion - 12 Workers

1 GB

32 MB

4.183s

Zion - 24 Workers

1 GB

32 MB

2.256s

Pig query - Swift

10 GB

200 MB

985s

Pig query - HDFS

10 GB

200 MB

94.6s

Zion - 12 Workers

10 GB

200 MB

26.253s

Zion - 24 Workers

10 GB

200 MB

13.392s
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Non-surprisingly, the Hadoop (Pig) configuration that ingests the data from
the remote Swift service is the one that presents the highest mean execution time.
This occurred due to network contention. Both clusters were geographically far
apart, so communication went through some FAST Ethernet links within our
institution’s LAN. More concretely, it took ≈ 917 seconds to transfer the entire
10GB dataset, and ≈ 86 seconds to transfer the 1GB dataset. On the other hand,
the configuration that read the data from HDFS had better times, specially for
the large datasets. However, it has the disadvantage that it requires pre-loading
all the data in HDFS, which may be not practical in many cases.
For Zion functions, the execution times were comparatively small despite
using at most 24 workers. This suggests that better times can be easily attained
with more workers. This is clearly seen when comparing Zion with 12 and 24
workers, respectively. For the 10GB dataset and 12 workers, it took 2X much
more time than with 24 workers. Also, this experiment confirms the scalability
of Zion without incurring in resource contention in the storage cluster. If we
had executed this interactive query with 24 workers in the storage nodes, the
storage cluster CPU would had reached 100% in all storage nodes for 13.4 seconds,
leading to resource contention.

6.6

Summary

This chapter presents Zion, an innovative data-driven serverless computing framework for cloud object storage. Unlike commercial event-driven serverless models,
our data-driven functions intercept and operate over objects as they are read/write
from/to the object store. Since Zion follows serverless computing abstractions, it
overcomes the scalability and resource contention problems of active storage, and
without the need to manage any server or runtime environment. Moreover, by
injecting computations in the data pipeline, Zion is ideal for use cases that require
synchronous interactions with external users, which is the case of the previous
systems designed in this thesis (Crystal and Vertigo). More concretely, examples
of these use cases include dynamic content generation, interactive queries, content
verification, and access control. In many of them, the data locality of our inline
computations contributes to optimize latency and to reduce data transfers outside
the data center.

Chapter 7

Conclusions & Future Work
Programmability unlocks the full computing power of a system, and significantly
increases the innovation on it. Thus, in this thesis we demonstrated how programmability enables unprecedented flexibility and dynamism in cloud object
stores. For example, we have shown how a novel Software-defined Storage (SDS)
architecture for cloud object storage considerably improves the management of a
storage system. In addition, we have also shown how our novel programmatic
microcontroller abstraction permits tenants to adapt objects behavior to their
specific requirements.

7.1

Overview of Contributions

In our effort to overcome the main research challenge of enhancing the programmability of cloud object storage, we posed three major research questions.
Question 1: Is there a lack of flexibility for handling multi-tenant workloads?
In Chapter 4 we designed the first SDS architecture for multi-tenant cloud
object stores. It is the first one that separates the control plane from the data
plane, by abstracting the control layer from the software and hardware of the
storage system. With our novel design, we improve the flexibility, simplicity,
programmability, manageability and extensibility of cloud object stores. Moreover,
with our system it is possible to differentiate multi-tenant workloads, what is
not common in most of today’s cloud object stores, where tenants are treated
indistinctly. To do so, we created a new centralized control layer that allows to
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dynamically manage the data plane. This is carried out by means of high-level
descriptive policies, based on the If-This-Then-That (IFTTT) paradigm. Thus,
establishing new policies is as simple as telling the controller that, for example,
when the number of request per second be greater than five, apply the compression
filter to the incoming workload. Then, once condition(s) are met (If-This), it
eventually enforces the filter at the data plane (Then-That). One of the key
benefits of our control layer is that it is extensible at run-time. This fact enables
adding any new functionality to the cloud object store at any time, with zero
storage service down-time.
Our architecture is mainly designed to provide an efficient use of multi-tenant
cloud stores. Moreover, this challenge has led us to create new SDS abstractions,
such as what we called controllers. Controllers are programmatic micro-services
that allow more advanced storage management, beyond the descriptive policies.
For example, with a controller it is possible to implement novel algorithms for
bandwidth control, which enforce the appropriate bandwidth for each tenant
at the data plane. We finally created a prototype called Crystal on top of
OpenStack Swift to demonstrate the feasibility of our design through multiple
storage management applications. For example, we tested the enforcement
of filters (compression, encryption), and bandwidth differentiation capabilities
among tenants. The performance evaluation and use cases validation show how
our novel architecture and abstractions are suitable and relevant enough to be
integrated into any shared multi-tenant object store, such as Swift or Ceph.
The next challenge addressed in this thesis was related to how tenants use cloud
object storage systems. It can be summarized as follows:
Question 2: Are tenants able to manage their data in cloud object stores?
In Chapter 5, we created a novel policy abstraction called microcontroller,
which allows tenants to individually manage their objects programmatically.
Microcontrollers are designed to handle the particularities of the objects, since
different object may require different treatment, and thus, different management.
Therefore, our microcontrollers enable the construction of new applications directly in the cloud object stores. To enable this fine-grained object management,
microcontrollers act as object wrappers, intercepting the desired lifecycle requests
to the objects, and processing them accordingly to the provided behavior. Moreover, microcontrollers can run synchronously or asynchronously upon receipt of
the main storage request. They are executed in a sandboxed environment, and in
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the storage nodes where the data is stored. This guarantees the security of the
storage system, at the same time that they benefit from the data locality and
inline processing.
We finally created a prototype on top of OpenStack Swift to evaluate our
object-based microcontrollers, and we demonstrated their low overheads in the
lifecycle interception layer. Moreover, through different use cases, we validated
the programmability and flexibility of microcontrollers for managing objects in
the data plane. In concrete, we evaluated applications like object prefetching,
active storage orchestration, content-level access control, and automated deletion.
The experiments and evaluations show how microcontrollers can become a flexible,
dynamic and programmatic object management abstraction for enhancing cloud
object stores.
The last challenge addressed in this thesis is related to the resource contention
and elasticity problems of both previous contributions, as follows:
Question 3: Are there enough compute resources in the storage layer for enhancing the programmability?
In Chapter 6, we designed the first data-driven serverless computing platform
for cloud object stores. This novel platform can be integrated within the storage
cluster, but in an independent processing layer. This provides elasticity and
prevents resource contention problems derived from running computations right
away in the storage nodes. Our approach is different than existing serverless
computing frameworks that are usually event-based. In our case, we propose the
novel concept of data-driven serverless computing for cloud object stores, where
functions are placed in the storage path, and executed synchronously, intercepting
the lifecycle of the objects. By placing serverless functions in the storage path,
our model is ideal for those use cases that require of synchronous interactions.
Functions integrate the flexibility and programmability of microcontrollers, in
addition to a powerful data-flow processing mechanism to process data in realtime, as it comes in/out from the storage cluster. This allows to manage and
process data objects with a single piece of code.
Moreover, we created a prototype of our platform on top of OpenStack Swift
to validate the feasibility of the inline functions. We proposed some applications
which require of synchronous request interception, such as dynamic content
generation, interactive queries, content verification, and access control. Finally,
we evaluated the platform, getting low overheads when requests are routed to
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the computing layer. Also, we tested the previous applications, demonstrating
how our data-driven serverless functions placed in the storage path can mitigate
resource contention and elasticity problems, while they benefit from the data
locality of the storage system.

7.2

Future Research Directions

Enhancing the programmability in cloud object stores is a promising approach
thanks to the flexibility and dynamism it provides. Thus, each contribution of
this thesis separately opens new research lines. Next we are going to describe
some topics and ideas that deserve future work.
1. Experimental research framework for storage algorithms. Typically, object stores are non-programmable systems, which difficulties investigation
on them. Thus, the flexible multi-tenant management control layer we have
designed provides, beyond the dynamic management of the storage, a new programmable layer that could allow researchers to easily investigate, implement
and test new algorithms for example, for data placement or read-optimized paths.
Furthermore, in this sense, our data-driven serverless model allows to test them in
an elastic way within the storage cluster, without interfering the storage service.
2. Security and privacy. The fine-grained object interception of our
microcontrollers enable future research works on object security and data privacy
in cloud object stores. Traditionally, in many systems the security layer is located
in front of them due to their complexity, and normally they manage the security
at higher granularities. The advanced object management that microcontrollers
provide enables a future research direction on how to offload this centralized layer
and put the appropriate security policies directly to the objects. With our novel
model, it is possible to enable smart secure objects in object stores.
3. Rich storage system. Our data-driven serverless computing layer located
in the storage path, close to the data, enable future research works in different
directions. First, for unified storage (multiprotocol storage). Companies want
to move to cloud storage solutions due to their characteristics and low costs.
However, their legacy applications require using local file systems to store the
information. In this sense, each time more companies use file systems with a
cloud object store as data back-end. Thus, it would be interesting to investigate
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how to manage and process this data coming for diverse sources with our datadriven model. Second, for rich-specialized databases. Flexibility, simplicity and
scalability of cloud object stores can enable in a future the design of databases on
top of them. Thus, our rich data-driven computing platform can be an important
actor to process this data elastically within the storage cluster. Finally, for web
services. Cloud object stores are widely used for storing static web content. One
future research direction would focus on investigating how our elastic serverless
computing layer may produce and generate dynamic web content. This could
potentially create an alternative and scalable stack for web applications.
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